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,ebates forwarded to them
1799 International Development 28 MARCH 1980 (Brandt Report) 1800milarly express their desire

corrections be made in the HOUSE OF COMMONS BILL PRESENTED
s"t for the Bound Volume

.t telephoned, and the copy Friday 28 March 1980 SOCIAL SECURITY (No. 2)
Editor's Room, House of Mr. Secretary Jenkin, supported by

The House met at half-past Mr. Secretary Prior, Mr. Secretary
Nine o'clock Younger, Mr. Secretary Edwards, Mr.

Secretary Atkins, Mr. Nigel Lawson,
PRAYERS Mr. Reg Prentice and Mrs. Lynda

Chalker presented a Bill to amend the
Y FACILITATES THE [Mr. Speaker in the Chair] law relating to social security for the
2ES purpose of reducing or abolishing cer-Official Report (within one tam benefits and of relaxing or abolish-

to the Controller of Her ing certain duties to increase sums: AndOfficial Report, House of PETITION the same was read the First time ; andinting may be ascertaned. London Dockland and ordered to be read a Second time9.35a .o kon Monday next, and to be printed. [Bill9.35 am 180.]
Mr. Nigel Spearing (Newham, South):TES I beg to ask leave to present a petition,

which reads:
To The Honourable The Commons of The INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT~1p). United Kingdom of Great Britain and North- (BRANDT REPORT)

157-70. ern Ireland in Parliament Assembled.
The Humble Petition of the Mayor and Mr. Speaker: I have not selected the

Burgesses of the London Borough of Newham amendment on the Order Paper, but it
E 136). Sheweth: - will be in order to discuss its contents with

Your petitioners are the local planning the main motion.
authority for the purposes of the Town and 9.37 amCountry Planning Act 1971 of the area of
the London Dockland within the boundaries Mr. Robert Rhodes James (Cam-0p). of its Borough and which comprises approx- bridge): I beg to move:imately one third of the total area of the That this House takes note of the Report ofBorough and are the freehold owners of a the hdependent Commission on International

order only. Details avail- substantial part thereof. Development Issues chaired by Herr Brandt.
Your petitioners' Council did on the Fourth When I had the fortune to win the

y during the Session. day of March 1980 pass the following reso- balo f mad toay I d i th
lution:- ballot for motions today I decided that it

This Council would be of value if I were to initiate a
ons I -s which may be Takes Note of the expenditure already debate on the report of the Brandt Com-
Is anj Weekly Hansard, is undertaken by the five Dockland Boroughs mission and the immensely complex in-
supplied tostandingorder. on the infrastructure and site preparation in ternational issues with which it deals. Iy both the House of Lords Docklands. believe that a debate on these matters atad for tcoming business, Welcomes the development currently in an early stage is highly desirable, whileIsland tc. progress in the area recognising that it would be unreasonableDeplores the undemocratic proposals of Her to expect the Government to have reachedMajesty's Government to establish an Urban any firm conclusions at this stage. In theseD evelopm ent Corporation c r u s a c s t e e i a t c l r v l e i-49-68. Considers that this proposal will impose circumstances there is particular value in
of postage by second class delay and confusion and will inhibit public having a take-note debate at this stage,and private development while the Government are considering the

Invites Her Majesty's Government to partici- report and its implications. The House ofpate in the progress of Dockland development Commons may then have the opportunityby joining with the Docklands Joint Commit- to play some part in the discussion processs STATIONERY OFFICE tee in genuine patnership ... that will take place before the SpecialAnd Your Petitioners, as In Duty Bound, Session of the United Nations at the end,J 1B Will Ever Pray, etc. of August.ardiff CFI 1JW The Common Seal of The Mayor andaretBristCB 2Burgesses of the London Borough of Newham I have lamented before in the HouseWie Street, Bristol BS 2BQ was hereunto fixed in the presence of:- and in my constituency my concern at theret, Belfast BT 4JY Majorie Helps. Mayor and J. Warren, Chief almost suffocating parochialism and nar-ugh booksellers Executive. row-mindedness of contemporary BritishTo lie upon the table politics. Furthermore, I believe that these
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[Mr. Rhodes James.] do with the subject of overseas aid. In million unempi

dismal attitudes are not only contrary to the words of the Brandt report: tries can cause

our national character and interests but " The issue today is not only, or even mainly, p on c

are out of tune with public opinion in our one of aid; rather of basic changes in the This is a w
nation, and particularly among young world economy to help developing countries Bank estimates

people. The remarkable manner in which pay their own way." destitute peol

large sums of money are raised every The very language of development itself countries is 8,

year from the British people for voluntary has contributed to a lack of public under- million in Lati

organisations working in developing coun- standing of this subject. It either tends to in which blindn

tries and the outstanding popularity and be dangerously simplistic, emotional and lion and 40 milt

success of Voluntary Service Overseas polemic, or excessively arid, academic mg countries, a

testifies to that. As a council member of and incomprehensible. One of the many people die ever\

the Save the Children Fund and Voluntary virtues of the Brandt report is that the direct result

Service Overseas, I feel that I am in a although sections, particularly the intro- world of vast (i

good position to emphasise that point. duction, are permeated with aenuine acy, health, opi

On 21 December 1976 1 made my idealism-some might even say roman- and hope. Ti

maiden speech on the subject of the de- ticism-the commissioners have generally w od is

veloping nations. It was a somewhat avoided these pitfalls. The Brandt report Brandt Commis,

lengthy speech and it prompted my right vividly demonstrates that the old language sombre picture,

hon. Friend the Member for Sidcup (Mr. of development is hopelessly out of date. sombre. But,

Heath), whose presence I particularly wel- The so-called rich Western industrial- " t out to

come today as a member of the Brandt ised economics are under great collective dangers threateni
Commission. to congratulate me after - strain, grappling with a combination of children can be a'

wards on " both your maiden speeches high interest rates, high inflation, indus- I have reserv
Ever since I have tred to be rather trial stagnation, lowered expectations and conclusions dra
briefer. In the course of that debate, mounting unemployment, which is wholly and some of it,

which was on our national economic situ- unparalleled in their experience. The example, it is c;
ation, I followed a remarkable speech by economics of the Soviet Union and the tial transfer of

my right hon. Friend the Member for East European Socialist States are under countries, but ti
Daventry (Mr. Prentice) who was then equal, and perhaps even greater, strain. In difficulties invol
the right hon. Member for Newhan contrast, the fortunes of several nations for one, questioi'
North-East, who said: previously regarded as Third world have posal. The gro

"However else we tackle our severe economic been spectacularly transformed to their of wealth within
problems, do not let us retreat into a parochial advantage, while others are now notably a major cause ol
attitude of self-pity. As a leading European
nation, a middle-sized world power and a co- poorer and even more desperate than they dealing with
siderable trading nation, we have a positive role were five years ago. nations. managit
to play, both in the defence of our basic free- Generalisations are always dangerous in own affairs. In
doms and in the fight against abject poverty in the internationa
the developing countries. I hope that we shall discussing international political and eco-
not be so obsessed with our own backyard that nomic situations. In this context they are -ery limited. Th
we have."-[Oflicial Report, 21 December 1976, particularly so. The Brandt Commission again for the

ties." undertook its task in a sombre inter- United Nations s

In the course of my contribution to national context, which deteriorated even "high-level and c

that debate I said: further in the two years in which it was and that is a

" I see no way in which we can achieve rea- engaged upon it. One does not have to response to a rea

sonable political stability.on this planet so long agree with all its conclusions to accept On this subje

as there are these glaring economic inequities that its analysis is wholly and bleakly coned specified
between the few and the many-and in the realistic. If it errs on the side of pessim- absurd thete
establishment of that political stability no absurd to have th
nation has a greater interest and concern than .s, . . .hlopment Prograi
we have."-[Offiial Report, 21 December 1976, is a lot to be pessimistic about. Agriculturel Or

Vol. 923, c. 519-40.1 A world in which 12 million children Food Council, thi

I believe that both those statements have under the age of 5 in the developing Agricultural Dc,

equal relevance today. nations died of malnutrition and hunger Bank. the Intern:

I hope that this debate will not be in one year alone, and in which between and the regional

shadowed, as have so many in the past, 20 million and 25 million children unde all involved in a,

with obsessions about a grievously sim- 5 die from these causes and easily pre- grotesque and dt

plistic view of the world, neatly divided vontable diseases every year, is not one just within the Ui

into " North " and " South ", or " First " that inspires optimism and congratula- self- In additi

and "Third" Worlds. That has little to tion. any more than the grim fact of 18 emphasis on agric

31 A 4 31 A5
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4, subject of overseas aid. In million unemployed in the OECD coun- Development Fund, the regional banks

o the Brandt report: tries can cause anything but dismay and and bilateral aid programmes. As the
apprehension to the so-called rich nations. commissioners emphasise, agriculture is

aie o bnly, changcs This is a world in which the World absolutely crucial, but this vast prolifera-

my to help developing couniries Bank estimates that the number of totally tion of competing organisations is wholly

n way. destitute people in the developing undesirable and unnecessary.

language of development itself countries is 800 million, including 100 Although reservations can be made
uted to a lack of public under- million in Latin America. It is a world about certain recommendations in the

this subject. it either tends to in which blindness afflicts between 30 mil- report, there are two positive features
simplistic, emotional and lion and 40 million people in the develop- that I wish to emphasise. First, it was

ing countries, and in which about 10,000 absolutely right to emphasise the mutual
'r cxcessisely arid, academic
rehensible. One Of the many people die every day from malnutrition or interest for all nations in establishing

the Brandt report is that the direct results of malnutrition. It is a some degree of acceptable order out of

7tions. particularly the intro- world of vast disparities of wealth, liter- the present chaos. Here, I would recom-

pcrnealcd with genuine acy, health, opportunity, life expectancy mend chapter 12, on the role of multi
,n.'ieight even say roman- and hope. This is the reality of our national corporations and sharingomle sgtners ve gsa aly nworld. It is not surprising that the technology, and chapter 13 on the inter-
c( ssioners have generally Brandt Commission presented a bleak and national monetary system. These go to

istrates that the old language sombre picture, because it is bleak and the heart of the principal of mutual self-

ment is hopelessly t ldof date. sombre. But, as Herr Brandt writes in interest, and both the analysis and the
his introduction, the report recommendations should be taken very

called rich Western industrial- "sets out to demonstrate that the mortal seriously. But perhaps the key chapter is
nies are under great collective dangers threatening our children and grand- chapter 9, which relates to the crucial

ppling with a combination of children can be averted." and intractable problems of commodities.
:st rates, high inflation. md us- I have reservations about some of the Honourable Members may remember
ation, lowered expectations and conclusions drawn by the Commission, the passage at the end of Sir Winston
unemployment, which is wholly and some of its recommendations. For Churchill's "My Early Life" when he
ed in their experience. The example, it is easy to call for a substan- and his rebellious Tory friends enter-

, of the Soviet Union and the tial transfer of resources to developing tained Joseph Chamberlain for dinner
,pean Socialist States are under countries, but the political and practical immediately after they had denounced and
I perhaps even greater, strain. In difficulties involved are so vast that I, voted against the Government. Cham-
the fortunes of several nations for one, question the realism of this pro- berlain was highly displeased, but as the

regarded as Third world have posal. The gross and glaring inequities evening progressed and the champagne
:tacularly transformed to their of wealth within developing countries is flowed, he became more mellow. This

while others are now notably a major cause of instability. But we are was Churchill's account of the end of the
d even more desperate than they dealing with sovereign independent evening:
yea O. nations, managing or mismanaging their A

ownaffirs Inthi cotex th roe " As he rose to leave he paused at the door,
isatown affairs. In this context, the role Of and turning, said with much deliberation, ' You
international wolitical and eCo the international system is necessarily young gentlemen have entertained me royally,

very limited. The Commission calls once and in return I will give you a priceless secret.ations. In this context tey o again for the " streamlining" of the Tariffs! There are the politics of the future,
r-ly so, The Brandt Commission UntdNtossse yaand of the near future. Study them closely and
1 its task in a sombre inter- make yourselves masters of them and you will

context, which deteriorated even "high-level and continuing monitoring body " not regret your hospitality to me

I the two years in which it was and that is a somewhat disappointing Equally it could now be said with

upon it. One does not have to response to a real and major problem. truth that commodities are the inter-
th all its conclusions to accept On this subject, I would have wel- national politics of the future, and the near
analysis is wholly and bleakly comed specified proposals, because it is future. As the commissioners say:

If it errs on the side of pessim- it D" Commodities are fhe South's lifeblood,t e nt de er absurd to have the United Nations Deve- especially for the poorer countries, and to knowust be bluntly admitted that there lopment Programme, the Food and what damage is done by the vagaries of the
bc pessimistic about. Agriculturel Organisation, the World market is to understand why the South feels

dd in which 12 million children Food Council, the International Fund for so passionately about them."

te age of 5 in the developing Agricultural Development, the World Here is a classic example of mutual

died of malnutrition and hunger Bank. the International Monetary Fund interest and mutual distrust, because the

ear alone, and in which between and the regional economic commissions commodity-producing nations-I exclude

)n and 25 million children undei all involved in agricultural matters. This oil, because that is unique-talk of the

orn these causes and easily pre- grotesque and deplorable overlaping is need for stable prices. What they are

diseases every year, is not one just within the United Nations system it- really talking about are high stable prices.

ires optimism and congratula- self. In addition, there is a major The commodity-importing industrial

y more than the grim fact of 18 emphasis on agriculture by the European nations cannot be expected to welcomo
31 A 5
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[Mr. Rhodes James.] Although it is fair to say that the It is time for
this addition to their massive existing commission asked all the right questions l do not alwa\
difliculties. It is this basic problem that but perhaps failed to produce entirely but I agree tot
has caused the impasse in resolving the convincing replies to all of them, I do the introductioi
matter. not regard this as a particularly severe "It is precise;

I confess that I do not have the answer criticism. After all, the answers must basic world issu

to aproblem that has baffled resolution come collectively from Governments. initiatives taken:

for the past five years in a variety of There is great value in making them face The report ,
forums. Nor am I personally convinced international and national realities. For to the Govern.
that the support by the commission for example, in chapter I the commission the British Go\
a common fund is the answer. What I rightly takes a hostile view of protection- tation so justly
do know is that there must be some ism. In my view, it does not present a remarkable acli
reasonably acceptable agreement nego- wholly convincing argument that sub- Rhodesia, will
tiated internationally rather than by stantial industrialisation ir. the develop- report the respe
bilateral deals. It is not, in reality, a ing countries need not pose a threat to consideration
technical, legal or even an economic prob- the industrial nations. It could well do that it deserves.
lem. It is a problem of political will and so, as Japan and, to a lesser extent, South missioners

careful political calculation. The mutu- Korea have vividly demonstrated. I " We haze to lij
ality of long-term interest is obvious. would also comment that the chapter on diate constrictions

energy presupposes that the principal and a vision and 1
What is intensely difficult to achieve oil-producing countries have a sensible substantial can be

is the realisation of short-term goals by understanding of their long-term interests. I passionatch
commodity producers and users alike. I personally doubt that. I believe that
Until now, the short-term calculation of rendered a nota
advantage has always predominated, with If the world were governed by people and to the world
the melancholy consequences that we face of such experience and reason as the when my right h
today. When I say " we ", I do not mean commisioners, the need for their report report they will I
only this nation but we, as members of would never have existed. Their call to ness and considc
this planet. We are all the losers from reason, based upon facts and perceptions,
the present imbalance. is particularly welcome. In the words of 9.55 am

E. V. Lucas-this is one of my favourite Mr. Eric Deal
If it is said that such international quotations-- I congratulate the

political will is impossible to master and "The light is not lost, simply because it bride (Mr. Rhod.
is a chimera, I draw the attention of the shines upon a fog." and on choosi
House to the eradication of smallpox by subject on which
the United Nations within seven years. I believe and hope that international ded about the s,
That was a technical achievement of reaction to the report will be consider- has performed a
great efliciency. It stemmed from an ably more favourable than that, for us, as Memh
agreed political will by all nations to I could not cover all aspects of this for the people of i
eradicate a terrible disease. They did. report without making a speech of in- we are concerned
What was done with smallpox can tolerable length. I am sure that my right ing together in
equally be dlone with malaria and polio. hon. Friend the Member for Sidcup and little paperback

It is no more than the truth to say other hon. Members will emphasise cer- cive wide circulat

that if the international community could tain aspects of the report that I have not sio011 of the prob
drastically improve the present commod- covered and to which I have deliberately With serious impli
itv situation the results could be dramatic not referred. I should like to conclude by try. I do not wish

in resolving many global economic prob- pointing out that in chapter 3 the com- of the report if I
lems, not only of the poorer commodity mission draws attention to the fact that it contains is not
producers themselves but of the indus- there is a moral as well as a hard-headed read World Bank
trialised nations. Both need a guarantee and practical aspect to the problems of the will bs we as
of supply. some parity between the cost developing nations. We are not talking wrlbe aware of ertv in the develol
of raw materials, on the one hand, and simply about cold statistics; we are talk- theless, it is inv.
the equipment and technology sold by ing about our fellow citizens of this tis invn
the industrial nations, on the other, and planet, hundreds of millions of whom
stability in the price of both. It is an exist under circumstances that to us are If I make two iv
awesome challenge, whose complexity literally unimaginable. Not only our heads report, that is not
and dilliculty cannot be over-emphasised. but our hearts should make us resolve my respect for the
I believe, however, that the commodities to endeavour to meet these problems and who contributed to
issue is the key issue. certainly not to ignore them. Member for Cambi

ing the motion, sj
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it is fair to say that the It is time for boldness, a time for vision. things were, not perhaps inpracticable,

asked all the right questions I do not always agree with Herr Brandt, but romantic. My criticisms perhaps go,
s failed to produce entirely but I agree totally with his statement in perhaps a little deeper and have implica-
replies to all of them. I do the introduction to the report, that: tions for our domestic political scene.
this as a particularly severe "It is precisely in this time of crisis that My first criticism-it is important-is

After all, the answers must basic world issues must be faced and bold that the report contains no chapter on the1,ctivcly from Governmcnts. initiatives taken." mrldmnin ftepolm h
cat value in mak them face rhe report is to the World Bank, not moral ditmensons of the problem. The

d and national realities. For to the Government. I hope, however, that Cambridge referred, chapter 3. on mutual

a chapter 11 the commission the British Government, with their repu- interests, which I have read closely, has

es a hostile view of protection- tation so justly high, as a result of their a few statements in the opening pages on

ny view, it does not present a remarkable achievements in Zimbabwe- the need for greater international equity

,ivincing argument that sub- Rhodesia, will give to the commission's and social justice, which are moral

dustrialisation ir. the develop- report the respect, the thoughtfulness, the sicia atthend it has a para-

es - not pose a threat to consideration and the common sense graph headed "The Moral Imperatives .
al :ns. It could well do that it deserves. In the words of the com- If one reads that paragraph, one sees
, auu, io a lesser extent, South missioners;ial at, o a esserex ,that there is only half a sentence about

Lve vividly demonstrated. I .We have to lift ourselves above the imme- what are the moral imperatives. The
o comment that the chapter on diate constrictions, and offer the world a plan rest of the paragraph, and the whole of

th al and a vision and hope. without which nothing the chapter, a vital one, are concerned
lo unties thave arsesibleia a eahivd"ate hpea ia nar ocre
ig otr longerm interests. I passionately believe that to be true. with mutual interests.
iI beleve that the commissioners have It is in our own interests to help the

ly doubt that. rendered a notable public service to us poor and to reform the world trading and
orld were governed by people and to the world. I hope very much that economic systems. No one disputes that.

experience and reason as the when my right hon. Friends consider the I believe, however, that if we are to
ners, the need for their report report they will treat it with the serious- appeal to the whole of the electorate in

'er have existed. Their call to ness and consideration that it merits. this country-a task that faces all of us
sed upon facts and perceptions,aseduponfact an pereptinsas politicians, whatever our political

lariy welcome. In the words of 9.55 am beliefs-we have to put this issue on a
cas -this is one of my favourite Mr. Eric Deakins (Waltham Forest): more elevated plane than merely that of

I congratulate the hon. Member for Cam- mutual interest. We have to appeal to
bride (Mr. Rhodes James) on his speech mutual interest-we are practical politi-

>ht is not lost, simply because it and on choosing this subject. It is a cians-but there is, I believe, a moodn a fog." subject on which politicians may be divi- among many people in this country that
at iope that international ded about the solutions, but the report needs expression in politics. It is not

to 'eport will be consider- has performed a valuable public service currently being expressed. I hope that
e favourable than that. for us, as Members of Parliament, and this debate will lead to further expres-

for the people of this country with whom sions and further debates where the moral

ithout making a speech of in- we are concerned-out electors-in draw- dimension of the problem will be clearly

length. I am sure that my right ing together in one volume-a nice brought out.

nd the Member for Sidcup and little paperback which I hope will re- The moral dimension is not new. I
Members will emphasise cer- ceive wide circulation-the major dimen- wish to quote briefly from one of the1s. Meber tha ceav sions of the problem facing the world, world's most practical men, a man withcts of the report that I have not with serious implications for this coun- perhaps the most impressive record ofand to which I have deliberately try. I do not wish to diminish the value experience of almost anyone of whom Ired. I shoutld like to conclude by of the report if I say that much of what am aware, namely, Robert McNamara,

out that in chapter 3 the com- it contains is not new. Anyone who has president of the World Bank, whose
draws attention to the fact that read World Bank reports throughout the background is well known. He said in. moral as well as a hard-headed 1970s, as well as various OECD reports, a World Bank report seven years ago:tical aspe pwill be aware of the dimensions of pov- In my view, the fundamental case for deve-

ng nations. We are not talking erty in the developing countries. Never- lopnent assistance is tde moral one. The whole
bout cold statistics; we are talk- theless, it is invaluable to have this of human history has recognised the principle

,ut our fellow citizens of this information in one volume. -at least in the abstract-that the rich and thepowerful have a moral obligation to assist the
dcr circumstances that to us are If I make two major criticisms of the poor and the weak. That is what the sense of
unimaginable. Not only our heads report, that is not intended to diminish community of all about-any community: the

hearts should make us resolve my respect for the achievement of those the village, the community of the nation, the
vour to meet these problems and who contributed to the report. The hon. community of nations itself."

y not to ignore them. Member for Cambridge, when introduc- Mr. McNamara went on to castigate theing the motion, said that one or two United States for being very bad with
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[Mr. Deakins.] about the desirability of economic growth. devoted to the
regard to aid to the developing countries. If we feel that we ought to return to countries themsel
Therefore, I believe-and this is a critic- 3 or 4 per cent. economic growth a year, COisifs
ism of the report--that we as politicians which is by no means beyond the range barking on a s
mut not merely appeal to self-interest of possibility if we manage to get our mig ok a
among our electorate, which will be a economy right either under the present we Care interferi
powrful motivating force in achieving Government or a future Government. WC ae poorini

changes, but must put the appeal on the that 3 to 4 per cent. as applied tc our ever, that is a neu

higher plane of moraily. I believe that present GNP per Capita-I am using because a lot is
that will appeal to many people in this Britain as an example of a rich country organisation in n
country who may have become rather -will lead to substantial increases in our tries of the worl,
dissatisfied with party politics in the last standard of living each year. I do not Of government. T1,
few decades. object to that. But if one applies the indeed.

same percentage per capita to the GNP
My second criticism, which is also a of a poor country of. say, $200 to $300 Here I draw p;

major and fundamental one, relates to a year. the gap will get bigger. am sure the co
economic growth. The report is clear- to the work of that
this is mentioned by Herr Brandt both in Let me quote one example to show ist. Gunnar Myr(
his introduction and in the various chap- the dimension of that problem. I am " Asian Drama ",
ters-that it is crucial to return to the concerned only with arithmetic, and if in a small Penguin

path of reasonable economic growth in hon. Members cannot accept the arith- of World Povert
the North not only to aid the South much metic we shall not get beyond first base. years ago, said tha
more but to cope with the consequences If a rich State with, say, a GNP per countries-this is
of increased industrial imports from the capita of only $2,000 a year, which is r on breaking

South. This is a plausible argument. It very small--we are well above that-- economic and social

is not a new one. It was used by Mr. grows at 3 per cent. a year and a poor culture, land reform

Tony Crosland in a Fabian pamphlet State with a GNP per capita of, say $200 iSsuC. Birth control v

some years ago, and it is an argument that a year-and there are many with less Masses of the peoplt
sg riO n f ed.cation n,

is almost universally accepted. I say al- than tbat-grows at a higher .rowth rate 1ion campaign are ne
most universally, because I know that a of, say, 4 per cent. a year, the gap in stamped out and
few ople happen to disagree with it. living standards will increase for the next enforced."

should like why 209 years, and subsequently, under the I ecoing thosedisagresh ikh t te is y y aqueson o laws of arithmetic, it will take another 30 forcing them, I b
dywith it. It is not a question oftip.

moral principle, but purely one of arith- yasfrtepoStetocchu. has done a great
metic. It is what I call the arithmetic of That is a small, conservative estimate, public debate a ma
growth. It is a well-known arithmetical because many poor States are not grow- to all of us, not ni
fact that to apply the same percentage to ing at anywhere near 4 per cent. per the poor countries
a large amount and a small amount con. capita a year. Indeed. many have a de- also that the report
tinuously over a period of time will lead cining growth rate per capita. Of course, ig attention to the
to the gap between the original and small the normal pattern in rich States is to countries, such as s
amounts getting wider. It is a fact-and have a growth rate of 3 or 4 per cent. that they are not
one need only look at World Bank reports regularly, although we may have dropped sacrifices, which ar,
and United Nations' statistical yearbooks below that at present. among much of pub
to see that there is no improvement year I do not know the answer to that prob- a much better info

by year-that, on the whole, the rich lcm, but what I know is that if we merely and the report will
countries, have a standard of living, ex- put our faith in faster economic growth that respect.

pressed in GNP dollars per capita, that is in the rich countries as a means of closing

many times that of the average standard the gap, it is arithmetically impossible. The report also d
of living in the poor countries of the Unless the poor States grow at something problenis of world
world. There are various differences. For like 10 per cent. per capita-and that great dificulty ; to

example, South Korea is probably very does not take account of their increasing on wor energy a

well off in comparison with Chad, Upper population problems or the distribution and echoes the fa,
Volta. Niger and such places, but, basic- -we shall not get out of the mess in years, that the rich

ally, the poor countries enjoy a standard which we are at present. -if that is not too

of living between one-tenth, one-twentieth I turn briefly to where I agree with the a disproportionate
or even one-thirtieth of that which we report, and I am sure that all hon. Mem resources, be they ci
enjoy. bers will agree with the fundamental or food. The rcp

Whether that is practical is a subject points that it makes. The report is e~x drawing attention-
for a different debate, and I make no cellent on the problems that divide the gratulate the right
comment in that regard. I am now talking North and the South. It is particularly 31 A 9
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rability of economic growth. encouraging to see a whole chapter Sidcup (Mr. Heath) on this-to the wasteraby ofgeconomic rwth devoted to the problems in the poor that is involved in arms spending through-iat we ought to return to countries themselves. I congratulate the out the world, be it in rich countries ort. economic growth a year, Coimissioners on their courage in em- poor countries. We all suffer from theo means beyond the range barking on a sphere of criticism that same disease in that regard.

if we manage to get cur might provoke a counter criticism that
it either under the present we are interfering in the internal affairs co me L s Prtyd t my
or a future Government, of the poor countries of the world. How- colleagues i the Labour Party. It is up

per cent. as applied tc our ever, that is a nettle that must be grasped, ays that are best suited to the needs
per Capita-I am using because a lot is wrong with the internal w his own bot party. Theeeds

i example of a rich country organisation in most of the poor coun- speak only to my own colleagues. This
substantial increases in our tries of the world, whatever their forms -s important because the Labour Party

living each year. I do not of government. They face many problems is mointwase hIrahy
it. But if one applies the ideed.er

ige per capita to the GNP fear will hinder the task of closing the
aetro ni, say, $200 to $300 Here I draw particular attention, as I gap between the rich and poor countriesam sure the commissioners were aware, of the world. I refer particularly to sug-

to the work of that great Swedish econom- gestions that we- should have importaote one example to show ist, Gunnar Myrdal, who in his book controls on exports from rich countries.n of that problem. I am " Asian Drama ", which was boiled down There are arguments for and against, but

nly with arithmetic, and if in a small Penguin called " The Challenge I do not want to develop them now.-rs cannot accept the arith- of World Poverty ", published a few However, there is absolutely no argumentill not get beyond first base. years ago, said that the problems in poor whatever for imposing import controls'ate with, say, a GNP per countries-this is echoed in the report- on the poor countries of the world. The
fly $2,000 a year, which is centre on breaking up incgalitarian and rigid only acceptable basis for having importwe are Nkell above that-- economic and social stratifications. In agri- controls by a rich country on poor coun-per cent. a year and a poor culture, land reform stands out as the crucial tries is, as in the multi-fibre arrangement,

GNP per capita of, say $200 issue. Birth control must be spread among the a mutually agreed international arrange-
there are many with less masses of the people. A fundamental redirec-
trows at a higher growth rate ion of education and a vigorous adult educa- ment which is accepted by the poor

t ion campaign are needed. Corruption must be countries themselves.
er cent. a year, the gap in stamped out and stricter social discipline I believe that we in the Labour Party
rds will increase for the next enforced." I b o at we erou Pariy

andc subscqtiently, under the Inehigtoecmet an .n en must do a lot more serious thinking.
meti1 uc, t w lY, uendter t3e In echtoing those comments, and in rein- even though many declining industries inunetic, it will take another 30 forcing them, I believe that the report Britain are affected, such as textiles, foot-c poor State to catch up. has done a great service in raising for wear and electronic components. Assmall, conservative estimate, public debate a matter that is of interest politicians, we in the Labour Party mustny I States are not grow- to all of us, not merely to the people in face that challenge. I hope to play mywhe car 4 per cent. per the poor countries themselves. I believe part, along with my hon. Friends whoar. Indocd. many have a de- also that the report is excellent in draw- agree with me, to ensure that if at theth rate per capita. Of course, ing attention to the problems in the rich next general election, we have a policy
pattern in rich States is to countries, such as selfishness and the fact of import controls, it will not be onewth rate of 3 or 4 per cent. that they are not willing to make real that will harm the interests of the poorIthough we may have dropped sacrifices, which are based on ignorance countries of the world.

at present. among much of public opinion. We need
know the answer to that prob- a much better informed public opinion. 10.10 am

at I know is that if we merely and the report will play a great part in Mr. Raymond Whitney (Wycombe): I
ith in faster economic growth that respect. am happy to join all hon. Members in
countries as a means of closing congratulating most sincerely my hon.

is arithmetically impossible. The report also draws attention to the Friend the Member for Cambridge (Mr.

poor States grow at something problems of world recession, which is a Rhodes James) on his good fortune in
prcent. per capita-and that great difficulty ; to increasing pressure the ballot and on his wisdom and per-

ke account of their increasing on world energy and mineral resources ; cipience in offering to the House the
problems or the distriution and echoes the fact, which has been opportunity to debate a most importantechoed in World Bank reports over recent report. It is a debate of great signifi-not get out of the mess in years, that the rich countries are hogging cance, because there is no doubt thati-e at present. -if that is not too an inelegant a word- the Brandt Commission report is an im-
efly to where I agree witl the a disproportionate share of the world's portant document. It is remarkable thatI am sure that all hon. Mem- resources, be they energy, raw materials so many people of such eminence and
agree with the fundamental or food. The report is invaluable in distinction, not least my right hon. Friendt it makes. The report is ex- drawing attention-I particularly con- the Member for Sidcup (Mr. Heath)-I
the problems that dipia e the gratulate the right hon. Member for echo my hon. Friend the Member fovI the South. It is particularly 31 A 9
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[Mr. Whitney.] Forest referred to World Bank statistics

Cambridge in welcoming my -right hon. and year books. The statistics are
Friend's presence-and others from a horrifying, but the differences are equally th"
wide diversity of countries and experience, horrifying. The reality of the figures in lei

brought their acute perception to an the year books does not equate to the nit,
enormous problem about which there can reality of life on the ground. hit
be no dispute. The hon. Member for Newham, South

It has not been a perfunctory venture. (Mr. Spearing) knows the country people
It has taken about two years. It is a in Sylhet, in Bangladesh. I spent about
unique contribution to a vital world two years in that country, and I think Br
debate. My reaction to it is not one of that the hon. Gentleman spent a few days fa
unalloyed joy and an absence of criticism. there. In the World Bank atlas the vill- all

It strikes me that the report has some- agers and country people in Sylhet would s.

thing in common with the Bible, the rate an income of 40 dollars a year, with nlt
works of Shakespeare or even the select- perhaps a footnote stating " This cannot c'
ed sayings of Chairman Mao. It is pos- be measured ". That would distort statis- sa!
sible to take a selection of quotations tically the difference between the British, "

from the Brandt Commission report to the Swedes or the Americans to an enor-

justify any viewpoint that one has or any mous extent. The real difference in life is n)

policy that one wishes to advocate. That not that much. It is a great deal, but
makes it rather difficult to disagree with not as much as the arithmetic indicates.
about 90 per cent. of the report. Mr. Christopher Brocklebank-Fowler

I believe that the fundamental analysis (Norfolk, North-West): I find these
of the problem is essentially sound. How- remarks deeply unacceptable. Is my hon.

ever, the report ignores, or in some Friend aware that since he has been talk-

instances fails to consider, some rather ing-for about 5 minutes-60 children

important issues. -There is a tendency to have died of diarrhoea?
approach the problem from a material-
istic point of view and, indeed, from a Mr. Whitney : I much regret that my C'
Western point of view. hon. Friend finds my remarks unaccept- b:

The hon. Member for Waltham Forest able. I do not believe that the offering 0b

(Mr. Deakins) rightly referred to the of a statistic about 60 people- U
moral dimension. There is a danger of Mr. Brocklebank-Fowler: -children.
considering the problem in only that
dimension. We tend to examine it with Mr. Whitney :-dying of diarrhoea

Western eyes. Many of Herr Brandt's takes the debate a great deal further for- It

colleagues are not from the West, but ward. We have a problem, but we must

they are members of the Western approach it in a realistic manner, and not

materialistic culture. We have begun to in such an emotive manner that leads us

see the strains that Western goals can to offer statistics about how many chil- A

impose upon different parts of the world. dren die from diarrhoea. We must It

That applies to the world of Islam. We recognise the realities of the problem.

have seen it in Iran and, in different When we have achieved that, we shall

ways, in Kuwait, Venezuela and Algeria. have a much better chance of dealing
These countries are beginning to pause with it.
and to draw back from the road down Mr. Nigel Spearing (Newham, South): P
which we have progressed, and pro- Although we may agree or disagree
gressed very far. The Western approach marginally on the findings of the Brandt
may not be the answer. Commission, the problem is what to do

That is not a recipe for saying "We in practice. Does the hon. Gentleman 0
are rich. We like this. You cannot have agree. from his own experience, that the il
it. You have missed the bus and you role of Great Britain as a member of a if
should not get on the bus ". We must truly international organisation of nations, C;
understand the different cultural back- namely, the Commonwealth, is crucial? i
grounds. I am not sure that the Brandt As the Commonwealth represents many 0
Commission report takes full weight of of the problems in microcosm, there is a
that factor, which is a growing one. moral obligation upon Britain and the

It is possible to get carried away by Commonwealth, by co-operation and C,
statistics. The hon. Member for Waltham discussion, to take the lead. d
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ceferred to World Bank statistics
ar books. The statistics are Ir. Whitney : I happily agree that take at least 10 years to generate and
,ig, but the differences are equally there is a moral dimension to the prob- eventually usually go wrong. I offered
ig. The reality of the figures in lem. I shall suggest solutions in which, some suggestions in the recent debate on
r books does not equate to the most definitely, Britain has an important the Consolidated Fund Bill on a much

f life on the ground. part to play from the point of view of its simplified way of implementing pro-

ion. Member for Newhamn, South history, wealth, traditions, and Common- gramme aid. It caused a shock and horror

caring) knows the country people wealth links. to the professionals in the development

At, in Bangladesh. I spent about Another gap in the analysis in the aid industry because it was simple. They
rs in that country, and I think Brandt report-reference is made to the did not like it. Like any other Parkin-

hon. Gentleman spent a few days factor, but, in my view, not sufficient sonian group, they have built up a super-

In the World Bank atlas the vill- attention is given to it-is the effect of the structure of vested interests.

id country people in Sylhet would succession of oil price rises on the eco- tir. Kevin McNamara (Kingston upon
income of 40 dollars a year, with nomy of the world and, of course, the Hull, Central): The hon. Gentleman, per-
a footnote stating "This cannot economies of developing countries. As I haps inadvertently, is being discourteous

surer'" That would distort statis- said earlier, it is possible to find refer- aps inadrtetlseingdiscouteous
hi ( :nce between the British, ences to everything in the report. There and unfair to those in this country con-
des or me Americans to an enor- is a recognition that there must bea cerned with development aid. Thefro aieo h srctr o-h development aid industry going in for
,tent. The real difference in life is move from aid to the structure of the massive projects is a political decision of
i much. It is a great deal, but world economic system. the Western Government concerned. The
nuch as the arithmetic indicates. That is the factor to which my hon. development aid industry actually con-

Christopher Brocklebank-Fowler Friend the Member for Cambridge drew sists of those who are in favour of small

North-West): I find these attention. However, there is a tendency projects. immediate help to the poor
uN acpm in the report having stated an acceptable and assistance to those most in need. Ifdeeply unacceptable. Is my hon. and fundamental truth, to turn back the the hon. Gentleman had read the. recom-aware that since he has been talk- spotlight, or the heat, on to the North. mendations of various Select Committees,

about 5 mutes-60 children I suggest that more of the spotlight should including those chaired by the hon. Mem-cd of diarrhoea? have been directed on to the OPEC ber for Essex, South-East (Sir B. Braine)
Whitney : I much regret that my countries. Every time that the price of a and Sir Geoffrey de Freitas he would
iend finds my remarks unaccept- barrel of oil increases by $1, the cost to have seen that that view was always taken
do not believe that the offering the non-oil developing countries, the by those to whom he has been referred.

tistic about 60 people- LDCs. is nearly $2 billion. In 1979 they
had a current account deficit of about Mr. Whitney: I hope that I am not

rocklebank-Fowler: -children. $45 billion. This year, following the latest being unfair to the practitioners of the

Whitney :-dying of diarrhoea round of oil price increases, they will development aid industry, but each of us,
d( a great deal further for- lave a deficit of about $65 billion. When when we get into our specialisations,

"e a problem, but we must we begin talking of these figures we are, understandably tends to become blinker-

it in a realistic manner, and not even in arithmetical terms, moving out- ed. Like the rest of us, the development
an emotive manner that leads us side the realms of development assistance. aid industry is not exempt from fashions.

statics ahout how many chil As we have already agreed, it is a prob- Sometimes there are fashions for helping
ic from diarrhoea. We must lem that extends beyond that. We must the poorest sector, and sometimes there

the realities of the problem understand that development assistance are fashions for appropriate technology
: have achieved that, we shall is barely tinkering with the problem. or other developments. For example,
much better chance of dealing There is a role for such assistance, but when the British development aid indus-

I was particularly glad to note in the try had discovered the needs of the rural
report the emphasis on the need for more poor, the World Bank, under the leader-

4igel Spearing (Newham, South): programme aid. ship of Mr. McNamara, was moving back
h we may agree or disagree I do not want to detain the House on towards the urban poor. My remarks
lly on the findings of the Brandt that aspect. It is one of my hobby horses. were not meant to be a total condemna-

sion, the problem is what to do After the creation of the Ministry of tion of dedicated and knowledgeable
tice. Does the hon. Gentleman Overseas Development I spent 10 years people, but I believe that they are often
rom his own experience, that the in practical administration in the field- led astray by their own enthusiasms and
Great Britain as a member of a if a diplomatic compound in a capital structures.
ernational organisation of nations, can be called the field. At least it is
the Commonwealth, is crucial? nearer to the problem than is Stag Place g particularly welcome the idea of pro-

Commonwealth represents many or the Palace of Westminster. gramme aid, because I do not believe
wroblems in microcosm, there is a that the enormous projects that are still
ibligation upon Britain and the On the basis of my experience I be- being undertaken can go on. I believe

niwealth. by co-operation and came increasingly disenchanted with the that they do considerable harm and

in, to take the lead. development aid industry and its phobia cannot work if the structure and funda-
for massive projects that always seem to mental political background of the
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[Mr. Whitney.] Mr. loan Evans (Aberdare): The hon. European I
country are wrong. That needs endorsing Gentleman is misinterpreting what the got it wron

time and again. I endorse what the Brandt Commission stated. It called for same prob
commission said when it pointed out that a tax on the arms trade, not on trade common a
whatever is done by the rest of the generally. The hon. Member for Cam- ing an int

world cannot remove the principal -bridge (Mr. Rhodes James) referred to that which

responsibility from individual countries. the estimate of the United Nations enforce a

I quote the example of Tanzania, which Children's Fund that in 1978 alone 12 scheme for

has enjoyed many advantages, not least million children under the age of 5 died escape fro!

that of stable government. It has also of starvation-that is five times the total of economi

received massive aid from the West- population of Wales. That was the year I have a
about L2 billion-for a relatively small before we celebrated the Year of the too long. I
country of 16 million people. Child. Surely when the public are made tive or as

aware of such facts they will want us to may think
we all know the economic do more than we are doing at present. to grasp i

state of Tanzania. Massive emergency to offer a
relief aid is called for. Tanzania should Mr. Whitney: I do not dispute that
have succeeded, because it has natural the problem exists. I am trying to help We must

possibilities, but even with the E2 billion us all to reach a realistic solution. The that the 0

it has failed, not only in economic terms, hon. Gentleman suggested that I had mis- hope that
but in broader terms, including human interpreted the recommendations. I do the pape

rights terms. Again we come back to not believe that I had done so. Spaish,
the question of moral values. copies are

The summary of recommendations in- chancellori
I should like to quote from a dou- cludes: cause this

ment produced by the Amercan State "Introduction of automatic revenue transfers world econ
Department. Some hon. Members may through international levies on some of the of the str
think that that damns it for a start, but following: international trade." issue.
it was produced at the time when Mr. If we arrived at such a situation we could Though
Andrew Young was riding high and the face the sort of problem that we were arbitrary PDepartment could not be written off as discussing in the Budget debate yesterday, estimated
an anti-Tanzanian, anti-African agency. namely, the levying of VAT on traders the non-o
The analysis states: in this country. That creates problems, year is $7(

"Tanzania tends to ignore, or at best to even in our own law-abiding, controlled $122 billik)
justify in the interests of state security, most and disciplined country. in a single
domestic violations of human rights. National
security laws empower the Government to I shall be interested in the comments of that scale
detain indefinitely without trial or public hear- my right hon. Friend the Member for not least
ing any individuals considered dangerous to. ... Sidcup, but the Brandt Commission pro- money-s.
safety .... Prosecution and the threat of prose- posal seems to offer an international VAT,cution are used to harass opponents of govern- with scope for international fiddling on At pre>
ment policies." wt cp o nentoa idigo tpc

Of course, Tanzania is not the only a scale that extends beyond my imagin- problem Isufh course .anI a its anot eme ony ation. The commission's proposal is an OPEC co
such country. I use it as an example in example of trying to take national policy their mon
relation to one of the solutions offered by methods which have not worked well, or it into the
the Brandt Commission, namely, that at all, and extend them internationally, then prod
there should be a tax or levy on, for suggesting thereby that we have not learnt kinds for
example, world trade. Is it within the from our mistakes when we are trying to is very dao
realms of political reality to expect that solve this huge international problem. cliche, to
we should tax our trade to enforce a . . . because t1
levy and to offer it to a regime that This is also a danger in the talks on banking 0
produces that sort of country? It might the commodity fund which my hon. volve the
be possible, but I believe that it would Friend the Member for Cambridge dis- guarantee
be difficult to sell it to the citizens of cussed so sympathetically. The report inflation.
this country. A tax on trade is surely a mentions the desire to stabilise prices and tle Brain
damaging way of solving the problem expand the commodity system, but that threaten ii
about which we are agreed. The solu- is a problem that has been wrestled with
tion must come through an expansion of year after year in exchanges which have I believ.

trade and not through crippling it. Hon. not yet produced satisfactory results. the gearit
Members can imagine the practical pro- We cannot ignore the problems. We highly dat

blems involved in a world tax on trade. mwt be careful not to take a national or at. Wei
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Evans (Aberdare): The hon. European problem and elevate it. If we few years the IMF has been maligned.
is misinterpreting what the got it wrong we could end up having the It has become one of the booh words,

mmission stated. It called for same problems that we have with the like monetarism. When the IMF's
the arms trade, not on trade common agricultural policy. We risk hav- sensible policies are abandoned, that is
The hon. Member for Cain- ing an international problem similar to damaging not only for the fund but for

r. Rhodes James) referred to that which we have with the CAP if we the countries involved. It is worth look-
tte of the United Nations enforce a straitjacket on a stabilisation ing at some of the failures of the IMF
Fund that in 1978 alone 12 scheme for commodities and if we try to when it has gone soft.
Idren under the age of 5 died escape from the realities and pressures Finally, we must look at energy. I was
,n-that is five times the total of economics. encouraged by the remarks of Sheikh
of Wales. That was the year I have already detained the House for Yamani the other day about the way in
celebrated the Year of the too long. I do not wish to be as destruc- which we should handle oil and energy

-ely when the public are made tive or as cynical as some hon. Members as a whole. As part of the solution to
uch facts they will want us to may think I am. I believe that we have the energy problem we must consider the
an we are doing at present. to grasp this problem, and I should like energy needs of the whole world, which

to offer a few positive suggestions. includes the use of nuclear energy.~tne' ontdsueta
n do- I am trying to help We must look more closely at the role My hon. Friend the Member for Cam-
ach a realistic solution. The that the OPEC countries have to play. I bridge suggested that many who were

:nan suggested that I had mis- hope that there will be a translation of interested in aid tended to ve.rge on pro-tIS the paperback into Arabic-or into tection, and there is a paradox there
that I had done so. Spanish, as is appropriate-and that which they must resolve. Similarly, many

copies are left in all the embassies and who are interested in aid are anti-nuclear
mary of recommendations in- chancellories of the OPEC countries be- energy development, and that is another

cause this $100 billion overhang on the paradox which they must resolve them-
'ion of automatic revenue transfers world economy is one of the major causes selves. Nuclear energy must make a
rnational levies on some of the of the structural problems that are at contribution to the development of the
Aernational trade." issue. world and help in solving its problems.
d at such a situation we could Though this must be a series of In conclusion, I suggest that we shouldnrt of problem that we were arbitrary judgments, the World Bank has not fall into the trap of taking inter-n the Budget debate yesterday, estimated that the net capital need of ventionist and Socialist solutions, whichmlevying of VAT on traders the non-oil developing countries for this have patently failed the developed andrintry. That creates problems, year is $70 billion, increasing in 1985 to otherwise strong economies of the West,
r own law-abiding, controlled $122 billion and in 1990 to $184 billion and impose them on other countries ofned country. in a single year. With financial needs of the world which have weaker economies

interested in the comments of that scale everyone has to be involved, and greater problems. There, too, they
ion. :nd the Member for not least those who have that sort of will fail.the indt Commission pro- money-such as the OPEC countries.
to offer an international VAT, 10.36 am
for international fiddling on At present an especially dangerous Miss Joan Lestor (Eton and Slough):
extends beyond my inagin- problem faces the world because the I congratulate the hon. Member for

commission's proposal is an OPEC countries, on the whole, keep Cambridge (Mr. Rhodes James) on bring-
trying to take national policy their money on short credit. They put ing the Brandt report to the attention of
lch have not worked well, or it into the Western banking system, which the House and also those who compiled
extend them internationally, then produces long credits of various it. It has brought to the attention of allhereby that we have not learnt kinds for the developing countries. It nations the dilemma that exists betweenKtakes when we are trying to is very dangerous, using the old banking the North and the South-the rich and

huge international problem. cliche, to borrow short and lend long, the poor-and puts forward at least some
Iso a danger in the talks on because that is a recipe for inevitable suggestions that must be considered in
)dity fund which my hon. banking disaster. Therefore, if we in- great depth to enable us to bridge the gap
Member for Cambridge dis- volve the OPEC countries, we must before it is too late. If we take it onMm berfoCa mb iTe r dis- guarantee that they do not contribute to board, it is a charter for survival. If we

o desire to stabilise prices and inflation, and there are many aspects of do not, it will be the death knell of not
commodity system, but that the Brandt proposals which seem to only the countries about which we are

n that has been wrestled with threaten inflation concerned but many of those countries
.ear in exchanges which have I believe that the suggestion to double that regard themselves as advanced and
>duced satisfactory results. the gearing of the World Bank fund is industrialised.
ot ignore the problems. We highly dangerous and needs to be looked One thing that is clear throughout the
cful not to take a national or at. We must look more closely at the whole report is that since the United

contributions of the IMF. Over the last Nations took up responsibility for areas
31 A 13
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[Miss Lestor.] the century-that is, within 20 years. It and the industriah
of the developing world we have dis- says that the quality of aid should be less by advertising and
covered that many of the lessons of the tied-that it should be more multilateral
past 30 years had not been learnt. The and more concessionary. We have heard Several other a
message that I get from the report is that that before. The statement by the Foreign struck me. A tota
we have ignored problems that were Secretary on 20 February was depressing one year's military
staring us in the face. I was moved by and sobering. That statement moved inrase farodg
the comment of Herr Willy Brandt, who away from the direction taken in the increase food prodisaid that when he was head of a Govern- report. We must take that on board. We ing world and w
ment he ignored-because he was in- should not examine the report and make suffering from food
volved in matters of State-what some eloquent speeches while allowing to go self-sufficiency with
of his advisers in his own country and unchallenged statements by Governments, a staggering thoug
other parts of the world said to him and particularly that by the Foreign See- fact that if the w,
about what was happening in the develop- retary in February. case for military
ing world, and how that had an effect I disagree with the Government's pub- set against the quest
on his own country and a country such lie expenditure cuts. Statements about Defending oursel
as our own. the direction of aid and our responsibility at stake. The moi

Reference has been made to the moral to the developing world are undermined particularly in dc.
dimension here. When I read the report by our internal policies. the massing of wear
last night I wondered whether some of We have heard about the 12 million tion for war, the
those involved had been tempted to flirt children who die from malnutrition each become and the i
with the moral appeal of aiding the year. It has been said that that is not about the future.
underdeveloped countries. If the moral the underlying factor in the report. When the stockpiling of wk
appeal does not get across it may be that confronted with such suffering on tele- tion for peace, but it
we shall have to remind the rich countries vision people are moved. It is difficult for war. We must st.
of their iterdependence and that their to speak about the sight of hundreds of are the survival of
survival also depends on what happens children who one knows will die within survival of 12 millioi
in the developing world, a few weeks of having seen them. When have greater prioritN

Even though I am not a Christian, one has picked them up and held them depns upon
I have always believed that I am my it is difficult to accept that they and others depends because thx
brother's keeper and that the rich have like them will be dead perhaps before The West is chara
a responsibility to the poor and the strong one leaves their country. It is not easy pessimism about the
have a responsibility to the weak. How- to talk about it. The magnitude of the trols have been ni
ever, the initial impact of the presentation problem is unbelievable. It is difficult wish to become invo
of poverty on the industrialised world is to speak of children who are blind be- arguments, but the
always very short. People are easily cause of poverty and malnutrition, when be examined deep
moved by poverty, an earthquake, and the resources and means exist to prevent developing world.
destruction, but only for a short while. them. must be balanced a
It is easy for them to write cheques The Brandt report emphasises the bene- cost. The only su
or serve in an Oxfani shop on a Satur- fit to the developed world of helping the trols have been agr,
day morning and feel that they have poorer countries. I am no different from against which they a
made their contribution. It is not so thousands of people in Britain. We have controls are likely i
easy to say "I will make a positive con- not been successful in bringing home to ing world. We mu'
tribution and support my Government people the magnitude of the problem. per cent. of the worl
or any Government who are willing to The report does not deal with that agriculture and m;
say we must change direction " when adequately. A strong moral issue is in- other than oil, origci
looking at the riches that surround us. volved. I do not believe that the majo- countries. It is imp
We might have to suffer, but we have a rity of people are sufficiently selfish to be that when examining
responsibility for what is taking place in concerned solely with their own survival. tectionism.
the developing world. We are discussing I find it distressing when politicians say There is a conne:a moral problem. The survival of us on television that we canot afford aid to workers in this countiall is at stake. poorer countries because we are so poor and people in the de'

I was depressed by the report in one ourselves. too poor to buy the
respect. It says that countries that have The mass media indulges in advertising to improve their eco
not reached the 0-7 per cent. target must techniques. Everybody is told that status nections, as well as ti
do so by 1985 in order to make a positive depends upon having the latest shower be made clear to the
contribution to the developing world. It or washing machine. People are educated to the people of all
says that the annual target should be to believe that that is all that matters in rich in resource and
raised to 1 per cent. before the end of our society. The selfishness of the West of living.
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rv-that is, within 20 years. It and the industrialised world is created One of the greatest indictments of our
the quality of aid should be less by advertising and politicians. age is that mass hunger exists in a world

t it should be more multilateral where technological advance could en-
concessionary. We have heard Several other aspects of the report w us teeolothe ad poectud

re. The statement by the Foreign struck me. A total of 0-5 per cent. of ale us to feed, clothe and protect mil
re. 2he Ftaerntary as deprein one year's military expenditure would pay lions more of the world's inhabitants inon 20 February was depressing oeya'mitryxpdtuewlday the next 10 years. The Brandt report
ring. That statement moved for all the farming equipment needed to stresses the stark reality of the gaps
in the direction taken in the increase food production in the develop-
Sm t take that on board. We ing world and would allow countries etween the rich and the poor and the

examine tie report and make suffering from food deficiency to approach orth and su. Thereport brings
speeches while allowing to go self-sufficiency within 10 years. That is wanton selfishness of the West. It presents
ed statements by Governments, a staggering thought. We must face the us with a challenge. When the poor

ifed stat nt by e rmen s, f that if the world is to survive the u twies a c iie . w e she phericularly that by the Foreign Sc- case for military expenditure must be countres are vitimised we share theirset against the question of human survival.
;ree with the Government's pub- are prepared to invest in their world.
Iditure cuts. Statements about Defending ourselves is not all that is
tior -' aid and our responsibility at stake. The more that human beings, 10.50 am
Cve ig world are undermined particularly in developing societies, see Mr. Alastair Goodlad (Northwich):

i ig wor policies, the massing of weapons and the prepara-
xe heard about the 12 million tion for war. the more insecure they tions expressed to my hon. Friend thew head ao ute12ition ach become and the more terrified they feel Member for Cambridge (Mr. Rhodeswho die from malnutrition each about the future. Some may say that James) for bringing this motion beforehas been said that that is not the stockpiling of weapons is a prepara- the House, and for the eloquence and ex-diying factor in the report. When tion for peace, but it is also a preparation pertise that he brought to bear on it.p with such suffering on tele- for war. We must state that our priorities I share the pride of the House in the
about the sight of hundreds of are the survival of the -world and the role played by my right hon. Friend the

who one knows will die within survival of 12 million children. They must Member for Sidcup (Mr. Heath) in the
eks of having scen them. When have greater priority than the stockpiling composition of the motion.
picked them up and held them of weapons upon which the economy The hon. Member for Waltham Forest

:ult to accept that they and others depends because they can be exported. (Mr. Deakins) said that we should not be
in will be dead perhaps before The West is characterised by a growing too reticent about emphasising the moral
es their country. It is not easy pessimism about the future. Import con- aspects of the matter. I share that feel-
ibout it. The magnitude of the trols have been mentioned. I do not ing with him. Many do not share some
is unbelievable. It is difficult wish to become involved in Labour Party of the cynicism that we apply to our
of children who are blind be- arguments, but the whole question must affairs. They are more idealistic than
poverty and malnutrition, when be examined deeply in terms of the we realise.

inrce : means exist to prevent developing world. Any short-term gain For many years it has been a receivedmust be balanced against the long-term orthodoxy in politics in Britain that the
randt report emnphasises the bene- cost. The only successful import con- better-off have a duty as well as an

developed world of helping the trols have been agreed with the country interest to help the less well-off. It isountries. I am no different from against which they are imposed. Import widely accepted also that the better-off
is of people in Britain. We have controls are likely to hurt the develop- countries have a duty to help the less
i successful in bringing home to ing world. We must remember that 60 well-off countries.
the magnitude of the problem. per cent. of the world's exports of major The hon. Member for Eton and Slough)ort does not deal with that agriculture and mineral commodities, (Miss Lestor) wisely adopted a belt-and-ly. A strong moral issue is in- other than oil, originate in Third world braces approach by saying that mutualI do not believe that the majo- countries. It is important to remember self-interest should be emphasised in thecople are sulliciently selfish to be that when examining the impact of pro- way that it was in the report. We shouldd solely with their own survival. tectionism. adopt that approach. The coincidencedistressing when politicians say There is a connection between steel of morality and self-interest has been aision that we canot alord aid to workers in this country being unemployed British tradition for many years.
ountries because we are so poor and people in the developing world being I shall deal briefly with the populationtoo poor to buy the steel that they need aspects of the report, contained mainly inmass media indulges in advertising to improve their economies. Such con- chapter 6. Last autumn, Mr. Robertes. Everybody is told that status nections, as well as the moral issue, must McNamara said that short of nuclear warupon having the latest shower be made clear to the British people and itself population growth was the greatesting machine. People are educated to the people of all nations which are issue that the world faced over the decadese that that is all that matters in rich in resource and enjoy high standards immediately ahead. Similar public con-ety. The selfishness of the West of living. cern has been expressed in recent months
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[Mr. Goodlad.] efforts-as the report said-it could reach in Bucharest in
in various fora by President Giscard between 11 billion and 15 billion. That most developing
D'Estaing, Chancellor Schmidt and Prime is a conservative estimate, with incalcul- ed programmes
Minister Ohira. able implications for human condition. lation growth.

The Commission said that the stagger- lprr John Patten (Oxford): I do not lies in of the

ing growth of world population would be dispute the force of my hon. Friend's
one of the strongest forces shaping the remarks, but does he not agree that in the adopting such p.

future of society. The report recommends past demography has proved to be an The progran,
that development polcies should include inexact science? In the late 1940s demo- eflectiveness. s,
a national programme aimed at appropri- graphers suggested that world population China, South Ko
ate balance between population and re- would be no more than 2 billion by the Chile, Columbi;
sources. year 2000. I do not dispute the rate of Mexico, having

Unlike my hon. Friend for Wycombe growth projected by my hon. Friend. cess in reducing
(Mr. Whitney), who, in his otherwise ad- However, will he recognise that in the including Pakist.
rirable speech, said that we should not less developed and undeveloped countries and Egypt, haNk
be carried away by the statistics, 1 believe that have begun to experience demo- while sub-Sahara
that we should be carried away by them. graphic decline and transition-such as begun to face ti
There is no precedent in world history Taiwan, Korea and Singapore-once that still about 317 r
for the numbers being added to human decline has begun it has proceeded access to family r
population. We took thousands of years- rapidly? is vital that the

up to 1830-to reach our first billion. Mr. Goodlad: My hon. Friend is right make a reasonabi
The most recent addition--the fourth in saying that demography is an inexact As my hon. Ibilon-took just 15 years, between 1960 science, but even if the present generation Wycombe said

were to restrict its reproductive rate to factors are polithi
Because half of the inhabitants of the two children per family-which is highly tion at the top 1,

less developed countries are under 15, unlikely--we would be faced with a prob- the countries co,
there is a built in momentum for further lem of terrifying dimensions. effective administ
growth, even if the average family size The present symptoms of imbalance field workers an
should decline substantially. World popu- between world population and its re- some sort of comn
lation will continue to grow fro n the sources and productivity are appalling. enthusiasm.

by the end of the century because of the Twenty per cent. of world population is External assistj

tremendous number of young people seriously under-nourished-with millions will continue to

entering their reproductive years. of children starving each year-60 per United States of

The figures are difficult to comprehend cent. is without health care, 50 per cent. to say, been far
but it is the equivalent of adding in two is without safe water, and 50 per cent. providing bilateral

decades more than2entrieg t wc is illiterate. multilateral and

rent size of Bangladesh, or, adding the We could continue to discuss the symp- The main donor

entire population of the world as it was toms for a long time. The International figures show that i
in 1914 to our population by the end of Labour Organisation estimate that within tributed more tha

the century. the next two decades about 700 million
epublicised decline will enter the labour pool in developing

Despite the widely pbhseddem2ipe countries. That is more than the total
in the overall growth rate from 2 per current labour force of the industrial
cent. to 1-7 per cent. a year, world popu- advanced countries. An enormous amount
lation will increase each year until the advanedcmentis Auieoroud work
end of the century because of the expand- of investment is required to provide work

ing base. Overall, our population cannot for them.
stabilise until 50 or 60 years after the What, if anything, can be done to help

average family size of two children is them? Should Governments, metaphoric-

reached, and we are a long way from ally, put their heads back under the

that. For each decade of delay in reach- blankets and hope that the problem will

ing that norm the eventual stabilised go away? Should we wash our hands of

pulation will be at least 11 per cent. the matter and let the developing coun-

higher. tries stew in their own juices? I think

Barring a substantial natural catas- not. As the report indicates, the search

trophe or nuclear war, the population for solutions is not an act of benevolence
will not stabilise below 10 million-more but a condition of mutual survival.
than double the current level. In the The world population plan of action

absence of co-ordinated international was ratified by more than 130 countries
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(Brandl Report) 1826 1827 Internaional Development 28 MARCH 1980 Bdhi report said-it could reach in Bucharest in 1934. In rcnt years Unit-d Nations Fund for Population
billion and 15 billion. That most developing countries have establish- Activities, $78 million fand the Interative estimate, with incalcul- ed programmes aimed at limiting pou- national Planned Parenthood Federation
tions for human condition. lation growth. It is estimated that 95 $51 million. Norway, Sweden, Japan:per cent. of the Third world population Canada and Germany all contributed, thePatten (Oxford): I do not lives in more than 60 countries that are United Kingdom gave $7 million, andforce of m y hon. F riend 's adop ting such policies .F a c a n It l g ve e li b e as s -does he not agree that in (he France and Ita gave negli , ad
raphy has proved to be an The programmes vary widely ance.

7e? In the late 1940s demo- effectiveness. Several countries, such as Measured against the magnitude of the
2gested that world population China, South Korea, Thailand, Indonesias p emsure nt globalnlevel of at-mie ta ilo yte Cie ouba d ,Idns prolem, current global levels of assist-more than 2 billion by the Chile, Columbia and, more recently, ance in population matters are very small,I do not dispute the rate of Mexico, having achieved significant sue- They amount to only about 2 per cent. ofcctcd by my hon. Friend. cess in reducing fertility rates. Others, total aid flows.
ill he recognise that in the including Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh It is vital for the success of world.d and undeveloped countries and Egypt, have made little progress, development and for the survival of thebegun to experience demo- while sub-Sahara and Africa have barely human race in anything like tolerable
line and transition-such as begun to face the problem. There are conditions that people everywhere shouldrea and Singapore-once that still about 317 million couples with no have access to information on, and the

it has proceeded access to family planning information. It means of regulating the size of their
is vital that they should be assisted to families if they so desire. All aid pro-

tad: My hon. Friend is right make a reasonable choice. grammes should include population ele-
at demography is an inexact As my hon. Friend the Member ments. Research Into r ie e
even if the present generation Wycombe said, the most important physi o logy d c p.Tie eeloput

erict its reproductive rate to factors are political will and determina must be stend u. aTe ned for sun
dper family-which is highly tion at the top levels of government in port s urgent. The United Nations Fundwould be faced with a prob- the countries concerned, together with or opulation activities can now meetying dimensions. effective administration, properly trained only two-thirds of the requests that itnt symptoms of imbalance field workers and medical staff, and receives.

rld population and its re- some sort of community involvement and The international conference of parlia-productivity are appalling. enthusiasm. me. taria n pne -
cent. of world population is Extrnal assistance has played-and Pmen, joimtly sponsored by the Inter-der-nourishec-with millions will continue to play-a vital role. The Nriamentary Union and the Unitedstarving each year-60 pe r United States of America has, needless hations Fund for Population Activities,out health care, 50 per cent. to say, been far in the lead, both In wchIaened in Ch olombo lasto ugst:afe water, and 50 per cent. providing bilateral aid and in supporting caled in ted orl community Aton i

multilateral and private organisations crease international assistancecontinue to discuss the symp- The main donor programmes at 1977 It being Eleven o'clock. Mr. SPEAKER
ong The International figures show that the United States con- interrupted the proceedings, pursuant tomis estimate that within tributed more than $140 million n dthe Standing Order No. 5 (Friday sittings).
. decaaes about 700 million
ic labour pool in developing
rhat is more than the total
)ur force of the industrial
untries. An enormous amount
it is required to provide work

,iything, can be done to help
Id Governments, metaphoric-
,cir heads back under the
I hope that the problem will
hould we wash our hands of
mud let the developing coun-

their own juices? I think
report indicates, the search

is not an act of benevolence
ion of mutual survival.

1 population plan of action
by more than 130 countries
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life cycle of a Government There is a
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOI'MENT period during which they chart their

(BRANDT REPORT) course and retain the initiative. Then
Question again proposed. ~ there is usually a period when the

momentum begins to run down, when11.21 am they axe afficted by adverse and unfor-
Mr. Goodlad: I was saying that the seen circumstances, and they stagger from

Colombo declaration called on the world compromise to compromise and crisis to
community to increase its international crisis. Happily, we are still in the first
assistance for population matters from an phase-and long may it continue.
annual level of approximately 400 mil-

lionto l bilio by 984In the wake of the Rhodesian settle-lion to El billion by 1984. ment and the response to the'Afghan
I conclude by commenting on the Gov- crisis, I think that our prestige in the

ernment's response. My hon. Friend the Third world is as high as it has been for
Minister for Overseas Development-the some time. I hope that we shall hear
hon. Member for Banbury (Mr. Marten) from my hon. Friend today that the
-in his statement to the House on 20 Government are determined, with the
February, said that we shall need to look implacability for which they are respec-
critically at our expenditure on multi- ted, to commit themelves to safeguarding
lateral aid programmes. I trust that he the future of our children by playing awill do so. because they are not adequate. leading part in moving our Allies and
To the United Nations Fund for Popula- friends in the direction indicated by the
tion Activities, for example, the Govern- Brandt report.
ment initially pledged a E4 million con-
tribution in 1979. but this was sub- When faced with distant threats of
sequently reduced to E2 million. One future problems of this nature it is
reason was that the fund had unallocated tempting to say that we shall cross that
resources carried over from previous bridge when we come to it. In this case,
years. That condition will not prevail in such an approach is not an option. The
1980. when it is estimated that the fund bridge will have been swept away long
will have a $20 million deficit, together since on an irresistible tide, carying with
with requests, pending funding decisions, it the prospects of a reasonable life for
that will require substantial additional our children and grandchildren.
resources. I hope that the Government 11.25 am
will respond positively, at least in this Mr. Kevin McNaara (Kingston upon
area, and play their proper part in sup- Hull. Central): I join those right hon
porting the fund. and hon. Members who have congrarula-

I also hope that a higher proportion of ted the hon. Member for Cambridge (Mr.
total aid will be tied to population pro- Rhodes James) on initiating this debate
jects. Out of a total of over 700 million today. I admire his courage in doing so,
given in overseas aid, less than I per in view of the Government's expenditure
cent. has been tied to such projects. As paper yesterday.
my noble Friend Lord Vernon said in
another place, aid to a country that is I take issue with the hon. Gentleman
taking no steps to curb population growth on one point that he raised. He said
is, like as not money down the drain. that this was not a question of develop-

mient aid and assistance. I suggest that
I also think that the Government have this is very much a question of develop-a responsibility to educate people to the ment aid and assistance, and I shall come

enormity of the crisis with which the to that point later.
world is threatened so that they are more
prepared to will the means of its allevia- . We welcome the lon. Gentleman's
tion. if not its solution. I do not think initiative, but this debate should not be
that people fully appreciate the implica- taken as a substitute for a ful debate in
tions of the doubling of the world's the House. with responsible Members of
population within a generation. , the Cabinet taking part. after perhaps

having had the benefit of reading thisThe late Mr. Reginald Maudling was debate, and announcing their decision to
fond of saying that there is a rhythm in the House-a decision that has to be
politics. There is also a rhythm in the announced not only before the United
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Nadions Special Session in the late sum- development, basic hygiene, liberation of
.wer but before the OECD meeting earlier serfs, education, and an understanding
in tie summer, when some of these issues of human dignity. More is done for the
are to be raised. dignity of man by putting a hoe or a

But it is not merely a question of say. spanner in his hand than by putting a
ing that the Government must state their rifle in it, or by seeing him threatened
position, or have an opportunity to con- by a rifle or a tank.
sider the Brandt report and then state That is what Brandt tells us when he
their position. I believe that the Govern- talks about the arms race and the effects
jent have already stated their position, of the arms race on human development.
and that they must change that position. That is what the Government are ignor-

Looking at the Government's expendi- ing.
ture plans, published in conjunction with To increase arms spending at the ex-
the Budget, in table 2.2 we see it all laid pense of aid is as self-defeating as it is
out. There is a reduction in spending on wasteful. It heightens world tensions and
development aid from a peak in 1978-79 instability in developing countries. It is
of 795 million, falling in 1983-84 to against that failure by the Government
680 nillion-a fall over the six years that I wish to consider the report and

of E115 nullon, or between 14 per cent. to compare actions with statistics. The
and 15 per cent. In the expected years hon. Member for Wycombe (Mr.
of this Administration, a fall from 794 Whitney), who I regret is not in his place,
million to E680 million from 1979-80 to since we all sat for half an hour listen-
1983-84 means a cumulative total of over ing to him-
307 million. Those figures make non-

sense of the Brandt recommendation of Mr. Patten: For 27 minutes, actually.
0-7 per cent. of GNP being reached by
1985 by this Government. This is the Mr. McNamara: I am sorry; I did the

I most serious criticism to be made. hon. Gentleman an injustice. The hon.
it is no use hon. Members on either Member for Wycombe took umbrage

side of the House-because this appl when his hon. Friend the Member for -sid oftheHoue-bcaue tis pples Norfolk, North-West (IMr. Brocklebank-
I equally to Members of the Labour Party NrfkNrhWs(M.Bckbakequllyto embrs f te Lbou Paty Fowler) pointed out in the first part

-saying " We endorse Brandt; Brandt is o
lovely ; it is like apple pie and mother; his speech that 60 children had died
it is something to be supported wherever of diarrhoea. He suggested that we should
we go", and then refusing to put their not be emotional about this matter.
money where their mouths are. That As my hon. Friend the Member for
significant pointer must be considered. Eton and Slough (Miss Lestor) pointed out
Anything said by the Government about graphically, it is human problems that
this matter must be considered in the light we are talking about-about 800 million
of the cuts in expenditure. people who are destitute ; about 17 mil-

lion children under 5 who die every
At the same time there has been an year in developing countries ; about the -increase in defence expenditure. Looking fact that blindness affects between 30

at table 2.1. we see that over the same million and 40 million people; about 34pe od there has been an increase of 927 countries in which more than 80 per cent.
willion over the same period, cumula- of the population is illiterate ; about thetively. of 2.278 million. There has been biggest cities of the Third world, whicha cut in overseas aid of E307 million and are likely to have populations of morean increase in defence expenditure of than 30 million each by the end of the
2.278 million. That is the policy of century.

the cold war. We have not learnt any
lessons from the cold war. these are not useless statistics ; they

represent ordinary individuals like our-
The Foreign Secretary, speaking be- selves, who have for themselves and their

for the Select Committee on foreign families the same hopes and aspira-
affairs, said that he feared not so much tions, the same desire for dignity and
Russian direct aggression as subversion for a share in the sum of the benefits
in the developing world. Subversion is of mankind. It is right to be emotional
tought not by tanks and cruise missiles about it. - If we fail to be emotional,
but by tractors, ploughs, pure water, rural we cannot be concerned enough to think
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[Mr. McNamara.] The hon. Mcmber forWycombe sought

and plan how to improve things. That to blame OPEC for these problems butis why the statistics are important they existed long before the increase in
Considered in terms of human beine, the price of oil. People from the OPEC

these complex problems become simple. cOntrie-heir economists and those
Once we know what the goal is, every- seeking to develop their nations--will
thing else that Brandt says about rich rightly pint to h aid that they have
and poor, the status of developing socie>- given, which i percentage terms far ex-
ties, the attitudes of different Govern- ceeds much that is given by many Westernties.nt, attituresr o disferest Gov countries. Also, those OPEC countriesments, and pressre on resources, is put that are developing cannot get the Westinto perspective, to agree, for example, to adding value toIf this debate is to be valuable, it will perum products in their own coun-be in terms of education. There is a tries. Anyone who wants to understandmassive need to educate public opinion what is going on should speak to theon the importance of co-operation-a Iraqis about their wish for downstreamneed that starts from the Government's development.

White Paper and with the Cabinet, and
proceeds through the rest of our society. The Third world itself must appreciate
There should be a massive campaign of that the changes that the West will have
development education. to make will be fraught with political

The first. and perhaps the meanest act problems for the West. Although the
Tfist, anern then they eae at Third world has the right to be impatient,of this Government when they came to it also needs to be patient for change. Ipower was to cut out development do not agree with what the hon. Membereducation altogether. As a result, one of for Ca ge wid at o mdr

the most important aids that the House priCambride said about commodity
could give the nation to understand these prices and a common fund. When he saidproblems was that that suggestion should not be seen as

self using a common fund approach. How-We are cutting aid, and the United ever, we must be careful to make sureStates is cutting aid massively. Only that that suggestion should not be seen asHolland, of all the countries of the Euro- neo-imperlis. The couon fund
an Community, has reached the United should give stability in both directions-rations target of 0-7 per cent. of spend- to the West in prices and to the devel

ing. There must be a massive campaign. ing countries in certainty of markets andThat is the first and most important step fixed returns.
that the House and the Governmentthad te-Hoeatnd thec Gopenn I have, finally, a number of criticismsshould take--educating public opinion. fBad.W aet ecrfltaof Brandt. We have to be careful thatThen we should educate people about Brandt's idea, in the chapter on the verythe need to co-operate. Brandt makes poorest cormtries, is not sold as co-much of co-operation between North and operation between those countries thatSouth, but we should folow that up with have the resources and those that have thean important programme of industrial technical know-how, while the middlerestructuring, retraining and investment, baud of countries that have neither areso that no cry goes up about universal left out in the cold. We must analyse whyprotectionism. some countries have failed to solve prob-

I make no bones of the fact that I lems of rural reform and redistribution.
agree with selective protectionism, but it Why, after all the preaching of the past
Ss interesting that the latest cry about 20 or 30 years, was. Archbishop Romero

protectionism has come in the form of martyred last week? The answer is that
threats not from the Third world but from while he looked carefully at economic
the United States-about its subsidy to oil structures, Brandt failed to consider poli-
supplies, which have so cheapened its tical structures.
textile exports. The real threat may not It is true that we cannot interfere withcome from the developing world, but its the sovereignty of other nations, but wepeople will be the unfortunate sufferers. are at least entitled to say that the mal-
We must be prepared for value to be distribution of wealth in developing
added to raw materials and resources im- countries must be rectified-whether inported by the West and the East from the very poorest countries or in the
developing countries. countries of Latin America, in societies
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h as that of the Fourteen Families-or I add, sadly, that too few of those who

t.= will be bloody and horrible revolu- do seem to care.

I first saw the horrors ot poverty and
IL we follow Brandt through, it could disease in Africa 25 years ago. Many

give us not only a blueprint, such as the right hon. and hon. Members have re-
Pearson report was, but a return to spirit- minded the House of the horrors, but
tal as well as economic values. It is only I also wish to remind the House of some
by a combination of both that we shall stark and emotional facts. In these days
achieve the world in which we all want of moon exploration and colour tele-
our children to be brought ur visions in almost every home in Britain,

millions of people are without homes,
11.39 am sanitation, fuel or fresh water. ThoseMr. Christopher Jlroclebank-Fowler of us who travel overseas in developing
(Norfolk, North-West): I add my thanks

sd from al pcountries remember pathetic structures
tose txo rss ho. Frid ptrs Member of wooc, cardboard or straw that serve

r Combrydge hon. Friendtes Mmer as a home in some countries, sited in
for Cambridge (Mr. Rhodes James) for streets littered with faeces and runningoivig us the opportunity to debate this with urine. In those conditions., as I
important subject today. said earlier, 8 million children a year

May I express the hope that this take- die from diarrhoea alone. Fifteen child-
noe debate will not be a substitute for ren every minute die from that basic
a full debate at a later stage' It is im- disease.
portant for the House to have an oppor-
teunity to debate the matter, with Cabinet ham seen Women walking 10 to 15
and Shadow Cabinet Members discuin miles a day to pick up their water sup- %
the issues in the House after the Govern- plies, and that water is almost always
MeAt have reached their conclusions, contaminated. We have seen women

presunably prior to the Venice meeting carrying huge parcels of wood on their
heads to take home for fuel to cook their

do s food. tragedy in some areas is that,
Without doubt the Brandt Comms as forests are cut down, domestic animal

report is one of the major documen ts of dung is burnt for fuel. That in turn
the (Ewy. The problems tha ds reduces the availability of nutrients for
cribes ame Of vital concern to the inter-Sa t ethe soil and the possibility of growing
national community, and the recommea-
dations wiU doubtless be the subject of sufficient food.
considerable debate over the next decade Millions live without sufficient food.
rjd into the future. Energy, trade, inter- Deaths from starvation are estimated at 4,
itional finance, development, food. between 10 million and 20 million per

,)Mmodities and disarmansent all present annum, which is 18 to 36 each minute. N,

Problems which affect the whole world Estinrates also suggest that more than 500 % -A

and which require a world solution. million people in the world suffer from
hunger and malnutrition. Millions sufferThl =ca of deprivation of millionsiitittMllon ufemillions from ill-health, without adequate medi-

of people deserves to be,. and. if there is cal services. I have mentioned diarrhoea.
;Lstice in the world, will be, the principal Cholera, malaria, blindness and other
pre-occUpation of men of good wil tropical diseases make life miserable and
throughout the world for the remainder t soi etimes welcome for 700 million
of my life. If this debate today provides
a perspective of the huge problems that
exst. ithin which our own narrow, Infant mortality in the West is 15 per
indeed, myopic- pre-occupation with thousand, compared with 90 per thousand
Aoniestic book-keeping can be seen for the in South America. It rises to a staggering
relativel selfish and unimportant exer- 200 per thousand in sub-Saharan Africa.

cise that it is. we shall have spent our In Africa one child in every five dies
before its first birthday.

With bland understatement the Brandt Millions have no employment and no
Commission report points on page 49: cash. For them there are no unemploy-

F n r p N t h n dagtei. m ent benefits, w age-related or otherw ise.
eption the then or poverty an the Third There are no supplementary benefits.

worid or of the forms that it takes." Their only hope, is charity from their
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[Mr. Brocklebank-Fowler.] in evidence to the Select Committee onfellow men and families. Without that Foreign Affairs, and the Minister forthey face the spectre of starvation. Overseas Development, in his statement
Although in the North we face genuine to the House on aid policy, both referred

economic problemjs, such as inflation or
a static standard of living, we are rich poverty in the interests of world peace
and fortunate by comparison with those and stability.
who endure a combination of malnutri- I turn to the need for a stable world
tion, illiteracy, disease and low income, economy. The Chancellor in his Budgetwhich is the daily reality for too much speech referred to international inflationof the Third world. and the rich country response. My right

hon and learned Friend said that theAs has been pointed out, there are two United Kingdom economic prospects weremain reasons why we should help the poor:
developing world. The first is on moral "in part a consequence of the weakness in
grounds. The second is, quite simply, out world demand, in part a consequence of our
of self-interest. The moral case is justi- own inflation ".-[Official Report. 26 March
fied by the distressing facts of human 1980; Vol. 981, c. 1442.1
misery to which I have referred. My right hon. andlearned Friend at least

We should remember that the enor- recognises Britain's vulnerability to flue-
mous scale of the problem will be further tuations in the world economy. However,
exacerbated by population growth. In the it is astonshig that i his Budget State-
developing world, that is forecast by the ment. although he referred to that. he
United Nations to be as much as 50 per mentioned no British plans to help find a
cent. by the end of the century-from
3,300 million to more than 5,000 million. My hon. Friend the Member for Leek
When one also considers the economic (Mr. Knox), in the debate on the Budget
comparison of GDP per head, calculated resolution, as reported at col. 1505 of
in 1977 to be E3,023 per head in Hansard, asserted-and I agree-- that thedeveloped countries and E266 per head in stability of the international monetary
developing countries, and, when one system in the 25 years after the war con-
remembers that the gap is widening, the tributed to the post-war expansion in
unacceptable inequity that exists in the world trade. He went on to say that
world cannot be denied. By what right since the Bretton Woods arrangement had
can we in rich countries expect to be broken down the stable conditions for the
more than 10 times better off than those maintenance and expansion of world trade
who live in the developing world? no longer existed. As we export a higher

percentage of our gross national productI regret to say that in some quarters the than any other country of the world-moral cse miht be thought to be wet." 32 per cent. of it-we should recognisebut self-interest does not lay itself open that we are the losers.to that criticism. What are our self-
interests? Expressed simply, Britain's self- meturn to the promotion of our com-
Interests are international peace, a stable mercial interests. Apart fEom our im-
world economy and the promotion of our portant trade within the EEC and withcommercial interests, other OECD countries, we should never

forget our reliance on the Third worldI shall not develop the profound obser- for raw materials. Nor should we forgetvation of the Brandt Commission report the huge balance of payments advan-that tages of our trade with those countries.more arms do not make mankind safer, only Last year 24 non-OPEC Third worldpoorer,". countries, with whom our import oror make any comment on the obscene export trade exceeded E50 million each,statistics of world arms sales at S450 gave us a balance of payments surplusbillion and official development assistance of 1,221 million, and Nigeria alone,at S20 billion, but the House must agree although a member of OPEC, gave us awith the assertion that - further surplus of E452 million.
while hunger rules peace cannot prevail" High exchange rates and cuts in exportIndeed, the House will have noticed service seem likely to reduce our capacitythat in recent weeks the Foreign Secretary, to bepefit from increased trade with the
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&-svefoping world, and the existence of any lems of poverty in the world, the prob-

taf or non-tariff barriers against Third lem of domestic book-keeping, fascinat

idd countries against our commercial ing though it appears to be to some of

mess. Unless we accept Third world my right hon. and hon. Friends, will

ports, how will they afford our exports? largely disappear.

Our national objectives and my brief 11.55 am
on them spell out the inevitable Mr. Bruce Douglas-Mann (Mitcharm

kgi; of Britain paying the utmost atten- and Morden): I congratulate the hon.

tion to the important document that we Member for Cambridge (Mr. Rhodes

a discussing. It is clear that the de- James) on introducing this debate, and

,Pjoping world and Britain have much to also the hon. Member for Norfolk, North-

gala from interdependence, and a good West (Mr. Brocklebank-Fowler) on a very
deal to lose from ignoring it. The climate good and courageous speech, with almost

for Britain to take a lead in international all of which I entirely agree.

discussions and to gain substantial and L
enduring credit for any material contribu- Kingston upon Hull, Central '(Mr.

tio i th mstfavourable sinice the end Knso pn HlCnrl(rtib is the most bs n McNamara), I should like to take issue
of Empire. Our achievement i bringing with the hon. Member for Cambridge on
Zln-bGabwe to independence. is widelyiedin the ird wodrl, asndourhis claim that the principle at issue is not
eciaiwed in eain orse deu principally one of aid. Of course, Brndt

record over many Ye r pcaese rightly points out that the search for a
vwlopment is well appreciated. solution is not an act of benevolence,

By contrast, Russia's violation of but a search for mutual survival. But the

jghanistan, and its growing reputation theme running through most of the recom-

as a Purveyor of expensive and obsoles- mendations in the report is that in order

Oda arms, rather than development assist- to achieve that objective it will be neces-

once, provides a major opportunity for us. sary to have a transfer of funds on a very

if the West takes action now to restruc- considerable scale and a doubling of the

We out of international recession, as current E20 billion of annual official.

posed by Brandt, if we increase our development assistance.

aid to improve the lives of the world's The issues raised by the Brandt report
- orest people and concentrate on creat- are not new. However, what is new Is the
1g labour-intens~ive opportunities for aentnw oeewa snwi hlabur-ntesiv oporumtes orgreater degree of attention given to them

eiploymeflt in the Third world, we shall by the media. In 1972 a document was
Stimulate demand for exports atd produced by the Department of the
to avert a world recession. More than Environment entitled "Sinews for Sur-
that, we shall show the world that the Vfsa cptaelsm tis t viva] " which was prepared for the United
compassionate of more Nations conference in Stockholm on the
attractive than Communism. environment. Its conclusion was:,

The Government's response to Brandt "It must be apparent that we are by no

in another place was, by any standards, means complacent about the management of
S The t de o t edue natural resources in Britain or in the world

td.he Btimae published ytrday . .Above all, we doubt whether our many
Ai i Estimtes published yesterday misgivings can be overcome unless our human a
is not only totally immoral but shows a population is stabirmed. There is not much

c t ignorance of our real interests. time to spare:"

Are the British taxpayers really so poor That report received little publicity, and

that they cannot afford the 15p a week was never debated here.

that it would cost to keep our aid at Ii 1976 the Cabinet Office produced a
the level that had been planned, espect- document entitled "Future Wod

ally as two-thirds of that comes back in Trends ". That document has also never
orders for British industry and jobs f been debated in the House and it did not

rDeople? Sueyadi salpietour el rect o inte aional receive the slightest attention in the

pay for the lysat i smalln to media. Yet it ws prepared by a body of

peace and a buoyant world economy. considerable experts, after much high

I hope that the Government will under- quality research. After reviewing the

stand, before they reach their conclusions problems .of population, food, mineral

os te Brandt Commission report, that if resources, ene rgy, pollution and economic

4)v we can help solve the major prob- aspects, that document concluded
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1849 International Dciclopment 28 MARCH 1980 (Brandt Report) 1850
[Mr. Douglas-Mann.] living standards of the South as well as ofUnless there are resource transfers on a the Northscale many times greater than at present the

effective check to world population will be the In order to get public interest and pub-Malthusian trilogy of war, famine and diseae." lie Support it is important to stress the
Once again stress was placed upon the ingredients in the Brandt report that point
importance of a large volume of transfer to the self-interest of the developed world.of assistance from the developed to the
developing world. It is important also to remember the

success of the Marshall plan after the warOf course this is a moral issue, and it is and the contribution of the relatively rich
right to stress that. My hon. Friend the United States in rebuilding the shatteredMember for Eton and Slough (Miss economies of Europe. That contributionLestor) and the hon. Member for Nor- has, undoubtedly, in the long term, bene-folk, North West gave examples of what fited the United States, as it has bene-they had seen, and those examples should fited Europe. I hope to see a repetitionstir the compassion of every hon. Member, of that action emerging as a consequenceand indeed, everyone who sees such of the report. It is distressing that theexamples in print or on television. But immediate response of the Governmentwe must face the fact that it does not. to the Brandt Comihission report is theMassive presentation of human misery public expenditure White Paper and theis a deterrent to either reading or watch- reduction in the figures for foreign aiding. I hope that one of the things that to which my hon. Friend the Member forwill emerge from the discussions on the Kingston upon Hull, Central referred. It is- report will be the possibility of debating even more disturbing to find not only aoverseas aid in terms which do not deter reduction in tie level of aid from E794the majority of the population from taking million in 1979-80 to E680 million in 1982-an interest in the matter. 83, but also a redirection of that aid. In-

It is also a question of survival for our- stead of pursuing the Brandt Commission
selves and for our children. It is possible recommendation that aid should be con'
to foresee an uncontrolled world popula- rated most on the poorest countries,
tion developing in the way that was out- the Government are reducing the level of
lned by the hon. Member for Northwich aid to India and Bangladesh and increas-
(Mr. Goodlad)--growing from the present in-it to countries where the need is not
4-3 billion to well over 6 billion by the so intense.
turn of the century, and probably to 15 Many hon. Members wish to speak. Ibillion within the following 100 years. Can shall be brief. The reactions to the Brandtwe foresee in a world in which nuclear report that I should like to see are anweapons are available, and in which such educational programme, launched by thevast numbers of people are starving, any Government and supported, I sincerelylikelihood of maintaining the standard of trust, by successive programmes in theliving that we enjoy in the developed media, a sustained effort to educate theworld? public on the need and on the dangers,The Brandt report also argues that a and about our own self-interest in restrain-large-scale transfer of resources from ing world growth of population andNorth to South could make a major im- restoring the economies of the worldpact on establishing growth in the South through a bigger increase in resourcesas well as enabling us to revive the econ- applied to aid.omy of the North. The most important as-

pect of the report, and of the discussions I should like to see a response from the
that have emerged from it is the impact Government to the appeal for a summit
that it may have on the population of the of world leaders. I should like the
world. It was pointed out in Brandt and Government to appoint a senior Minister
also in "Future World Trends " that fer- with responsibility for co-ordinating the
tility regulation programmes become effec- activities of all the Departments of
tive only when the expectation of life has Government involved in responding torisen significantly and living standards the Brandt appeal, with a view to enabling
have started to rise. We shall not achieve the Prime Minister, when attending the
birth control or a limit to the growth of world summit called by Brandt, to do soworld population unless we can raise the on the basis of thoroughly prepared
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tround and a policy that will enable the one has to fall back on the economist's
iorld to see some prospect of survival, phrase " other factors being equal ".

12.2 pm A better way to limit population is
Mr. Jojian Ridsdale (Harwich): As a by raising standards. That is why Japan

member of the trilateral commission that has been able to level off its popula-
met in London this week to discuss tion. Those who study the develop-
North-South relations, I was fortunate img world would do well to note the

enough to hear two brilliant speeches. industrialisation of that country. There

The first was made by the Commonwealth are 18 uillion unemployed in OECD

Secretary-General. who spoke in such countries alone. Production could be

idealistic terms that one could not help increased by between S250 million and

being caught up in the emotionalism that S400 million. But, because of the oil shock

he felt about this important issue. The and the price rise in 1973 and the further

second speech was made by my right increase in oil price last year, we have

bon. Friend the Member for Sidcup (Mr. excess capacity in shipbuilding. Anyone
Heath) who, again, spoke in idealistic who has gone to Korea since 1973 and

terms but, being the man he was, also seen the huge Hyndai yard is able to

Spoke in practical terms of what should recognse the Waste of capacity i that
be done at this time to deal with the yard that might have golie into other

roblems that face us. investments. One realises how oil prices
prbhave forced a cutback in demand.

i congratulate my hon. Friend the
Member for Cambridge (Mr. Rhodes We have to examine the practical in-

James) on his excellent and short speech vestment side. Private banks are now

in introducing this subject. My hon. more cautious than in 1973. Since that

Friend realises more than anything else. year, deficits and debt of S300 million

as the Member for Cambridge. the have been incurred largely by the more

importance of educating opinion on what advanced developing countries. That is
is a vital matter. My hon. Friend men- why those countries must now double

in which Winston r efforts to selL But banks are more
tioned the Speech inwihWntncautious.
Churchill, in his young days, saw the

iportance of the future politics of trade Developing countries start now with
and stressed the importance of com- a much higher level of debt than in

modities. 1973. Each dollr of new investment
debt now contracted also represents a

Whether we are free traders or pro- much smaller transfer of resources, sinco
tectionists, the important issue is to much of it must go to cover the rising
recognise that this problem must be met cost of old loans. It is an enormous
through co-ordination by Governments problem.
Those of us who, ideally, are free traders
realise that we have to face much more . Much as we would like to see further
managed trade, particularly inr.trnation- mdustrialisation in the developing coun- %

ally to solve this difficult pro"Aenm. tries, those of us who visit the new
ly ooindustrial countries, such as Korea, Hong

My hon. Friend the Membe; for North- Kong, Taiwan and the Philippines. know
wich (Mr. Goodlad) referred tin the world that this new industrialisatioi is coin-
populatiom problem and said that the peting with existing industrial capacity.
increase in 20 years would be 2,000 unused in the developed world. It is a
willion, equivalent to the population of problem to which we shall have to apply
the world at the beginning of the century. our minds.
I underline his remarks by pointing out I have travelled in China and Korea.
that half of the growth of population It is important to encourage the rural
will occur in China. I do not want to industries. Eighty per cent, of China's
be complacent, but I do not want to be population livps in rural areas. It has
too pessimistic. I recall that in 1938-39. bcgn suggested that one of our best
when first dealing with Japan, we talked exports has been a complete farm to
about a population problem reaching as China. I think, sometimes, in a lighter
high as 250 million people, whereas the tone, that it is a pity that we cannot
present population has levelled off at export the common agricultural policy
about 114 million. In making estimates to thV develepa'g world. At least, it
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1853 International Develkpment 28 MARCH 1980 (l1rand Rcport) 1854 15
[Mr. Ridsdale.] T[Mr Rdsal.]I repeat that Governments cannot step R id,would enable a more workable solution aside, because the banks have exhausted forin Europe. Much has to be done, what help they can give. I recommend thatIndustrialisation is all very well, but my own Government to think seriously to uthe rural problems must also be recog- about the help that they can offer. I tornised. In November, in Peking, I met do not refer to help from our own eco- I wVa 30-year old official from the Peking nomy. but as we are a good creditor a clForeign Office. I asked how much he nation we could probably get loans from electwas being paid, and he told me E5 a other countries. If we used those loans theweek. Yet prices there are almost as properly we could help to solve this alkihigh as in other capitals of the world. problem, which I believe is the biggest arrnNevertheless, the Chinese are extremely that has faced the world in the wjiole if pflexible and pragmatic about their prob- of its existence.

Jems. I spoke to a Chinese economist
who was very high up in the Chinese 12.12 pm giveMrs. Gwvyneth Dnod Cee: gvGovernment. I asked whether he was TerDunwoody (Crewe): al e ra Keynesian or a monetarist, and he Together with all Members who have sugareplied "Well, after a great deal of spoken, I welcome the initiative of the-rple "elaferagratdalo hlon. Member for Cambride (Mr. Rhd'epstudy, I am a little bit between the two.". Jan. inroducig e (Mr. Rhodes

That is the -sort of problem that we is an important debate, not least becauseface, and added to it is Russia's invasion it is now an urgent one. If the hon. and
of Afghanistan and her adventures in Gentleman will forgive my saying so, makAfrica. I have the feeling that we are it is a sad commentary that we are no playing draughts while the Russians are debating this subject in the same week no
playing chess. There must be more con- as the Government have cut back on ticulcerted action. Governments cannot step their own aid contribution. The hon. theaside from what is being done at the Gentleman has demonstrated that within self,present time. As a member of the tri- the House there are hon. Members who sesp
lateral commission, I was glad to note understand the importance of the Brandt did
that many of the bankers and leaders Commission report. I hope that the Gov- adviwho were represented there were well ernment will take on board the fact that sens
aware of the problem that the world we shall expect of them a full day's thatdebate in which they will, if thev can withThe United States, Japan and the justify their attitude, not just to the re- ownEEC, which represent the trilateral com. commendations on aid but also to the thatmission, must take much more practical recommendations on trade. As we have renrabtion. Personally, I should like to see heard from more than one hon. Member, pusitthe appointment of a consultative staff Governments cannot slough off their re-to serve the seven countries who meet sponsibility in this matter. honat the summit-a sort of joint chiefs of I strongly welcome the Brandt report.staff-so that we can face the realities Although it does not say anything that -- I-of what is happening in the world today. is particularly new. it sets out the facts gladThere should be a joint chiefs of staff which are horrifyingly familiar: t is actuon energy, the economy and on the mili- wrong that at this stage in our develop. of,tary side, for as long as we must continue ment we should be talking about the electthe wretched balance of power fight with problems, only larger, that we have de- tuenthe Russians. bated since the Second World War. It thatThe GATT is not enough. rt is a rich is horrifying that in our own Budget worlman's club. UNCTAD is not enough. we can talk about expanding the amount

It is a poor man's club. The World of money that we arc prepared to putBank and the IMF do not have enough into defence, while at the same time ind
political drive. From a practical point cutting the amount of money that we
of view, much as I hesitate to suggest are prepared to make available for aid.
the creation of a new international staff, Brandt reminds us that the problems are Wethat is why it is important for the sum- urgent and that they are capable of solu- Whemit to have a joint staff to back it up. tion only if we are prepared to demon- allyif that were done we could go some way strate not just political will but a willing- huntowards facing up to this very difficult ness to put money and effort into facing goodproblem. the problems.
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The hon. Member for Harwich (Mr. sensitive to the problems that humanRidsdale) said that we should not look beings face, wherever they may be. Iffor solutions within our own Budget and there is one thing that I find infinitelythat the Government should be prepared obscene, it is that inside the EEC we10 use their status and ability as a credi- can have vast stores of food which, intor nation. That is not an attitude that some instances, are kept until they rot,I would support. All politicians have while elsewhere in the world millions ofa clear, moral duty to explain to their children are dying of starvation. Weelectorates exactly why they think that should ask ourselves about the ambiva-the tiny amount of money that we have lence of our own attitudes. For example.allocated in the past in our own budgetary we should ask ourselves why we are soarrangements should be maintained and proud of the Lomd convention, when itif possible increased. does not begin to deal with the problems

of the associated States. The Lomd con-jr. Ridsdule: It is not that I want to vention actually rules out two of the
give less help. I believe that we should major areas of the world which are amonggive more, but in the way that I have the poorest. Therefore, the Communitysuggested rather than by asking for more has a responsibility to look to its ownhelp to be given on the budgetary side, laurels to see whether it is fulfillingespecially at the present time. its direct task.

s. Dumwoody: The hon. Gentleman Mr. McNamara: Does my hon. Friendan I differ on that point. Brandt agree that not only does the Lom6 con-makes clear that in the North there is still vention fail to deal with South-East Asiano understanding of the scale, scope and and other places, but that the materialsenormity of the problems. I was par- with which it deals are of specific benefiticularly struck, and wryly amused, by to the West and have little to do withthe remark made by Herr Brandt him- the development of the ACP countries?self, when he said that when he had '
responsibility in these matters he perhaps Mrs. Dunwoody: I was coming to pre-did not give enough weight to those who cisely that point. The Lomd convention
advocated different aid problems. In a seems to be a clear example of the waysense, that is a measure of the difficulties in which we frequently have dual stan-that we face. When people are dealing dards. In effect, the Lomd conventionwith the day-to-day problems of their states that we should seek a means ofown political lives, inevitably those things stabilising prices, especially in rawthat can be regarded as being slightly materials and commodities generally. Itremoved from the immediate can be has STABEX, and it has at long lastpushed out of their minds. We all do accepted that it should have the ratherit. It is almost inevitable. How many inadequate scheme known as MINEX.O ecmbersmentioned the problems However, there is a real fear in my mindc -seas aid in their election addresses? that we might give the impression to the
-[HoN. MEiMERS: "We did."]-I am countries with which we deal that ourglad to learn that those who are present only interest in trying to stabilise com-actually did so. but how many Members modity prices is a personal one. I amof the full House of Commons were concerned that we should seem to beelected by explaining to their consti- saying to Third world countries "As wetuents that we do not live in a capsule are already fairly well developed, and asthat is insulated from the rest of the we have a continuing need for your
world? materials, when it suits us we shall give

My hon. Friend the Membet for Eton you support so that we can import your
and Slough (Miss Lestor), in a most inov- raw materials. However, when you begin
ing speech, said that she found it difficult to develop to the point where you are
to talk in an unemotional way about the exporting semi-manufactured or manu-
deaths of children. I agree absolutely. factureg goods, our response will be one
We do not have to apologise for th .of horror. We shall close the barriers
When we lose our ability to be emotion- and ensure that you do not have
ally involved in the death of another full access to our markets
hunan being, we lose our ability to be My hon. Friend the Member for Wal-
good politicians because we are no longer tham Forest (Mr. Deakins) said that we
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1857 International Derelopment 28 MARCH 1980 (Brandt Report) 185
6[Mrs. Dunwoody.] makes that obvious. However, they mustin the Labour Party have a particular re- not regard the Third world as a suitablesponsibility not to support the cry for im- area for their experiments. There areport controls, without realising the full still instances of major drug companiesimplications. I agree with him. How- using in underdeveloped countries drugsever, as Socialists we have a responsibility that would not be found acceptable into look wider than that. I have never more highly educated countries in thebeen able to understand a world that finds area that Brandt calls the North. Thereit simple always to find money to support are still instances of companies freelyunderdeveloped countries when they wish offering for use in underdeveloped nationsto buy arms. It is astonishing how often contraceptive methods that they wouldlines of credit are available to countries not offer in the Western world. Therein which people are dying of starvation are still instances of multinationals un-to buy weapons and military hardware, loading. for commercial reasons, harshwhen it is plain that they need implements tobaccos when they know the risk tothat will enable them to feed their popu- public health and when they would find

it difficult to justify that sort of transi-
The Brandt report makes it clear that tion in the West.

we cannot sustain that position for very These instances demonstrate re-much longer. We should ask ourselves peatedly to ther people's of the under-wly the figures that we are talking about developed world that we have dual stan-are so pitifully small and why we still dards. We talk to them of aid and trade.cannot manage to achieve the level of aid but we talk always from the standpointthat is desperately needed by the coun- of our own narrow interests. We fre-tries of the Third world. quently fail to demonstrate our commit-
With the one minor exception of the ment to the interests of the people's of
With themone mior excepn (o t the world. Let us consider the ideahon. Memb r fo Wyc mbe Mr. advanced by the Brandt report for a taxWhitney). who is no longer in his place, a ae ee ndthreporor itx

a noticeable feature of the debate has on arms sales. I see nothing wrong with
been the demonstration that the House is asking those who sell weapons of death
capable of turning its mind to a wider and destruction to consider making adimension and a wider responsibility. We positive grant at the same time. Wemust ensure that that is the message that should give careful consideration to the
goes out to the peoples of the world gen- common fund and how best we may act
erally, and especially to those of the on commodity prices.
underdeveloped nations. Far more important than all the topicsThe Brandt report states that a massive to which I have referred is the message
transfer of resources can take place only that goes out from the House. It should
if the political will exists and if we are be one of commitment. It should be one
prepared to consider what we are going that says " We may be inadequate in the
to do today as opposed to tomorrow. amount of money that we have provided
We have many abilities in Britain that and in the political will that we have
we could translate into action. For demonstrated so far, but we shall not beexample, we have shown that it is pos- inadequate in future. It is our wish.
sible to transform our agriculture from esire and strong intention to ensure
small farms to a large and effective in- that in a modern society and in a modern
dustry. We should consider means of world it wil not be necessary for child-
translating that sort of technology into ren to die of starvation and disease while
areas where it will be of most use. We we have the ability and the will to
should consider means of developing the change that pattern ".
technology- that enables us to produce 12.26 pm
and use drugs and prophylactic medicine I.e Minister for Trade (Mr. Cecil
to help keep alive rather than seeking Parkinon): I join all those who have
means of destroying them. Those are contributed to the debate who ave
areas in which our own ideas are still bbte in congratulat-
not clear. ing my hon. Friend the Member for Cam-

bridge (Mr. Rhodes James) on choosingMultinational companies have a speci- this interesting subject and on the inspir-fic role to play, and the Brandt report ing way on which he started our debate.31 P 1
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I am sure that he will understand when The developing world takes about 22I tell him that during the past few days per cent. of our exports and contributes
there were times when I was not so en- about 18 per cent. of our imports. Trade
thusiastic about his choice as I solemnly dominates relations between North and
waded my way through the interesting 305 South. For example, in 1977 developing
pages of the report. It is an important countries' exports to OECD countries
subject; and my hon. Friend has done totalled $203 billion. Two-way trade. ex-
the House a great service in raising it. ports and imports, amounted to more

The Brandt Commission set itself a than $500 billion. In comparison, officialTheBrndtComisio se isel a development assistance from OECDmost daunting task. It took the pre- dors a sistne blon o-
bership that measured up to the size of way trade is 35 times more significantcutin ofa euin itsel wth aizem ofthe task. The Government welcome the than the flow of aid. In the face of thosep sfigures, can anyone deny that trade is byreprt s amajr atept o otlie sme far the most significant element in the
of the great problems that the developed
and developing world will face in the next relationship between the developed and
20 years and to suggest answers. We con- the developig world?
gratulate its authors. I am sure that the The report runs to nearly 300 pages,
-louse will join me in paying tribute to and covers a huge area. It will take timo

my right hon. Friend the Member for for the Government to complete theirSideup (Mr. Heath), who is recognised as study and analysis of the report. Since, as
having played a decisive role in the com- the report recognises, only concerted
mission's work. My right hon. Friend action will be effective, we shall need to
explained to me this morning that he was consult other Governments, especially our
able to express his views in 305 pages partners within the EEC.
and that he wanted to listen to the views
of others. Many will regret that we did Today, I am able to give only the
Dot have the opportunity of hearing my Government's prelmiary reactions to
light hon. Friend. However, we admire the many relary pro asins toe

hie selfless way in which he has made report. It would be foolish for me to
time available for the rest of us. attempt an instant response to a docu-

ment on which a group of distinguished
The report covers activities that are the people have worked hard for more thanresponsibility of many Government two years and that has been availableDepartments. It is appropriate that a to the public for only three weeks.Minister from the Department of Trade

should respond to the debate. It is my However, I can say that in three aspects
Department that has to deal from day we consider the report to be notable. First,
to day with the practical problems of in its scope, it is a comprehensive report _
maintaning the open trading system. covering a whole range of issues touch-
Foreign producers, epecially. from the ing on development and the management
developing world, seek greater access to of the world economy that have been
our markets. Home producers argue that under discussion in the United Nations
that access should not be given. There system and elsewhere in the world
are some on both sides of the House who throughout the 1970s.
argue both points of view, by implication, . .
at the same time. There are those who Secondly, in its analysis, it offers a
make great speeches about their concern cogent account of the problems that the
for the developing world, but press the world, and particularly the developingintroduce ~ world. wil face in the 1980s. No oneGovernment like mad to introduce importwrdw ac th 9s.N onGovenmet lie md toimprt ill underestimate the *gravity of those
controls when a factory in their con- wdudestaeth ratyoths
situency is threatened. problems. To solve the problems of

under-development, poverty and malnutri-
We understand the motives of hon- tion more effectively we need growth inMembers who are under constituency the world economy to generate the

pressures, but I have been heartened to additional resources that are needed.bear Labour Members arguing the case
against import controls. I wish them Yet, at the start of the 1980s we face
every success in the argument within their rising inflation and a global recession.

rty in the face of the growing pressure The Budget Statement on Wednesday
there for protectionism. made clear how serious the implications
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[Mr. Parkinson.] in the economic strategies of all the major

are for our country and for the indus- Western countries, with considerable im-
trialised West as a whole. The implica- plications, not least for the fight against
tions for the developing world are still inflation, which must remain our main
more serious. Rising oil prices, which priority.
will increase thE already heavy burden
of debt referred to by my hon. Friend Mrs. Dunwoody : I have been waiting
the Member for Harwich (Mr. Ridsdale), for the Minister to tell us why the Govern.
require changes in the plans of all ment, far from going along with a
countries, and that will be even more massive increase in aid, have this week
painful for developing countries than for actually cut back on aid.
ourselves.

A slow-down in world trade will Mr. Parkinson: If the hog. Lady had
squeeze the export earnings on which contained her impatience she would have
developing countries rely in order to found that I intend to deal with that
finance their import needs. Inflation and matter.
recession which are compelling Govern- Whatever conclusions economists and
ments in all industrialised countries to development experts may reach on the
set tight limits on public expenditure, will optimum flow of resources from North
inevitably squeeze the resources avail- to South-and fhere is no doubt that
able for development assistance. there will be many differing opinions-

The third reason why we consider the the essential point for us in Britain is a
report notable is its timeliness. At a time simple one. We have to tailor what we
when Governments all over the world are can afford.
in danger of becoming obsessed with Many hon. Members referred to the
staring at their own economic navels, the reductions in the United Kingdom's aid
report reminds us that huge problems programme, which were announced this
face the world and will have to be week. The cuts. like all cuts in public
approached in a most imaginative way. expenditure, were painful, but they were
The report reminds us that developed unavoidable if we were to strengthen our
and developing countries share a joint own ecoriomy, and it is on that that our
interest in tackling those problems. In ability to support overseas development
Herr Brandt's own words: ultimately depends.

"A quickened pace of development in the One of the most shameful incidents in
South also serves people in the North." the history of recent years occurred in

As many hon. Members have said, the 1976, when Britain became the biggest
debate is not about who is to prosper at creditor in the history of the IMF. using
the expense of whom, but about how its position as the second biggest quota
the prospects of all of us can be improved, holder to become the IMF's biggest ever

I turn to four main themes of the com- borrower, pre-empting a huge slice of

mission's report, summarised in its pro- the Fund's scarce resources to prop up a
posals for an emergency programme in standard of -livig that its people were not
the 1980s. The commission calls for earning.
massive transfer of resources from North I suggest that putting our own economy
to South, an accommodation with the on a sound basis, which enables us to be-
OPEC countries on oil prices and sup- come contributors and not dependants.
plies, a global food programme, and must be a major objective for the United
reform of the existing system of inter- Kingdom.
national economic co-operation. Despite the cuts, the aid programme

The commission believes that a massive will remain a substantial one of nearly
transfer of financial resources to develop- E700 million a year. The Government
ing countries is perhaps the best single have also removed exchange controls,
way to benefit them, and that such trans- thus aiding the private flow of money,
fers would provide a stimulus to world which is an important consideration.
economic activity as a whole. I suspect I shall certainly draw the attention of K
that the reality may be more complex. my hon. Friend the Minister of Over-

Massive increases in aid in current seas Development to the interesting
circumstances would imply major changes speech of my hon. Friend the Member for
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(Mr. Goodlad) about the grammes. As I said earlier, I do not

dagerc tor the world of the population believe that the country or the Govern-

aploers ad the need for more of the ment are being selfish in seeking to put

W programme to be diverted in that our own economy on a sounder footing
did 0OgaMmhon Friend made a moving and to turn ourselves into a would-be

n a telling case. contributor and not a would-be dependant
of the IMF.

Air. NlcN~mars : Does the Minister
r.pt that if we stimulate other econo- I turn now to energy. The report

mices they will have money with which forcefully presents the case for an attempt

to buy oods from us, but if we cut back to reach an understanding with the OPEC

t encouraging them to improve their countries on the vital issues of oil prices

own position the effect on our industry and supplies. No one will deny that

il not be that we shall become more an arrangement of this kind could pro-

Cmpetlitve but that we shall become vide a framework for a revival of world

cmemployetd? economic activity. Equally, I am sure
nerneployed? that no one will deny the practical diffi-

f Parkinson: I repeat to the hon- culties of achieving and maintaining such

Member for Kingston upon Hull, Central an understanding.
McNanmara), what I said in myTher is somhing bsrd in my We welcome the emphasis that the

t g about isnsreashing o sur id pro-. report gives to the need and the scope
ng about increasulg our aid pro- for better relations between oil producers

hen would get in a mess and and oil consumers, and on the need to

pye-empting huge avoid large, sudden oil price increases
Ve would then start pre that are economically damaging. espec-

sf 000 million dollars-of the re, ially to developing countries. However.

stures of th M.Wa ssensible olpfu aou thaMF. What is sensibl we accept that the long-term trend of

btjpful about that? What is sensible oil prices is upward. The problem is to

about one of the better-off countries of ensure that the transition is orderly and

the world using scarce resources in huge no more disruptive than it need be.

quantities, at the expense of the develop-

g countries, to prop up a standard of We welcome the emphasis placed by

living that has not been earned? That is the Brandt commission on the raising of

not helpful to the world economy or to food production in the Third world and

tdeveloping countries, on making food supplies more secure.
C gWe have a food aid programme of our

Russeli Johnston (Inverness): own amounting to about E40 million a

I aere, are clearly two facets to that year. But I would suggest-the report

.eMent. The Minister has already said recognises this-that agrarian reforms

the Brandt report has been available within the developing countries have an

about three weeks. Does that mean essential contribution to make.

that the cuts did not in any way take into As Minister for Trade one of the prob-

Wt the recommendations of the cor- lems that I find in my travels all over

mi ould not it have been more the world is the tremendous drift away

sensible for the Government to wait for from the land and into the cities. In
the report and to take some account of many countries in Africa fertile land

it before considering what they were s available, but there is a shortage of

g tosaypeople to cultivate it. Countries that are

IN nte what the h capable of providing a substantial part
Mr. Parkinson no of their own food' supplies are actually.

Member for Inverness (Mr. Johnston) short of labour on the land while there

aId. However, I cannot agree with him. is massive unemployment in the cities.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer was in It is a problem that one finds in all parts

the process of putting his Budget together. of the wgrid and it is one that must be

and that process does not happen over- a major preoccupation for Governments

ight. The public expenditure pro-' of developing countries, which I know

gramme has been considered over a long it s

period. it may be ufrunate that we did i S

not have the Brandt report earlier, but I We- should not forget the need to fib-

do not believe that by the time it came eralise the world trade in food. This is

outthee as imetoreview those pro- an aspect which, for obvious reasons, we

k. -
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[Mr. Parkinson.] I found that the very Processes of adjust-shall have to consider with our Com- ment and technology ransser thatjwemunity partners. But as this is a rela- fology transfer that we

tively non-controversial occasion I had or pass resolutions on in Manila were
better leave -the common agricultural happening. We must not allow globalpolicy there. negotiations and the need to discuss these

The commission calls for a reform of problems on a global basis to slow down
the existing institutional arrangements the process of bilateral action-which istheoretically almost impossible but infor the management of the world eco- hrtic apn a nmsveps ibeui
nomy. I accept that the present system practice is happening on an ever-increas
must continue to evolve and adapt to ing scale.
meet new international circumstances and I referred to the role Of trade in theneeds. I believe it has done that. For economic development of the Thirdinstance there have been eight renego- world. The Brandt report rightly warnedtiations of the quotas since the IMF was of protectionist pressures in industrial
formed. It is an organisation that is countries. Many hon. Members men-continually evolving and changing and tioned this problem today. They are in-it is capable of doing that in the future. creasing as we enter a period of recession

In recent years the GATT, the IMF and there is S danger of a lapse intoand the World Bank have amply demon- widespread protectionism. This countryand he orl Bak hve mpl deon-is probably more dependent on inter-strated their capacity to meet new changes atioal tra e dpn er intral-
and challenges. This is a process that national trade than any other industrin
should and will continue. But we should ised country, and we need no reminding
aim to strengthen the existing system and of the disastrous consequences of protec-
not overturn it. I see no advantage in tiomsm. But the preservation of thethe proliferation of new international open world trading system is essential ifmachinery or of the new international the developing countries are to fulfil their
bureaucracy which would inevitably go development roles.
with such machinery. Import restraints have been necessary

That touches on another point that in a number of areas, but I hope that no
causes the Government concern. The one will be tempted to argue that the
Brandt report lays much emphasis on action that we have taken to give a
multilateral action by Governments. Such home-based industry time to adjust toaction certainly has a role to play. but a sudden surge of imports should become
I hope that we will not allow global the norm. There is a great danger that
discussions to become a substitute for that mood could grow in the House.
bilateral actions both by Governments I remind hon. Members, as my hon.and countries. After all, in the West Friend the Member for Norfolk, North-companies are the custodians of a great West (Mr. Brocklebank-Fowler) remindeddeal of the West's technology and us, that those who argue for protection

a. .against the import of goods from low-I will give an example of what I have cost suppliers should remember that thein mind. I led the United Kingdom West runs a substantial surplus withdelegation to UNCTAD V in Manila last those countries. In cutting off that tradeyear. I was struck by the amount of the West would be damaging devcope -time, money and effort devoted there to Ing countries and damaging its own eco
the discussion and negotiation of resolu- mies even more. We should not seetions which dealt in very general terms developing countries as a threat. Wewith global issues on trade and develop- should recognise that, more and more.nient. It was difficult to reach any sort they will not be passengers on the worldof agreement ; and the agreements, when economy but will be a vital part of thereached, were so opaque as to be almost motor that drives it. I hope that all hon.meaningless. One almost despaired about Members will join the Government inthe apparent unbridgeable gap between resisting pressures for protection.the developed and the developing My hon. Friend the Member forcountries. 

Harwich spoke about the newly indus-On my way back from that conference trialised countries. They are a particularI visited three developing countries and problem, but they represent a great31 A 36
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opportunity. Many of them. while ex- process, but we must not pretend that

pinding rapidly, are reluctant to open up global negotiations will produce short-

th-r markets. We rnust urge them to term answers

UP thos markdts and to reac A &cg 2.irse r-- eJ

SOew role. They must be persuaded could, and should, be debated. Some hon.

t stop seeking the protection and help Members concentrated on the importance

that the poor developing countries need. of the common fund and commodities.

The newly industriahsed countries owe We support the development of inter-
to the rest of the trading world to national commodity agreements where

,pen up their markets as quickly as pos- they are feasible, cost-effective and of

ible. Failure to do that wl be used as benefit to both producers and consumers.

an argument in favour of protectionalism. We welcome the recent agreement on

If we ask our own industrialists to natural rubber, for example.
e iport competition from the newly

unccept there .ill be a We have a certain amount of scepticism

diraciet of jobs :We have a right about the scope for reaching agreements

toe countries to play their over the whole range of commodities. We
sea cn. ti s hnalI - s um .Nith Yiezotiations wherever

countries and ourselves to be increased. MVtaltict b dnvezOpm~t Ol t= -

We shall press that case in the renegotia- mon fund and that they are taking part

tion of the general scheme of preferences. in the negotiations on the rules of that
fund. We have also committed ourselves

Mr. Deakins: Is not this a matter for to a second window.

the general agreement on tariffs and trade? I draw three broad conclusions from
Will he ask the Secretariat to look at the the debate. The first is that although

problem urgently? views may differ on the feasibility and

Mr. Parkinson: The renegotiation has desirability of some of the Brandt pro-

involved pressure on some of the newly posals, there is no doubt that the com-

industrialised countries to become sig- mission has done the world a great ser-

natories to the GATT and to accept its vice in drawing renewed attention to issues

rules. They owe it to the rest of the which must be debated in the next decade.

trading community to accept them. The debate will be continued in the

that our own economy autumn in the global negotiations on

We must accept te us cwn thm North-South issues at the United Nations
must be adjusted. We must cease the New York.
resistance to change which has been a
feature of Britain'sindustrial scene. We The second conclusion is that all coun-

must accept that in more and more in- tries, not only Western countries, have a

dustries a transfer of technology should part to play in tackling development

take place. That is nothing new to us. problems. The Brandt Commission rightly

In the 1960s and 1970s over 400,000 jobs underlines the inadequate performance
in the textile industry were lost. Such of the Soviet Union and its allies as aid

changes must continue, although they are donors zaid as markets for the exports of

not welcome. Those who believe that developing countries. The commission

global plans for adjustment will be im- has emphasised that successful develop.

plemented easily would be wise to think ment depends ultimately on the efforts of

again. the developing countries. The prime ob-

We have had many problems in the ject of our development policies must be

steel industry in agreeing that certain to maintain and strengthen the efforts of
ste nutyi gren htcran the developing countries.

works must be phased out so that pro-

duction can be concentrated more The thir4 conclusion is that it is impor-

efficiently in other places. It has taken tant not to forget the measures which

many years to obtain agreement about have been, and are being taken for the

that. To suggest that it is easy, on a benefit of developing countries, and which

global basis, to fix on a country to be the the Government support. We worked

base for an industry is misleading. Adjust- hard with our Community partners to

ment is a difficult but necessary process. secure last year's successful outcome of

We must do all that we can to aid that the multilateral trade negotiations. As a
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[Mr. Parkinson.] already in the Lords. I hope that itresult, specially favourable treatment for is not an indication of the degree ofdeveloping countries was agreed as well priority given to the question either byas substantial reductions in trade barriers. the Government or by the Opposition-
We hope that the developing countries who both have access to time-that the

will be actively associated with the imple- first debate has resulted from the initia-
mentation of the MTN package. The tive of a private Member.
new Lom6 convention extends and im- I was surprised at the Minister's re-proves the trade arrangements and will sponse to an earlier intervention of mine.provide a total of E3-3 billion in the next I shall not argue about his conclusionfive years. The general capital of the that there are insufficient resources to
World Bank is to be doubled and a sixth increase our budget, although I dissentreplenishment of the International Devel- from that. The report deals with aopment Association is in prospect. In major issue, yet it appears that the Gov-total, financial flows to developing coun- ernment did not consider the matter intries have greatly increased. depth before reaching a conclusion on the

I make no apology for stressing the overseas aid budget.
role of trade, investment and technology. Overseas aid was not by any means
They are the great engines of develop- a minor item in the report, which thement. In Western economies they lie hon. Member for Cambridge seemed to
mainly in private hands, much as Opposi- suggest. It is in that area, perhaps more
;ion Members may resent that. Experi- than in any other, that the moral argu-
ence in developing countries which have ment appears. That was referred to by
most successfully expanded their indus- the hon. Member for Waltham Forest
trial base and exports, underlines the (Mr. Deakins) The report said that a
dynamic effect of private initiative work- number of countries had not reached
ing with Government on development and a gross national product of 0-7 per cent.
growth. Theirs is an example to be pon- and that they should be given until 1985
dered. not least by Britain. In spite of to do so. Thereafter, they should aim
assertions from Opposition Members, for a target of 2 per cent. GNP by the
wealth is not created by Governments. end of the century. That is not very
Wealth must be created before it can be much. All these matters are relative.
distributed, either nationally or interna- There was a time when the Churchtionally. exacted from its citizenry a tithe which

amounted to one-tenth of the resourcesMr. Arthur Bottonley (Middles- of the individual. That was accepted asbrough): May I put one question to the a reasonable action in the Middle AgesMinister before he sits down? and before. Therefore, the Government'ssights are aimed considerably lower thanMr. Deputy Speaker (Mr. Bryan they should be.
Godman Irvine): Order. I was under In the debate in another place, Lord
the impression that the Minister had sat Tnlah debateno the sort
down. Tanlaw drew attention to the short-

comings of the energy section of the
12.59 pm report, especially its failure to contem-Mr. Russell-Johnston (Inverness): plate the potential capacity of nuclear
There is not much time, and therefore energy as a means of alleviating some of
it is not possible to do more than under- the energy shortages. We understand the
line a few arguments. I congratulate problems and concerns that are linked
the Brandt Commission on its work. I with nuclear energy, and which are dis-
congratulate the right hon. Member for cussed fully in Britain. However, it still
Sidcup (Mr. Heath), who has sat represents a major potential provider of
patiently throughout the debate. Accord- power. We are discussing potentials, and
ing to The Observer he played a critical that is an aspect to which the com-
role in ensuring that commission arrived mission should have paid more attention.
at an agreed solution. For that he Protectionism has been dealt with bydeserves congratulations. I congratulate many hon. Members, and there is noalso the hon. Member for Cambridge point in covering the ground again except(Mr. Rhodes James) on his initiative in to say that I agree with the Minister.raising the issue, which has been debated He rightly said that often a Member
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-makes a speech calling for generosity to The report contains a powerful passage
the underdeveloped world, but if, per- on disarmament. It emphasises the need
chance, the export from that under- for detente, to strengthen the United

Y developed country affects a factory in his Nations, and to control arms sales. In
constituency, he rapidly begins to sing all fairness to the Minister, those three
a different tune. It would be hypo- points have not been in the lead in Con-
critical if we condemned that hon. Mem- servative manifestos during the past few

ber, because we would not necessarily years. The Government are not being

find ourselves in his position. However, traditionally enthusiastic about these mat-
it is a factor that must be taken into ters. The subject is best summed up in
account, and we must be honest about the first sentence of the conclusion of the
that. report, which states,

t The report emphasises the need for -The public must be made more aware ot
increased food production and for a the terrible danger to world stability caused

eme y food supply. Only the by the arms race, of the burden it inipo.es
etter eergency on national economnies, and of the resources

hon. Member for Harwich (Mr. Ridsdale) that it diverts from peaceful development.-
referred to the common agricultural The map on the cover of the report is
policy, and that was in a somewhat divided by a wavy black ilne. There is

s flippant manner. The Minister mentioned a large chunk called the Eastern world,
it, but only to say that he had no which we have not mentioned, but it has
intention of saying anything about it. a big influence on these matters, especially

The hon. Member for Crewe (Mrs. in arms expenditure. Lord Trefgarne

Dunwoody), in a short but effective drew attention to the fact that in 1978
speech, said that she was ashamed that the Soviet Union received E135 million

we should pile up surpluses of food, which n repayments of loans, whereas we dis-
are often left to rot, while people were bursed L-5 billion. The Soviet Union
starving. Should not the Government said that it could not do better because

make proposals for the dispersal of sur- of what it called necessary arms expen-

plus food supplies in appropriate ways, diture. Before the Minister says "Yes ",

rather than selling them to the Soviet I point out that that is exactly the same
Union at reduced prices? There is a argument as he advanced in relation to

relationship between those two matters. our economy. Neither argument is well-

Perhaps the Minister will tell us the founded.
Government's view about that. It is vital to stress the urgency that

s The hon. Member for Northwich (Mr. permeates the report. Regrettably, it
$ Goodlad) tabled an amendment dealing does not yet permeate the House or the

s with population and he drew attention to country. As politicians, we have a job

s a fundamentally important matter. One to inform the public. I hope that in this
million new individuals every five days regard we shall have the co-operation
is a terrifying statistic. However, no one of the media. The media-particularly
said that in the Christian world the main the popular media-usually deal with

religious organisation the Roman Catholic these matters deplorably. They are gen-
Church, is absolutely against population erally treated as human interest in-ill

egulation and control. That is an im- stories, and no more. Certainly no com-
portant issue in South America. What do prehension of the gravity of the matier

we do about that? In large areas of gets across. I think that it has got across

Africa and Asia fecundity is a sign of i this short debate, particularly with

virility and strength.. It is an approved such excellent speeches as those made by

social activity to have a large number of the hon. Members fr Eton and Slough
children. (Miss Lestor) and Norfolk, North-West

f d(Mr. Brocklebank-Fowler). I again con-
It is all very well for the civilised bour- gratulate the hon. Member for Cambridge -

geois.-most of us tend to be bourgeois on taking this initiative, which has been
although we claim to be working class- to the benefit of us all.
to project the theory that the world should
be satisfied with 1-5 children per family, 1.11 pm
but it is an illusionary idea. We are not Mr, Richard Body (Holland with

t facing the fundamental problem or, Boston):- Everyone has rightly con-ratu-

indeed, even recognising how serious it is. lated my hon. Friend the Member for

k'',
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[Mr. Body.] The importance Of reference man is

Cambridge (Mr. Rhodes James), and I that in the WHO's opinion he should haveadd my own thanks for his-introducing 3,000 calories a day. If he has thatwhat has been for me, and I think for quantity, there is no question of under-
all of us. a most interesting debate. nutrition as regards calories. Yet the co-I have not always been the most fo'th- incidental fact is that that is precisely the
coming in paying tributd to my right number of calories that could be madehon. Friend the Member for Sidcup (Mr. available to every member of the humanHeath), but I am sure that the whole race if the world's existing cereal pro-House much appreciates his having duction were divided equally and we alllistened to the whole debate. had the same rations. That takes no

However, my comments about the account of the fish, fruit, vegetables and
Brandt Commission will perhaps be less other foodstuffs that are available.
warm than those of others. Of course, I do not agree with theits analysis is right of course it has Malthusian gloom expressed by my hon.put its finger on the right problems; Friend the Member for Northwich (Mr.but my fear is that it has not led to t Goodlad) and others. Hwvr hradical conclusion that so much of the Gredchd) fact thers. However, theevidence warrants, wretched fact is that so much of the 44vidence warhte, hper cent. of the world's arable land thatchI was delighted, however, that in its lies uncultivated is in the very area wherechapter on food and hunger the cor- the hunger is worst. In the Sudan, onlymission made it plain that the cause of 10 per cent. of the arable land is beingthe world's hunger was simply poverty cultivated. That information was given byand not what we have been told so often Mr. Ibrahim at the World Food Con-in recent years-a lack of food grown ference in 1975. In Latin America thereor of resources to enable it to be pro- is 16 per cent. of the world's tillable land.duced. I find that a refreshing change. Yet in Columbia. to name just one coun-

It conflicts with so much of what we have try, more than half the arable land is not
heard in recent years in defence of the cultivated, though it is a country whereultra-protectionism of the common agri- ma thoudg dspacty hrcultual poicy.many thousands go desperately hungry.cultural policy.

According to studies carried out by I am sure that the commission was rightthe United States Department of Agri- to attribute some of the blame to existingculture, about 44 per cent. of the world's land tenure and the need for land reform,arable land is not being cultivated. That especially in Latin America. Some of usdoes not mean that if that land were to are only to well aware that certain com-be cultivated we should be able to panics based on the United States havedouble food production. But if that taken over the control of hundredsconclusion is anything like correct, it must of thousands of acres and drivenbe indisputable that we could, if we had peasant farmers off that land inthe will and if we are willing to divert order that they should becomeresources. effect a substantial increase in cheap labour in the enterprises thatfood production those companies control. The companies
Even on the present figures of cereal are mainly engaged in monoculture, not

production, published from year to year, to supply the needs of the people of that
we see that sufficient is grown to enable country. but to supply the United States
every member of the human race to have with food more cheaply than otherwise.enogh cerals to provide him with aboutenough cereals to dry Thi with nfaot There must be hundreds of millions of3,000 calories a day. That is a significant farmers in the world. I suspect that theys sfigure. The World Health Organisation have at least one instinct in common. Ithas devised a creature called "reference is not to begin-I say this as someone whoMan ". He is aced 25 and has an occu- has been a farmer-the long, laboriouspatina that is neither wholly sendentary and expensive process of cultivating landnor wholly the opposite. He works eight and getting it ready to grow a crop unlesshours a day, sleeps for eight hours, and they are reasonably certain that by thefor eight hours is engaged in what the time the harvest comes they will receiveWHO calls non-occupational activity. The a fair cash price for it. The supply of theclimate that he lives in is neither ex- world's food depends on that demandcessively hot nor excessively cold. being expr essed in cash terms. If the31 A 40
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s there in the pockets or the loin- to produce the textiles that this country

t cloths of the world's poor, the food will could enjoy.

e forthcoming. The evidence for that

sems to be overwhelming. I am a little 1.21 pm
'~ ha h Cmision did not give XMr. T2aI DalyeUl (West Lothian): On

d that the Ca wmisch sms to be page 8 of his introduction to the report,
d g Willy Brandt describes how, as a young

iwsputab e. journalist opposing dictatorship, he was

- Hw tenarewe o pt te ncesarf not blind to the problems of colonialism

U money into the pockets of the world's and the fight for independence. He goes

I -owhen are goen to puh hen er ntbidothprlesfconaim
p who are going so much hungrier on to describe how he met Nehru. Tito.

1srtherd This is where th Nasser and other leaders, at a time when
tey. shouldt

report is rather disappointing. My rght most people in Western Europe had not

on Friend the Member for Sidcup has even heard about a Third world or the

O ften visited China. He is, as I am, an beginning of a non-aligned movement.

a. dmirer of what that. country has Then we come, on page 9, to two crucial

. chieved. In days gone by. many milions
d n hbia Tha no on-sentences:

t without food in China. That no on- ut it is nonetheless true that, as a head
4 Fer happens- Yet China is a country where of Government, other priorities took up most

the sod and the climate are not always of my time and kept me from realising tho

conducive to a high level of food pro- full importance of North-South issues."

ductiOn. Brandt confesses:

ast all the odds, China has "I certainly did not give enough attention

ychieved something that verges on a to those of my colleagues who at that time

niracle. A lesson is there for all of us to advocated a reappraisal of our priorities.

lea It is their belief that where there The cynics might say that it is all very

is work there is an income, and that fine to come up with a document such

- here there is an incOme there is food as the Brandt report when one is out of

S capable of being demanded in cash terms. oflice. but that in office matters would

and ultimately grown. So everyone in seem so different as to make Brandi-like

China has work to do whether or not it is proposals unreal. 1 do not go along with

"economic". The one kind of work, that cynical view. What Brandt says is

a bove all, that the people can do in the probably true of a lot of leaders in posi-

South is in agriculture. They cannot grow tions of power. It is not that these men

is food for their owi needs, for the reason had been disregarding the world at large

S that I have given, and they cannot grow it is rather that they had been preoccu-

for the North because of the ultra- pied with other problems at the top of

protectionism that we practise against their in-tray which had kept them from

them. realising the full impact of what any-

I an snore than conscious that the clock one reading this powerfully written report
ia vey fast, and I would merely must now realise-the gigantic significance

.A sy this to those who have criticised the of the North-South situation.

Government today for cutting back on
t overseas aid. How many of them have There are not many new and original

at consistently gone into the Lobby in recent Ideas in the report. Many of us who

aos oose legislation designed to have participated in conferences or semi-

yearsct pose i gusatis o pressure nars have heard most of the ideas be-

groups hve urgdus tgivhe thessome fore. What unakes the message compel-

oups of protection? Casting my eye ling is the stature of ,the Brandt commis-

4' aond. oI regret to say that the answer sion-an independent group of 18 top-
aroundlevel politicians. What is important

seom tobI nlts to be nil about the Brandt report is that it clothes

U h therefore, that i the monts to with respectability ideas which. at any

d t come when we consider more fully this rate until recently, would have been

Ss most valuable report, we shall also con- thought to be " way out " and over-

0 sidefr how this House might play a better idealistic, if not cranky.

tect inrin that exist against the Third I pay tribute to the courtesy of the
tectonim tht eist gaist tht on.Member for Sidcup (Mr.

id Aol nd prevent Third world countries right han. Mme o iep(r

world ad te vey Tid of thing that Heath), who would have been entitled to

they c do btst-to grow the foxd and an hour of this debate, and who has sat
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so patiently to listen to-all Of us closure of armed exports and exports of
EMBERS: "lear, hear."] [HON arms-producing facilities. Do the Gov-McM~ERS* "Hea, her ]erment agree? If they do not, they had
On page 284 the report states: better say so. I would have asked this

The public must be made more aware of estion equally roughly if my right hon.the terrible darger to *orld stability caIused Friend the Member for Sheffield, Parkby the arms race, of the burden it imposes (Mr. Mfulley) had been in office. Inci.on national economies, and of the resources d. Mally) h h ee dy ce.it diverts from peaceful development." dentally, we wish him a speedy recovery.A globally respected peacekeeping The international community shouldl ba lsly bespected peaceepIn g y become more seriously concerned about
mechanism solbebitu.Inm
opiion, this is momb urgent in "98" the consequences of arms transfers or

Jpnin thsiofnn ~5~ exports ofarms-producingfaitesthan in 1979, in spite of Afghanistan. I Of of facilitiesgo back to the topic that was raised bymy hon. Friend the Member for Crewe such deliveries to areas of conflict or(Mrs. Dunwoody). There is a strengthen- tension. I want to know what LabourA (rs. her ).f Thee is streNations - and Conservative Governments intend to
ing role here for the UnitedNain
securing the integrity of States. Such do about the exfort of arms to areaspeacekeepig machinery might free re- such as the Argentine. Such exportssources for development through a shar- should be subjkt to international tax-ig of military expenditure a reduction and I say that as one who has manyinthe Ferranti workers in his constituencywhich they imply. Military expenditure We shall have to face up to the employ-and arms exports might be one element ment consequences, although if the Blrandtentering into a new principle for inter- recommendations were put fully intonational taxation for development pur- operation, there would be more jobs, notses. The tax on arms trade should fewer, for skilled workers in firms suchat a higher rate than that on any as Ferranti. More research is necessaryOther trade, on the means of converting arms pro-I recollect that on the last occasion on duction to civilian production, whichwhich I was talking with ministerial col- could make use of highly skilled andleagues in my Party, albeit privately, on technical manpower currently employedarms sale tax for international pur- in the arms industries. Brandt is right onJioses-- claim no originality for the idea this. Do the British Government intend tosince it was one of the many ideas in do anything about it?the Brandt report which have been I turn now to what are called "auto-thrashed out at international conferences matic revenues ", and I speak as a former-the answer from the Minister, who must member of the Budget Committee of the

be nameless, was "Oh, Tam, don't start European Parliament. is is a proposalgetting into political bed with Frank to raise revenues for development byAllaun again." automatic mechanisms. The attraction
I have always had a considerable re- from a world development point of vieward for-though I am by no means in is that this is a means of raising revenuet agreement with-my hon. Friend without repeated interventions by Gov-the Member for Salford, East (M~r. emnments.

Allaun). But it is not my hon. Friend We all know that Governments are
the Member for Salford. East who is now sujc toerm ssht-rm pe-suoos a sp enormous short-term pres.propesin an arms tax for development. sures. The fact that revenues are raisedIndeed, I say to the present Secretary Of automatically does not, of course, imply
State for Defence that it is no longer the that their transfer should be automatic.parliamentary " way out " guys but his If one does not have automatic revenusi,frmer mentor and boss, the former Prime the amount of aid will depend upon theMnister, whose Chief Whip he was, who uncertain political will of the coutrieshas solemnly put his signature to such a giving it. This, alas, is all oo depenident
proposition. on the shifting priorities of GovernmentThe question of giving these ideas in making their annual appr riations andrespectability is, therefore, of considerable and the vagaries of legislPares dimportance. Increased efforts should be Do the British Government acceptinade to reach agreements on the dis- Brandt's argument that, with more31 A 42
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assured forms and methods, developing I enjoyed the speech by the hon. Mei-

ble basis, making aid more effective? It I do not think that one should despair

!sle bass, atignai crt built-in of the arithmetical gap which opens up

benefit r such as pensions. which we take in the growth of GNP between developed

for granted. countries and the less developed and
Ths g orning' inewly industrialised countries. Very small
This morningin listening on the radio though that percentage growth may be,

to the right hon. Member for Sidcup. I the growth which takes place in those

heard Brian Redhead say that of course countries may serve to trigger off the

here might be universal assent, but great leap from below poverty to above

would there be universal inaction? It poverty. At that stage it will have its

a solemn obligation on those of us here own multiplier effect on the economy.

and outside to go on and on andot We cannot go on simply throwing cash
cinpaignaing to see tha-t ther snt W antg nsml hoigcs

universal inaction. If we do not, we at problems. The Brandt report does

uansave ai. w nnot suggest that we should. It is more

3 humans have had i. hard-headed in its approach. and I

123 pm applaud it for that. I also applaud the

r. John Paten (Oxford): I con- sugestion in the report to which no one

gratulate the hon. Member for West thus far has referred, concerning the vitaW
y Lgrthiane (Mr. Da )o h oead ned to bring the Communist .world-

stle of his speech. I also congratulate Russia and the Eastern States-into the

sy hon. Friend the Member for Cam- giving of aid in different forms overseas.

Lothian~~~~~ WM.Dl n h oead ned thoulbringouthe Comuit wpporld-bu
S bridge (Mr. Rhodes James) on his intro- We should encourage thatwappro ut

the debate He is a most dis- treat it with car. and watch out for
export fr Oxford in recent economic as well as military imperism

yara he has used his good fortune After all, we have been guilty of both

yCambridge to very good ends. economic and military imperialism in the

I join in the general message to the past.

S Government that in the near future- 1 cast a little doubt on the validity of

I realise that this is a matter not for the the common techniques that the Soviet

Sinister, but for the Leader of the bloc has used within its own area to

Niousewe want a full day's debate on try to solve the problems of its unde-

this matter. I hope that in that debate veloped regions. We have seen planning

we shall be fortunate enough to hear my being not particularly beneficial in many

rig Friend the Member for Sidcup rts of the Soviet bloc. Steel plants have

pr. Heath) on this important issue. ben put down in places where, under
normal locational theory and practice, no

We in this House often have our eyes steel plants should have been placed. We

fixed on the South-North divide in our have seen the failure of the USSR's agri-

.a ~ own country, as I see it, and on debating culture programme. We have seen the

which to bring about r failure in many ways of national planning

fotunate and better distribution of our in five-year and 10-year plans. If these

resources. But that should not prevent techniques do not work in fully-blown

us from looking beyond the shores of this Communist countries, I do not think that.

and to countries in the less fortunate if exported to Third world countries, they

part of the globe which greatly need our are likely to work there. Therefore, we

A hmust be cautious in attempting to get

We Russia, China and countries in the Soviet

oft e idone our bit-and it has been a bloc to face their responsibilities for bring-

very small bit-in giving aid to the South ing aid and trade to Third world

larey byte que of throwing cash countries.
atrit.yHaving thrn that cash, which In dealing with the way forward, the
ay ink inadequate, we feel that debate on which the Brandt report has

d y hve salved our consciences and can been important in stimulating-I look

trrn ou bakcnterbe.W have forward to another chance to discuss these

dn s ibe in the ways in which points in a full day's debate in the House

.P ehave disposed of that cash, but on -we must find ways in this country of

some occasions it has been beneficial. involving people more in what we are
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doing in thle giving of aid and trade to be. open to all the abuses of transferThingrdn thr giingos.aid andtrade to pri cing and transfer payments ; while at
Third world countries. We are used to thersame time ensuring that those Firstbeing very involved in the problems of world countries and companies that investour Own country because the electorate are not subject to the nationalisation andPuts Pressure 6n us all the time to pay takeovers that have sometimes beenattention to our involvement in the solu- practised by Third world countries.tin of the problems. The media-sadly, With their notable successes in the
very few are watching our proceedings foreig arena in the 10 months sincetoday-are all too eager to pressurise us oe Po e Ic Maetys son -> ge onwit sovmgthe robemsof heycame to power, Her Majesty's Gov-
to get on with solving the problems of ernnlent ca do m c m rei ths ic-the South-North divide in this country. ernmt an do much more in this direc-Tey are all too delighted, during some -ton to, try to reform the4 structure ofsThey ae toor dighdr dsisgeromeinternational aid into more genuine and
ghastly famine or industrial disaster in more interdependent avenues.Third world countries, to flash on ourscreens for a brief moment appalling pic- 1.37 pmtures of poverty, destitution or misery. Mr. Tom McNally (Stockport,Other prograies" Blue Peter "for ex- South): We are all grateful to the hon.
aniple-take it up, there is an appeal, Member for Cambridge (Mr. Rhodessome cash is raised and we have salved James) for makbng this week in Parliaour consciences and thrown the cash ment a debate about two books insteadaway. We can no longer afford to allow of just about one. The problem forthat approach to continue. Opposition Members is to remember

We must do all we can to increase that the first book that we had this weekthe involvement of the British people in -the Blue Book-will increase arms ex-the problems of the Third world not penditure and reduce aid, whereas thejust in an idealistic way-the need for Brandt report asks for just the reverse.more education, more programmes and We need not apologise for the emotionbetter cover by the media-but by en- or the statistics in this debate. Both mustsuring that the aid they give involves be put before the Government and thethem directly, not only through what people. It is too easy, when discussing
they see and hear but perhaps through aid, to make it seem that it is a problemtheir own pockets and through working for politicians to favour it If politiciansin organisations which recognise the would take the case to the people, andinterdependence of world economic dev- give them the statisticsperhap in the
elopment. 

vivid way used by my bon. Friendth
Although we cannot spend as much edbthemuche for Eton and Slough (Missmoney on foreign aid as many of us Lestor)-the political will would be uwould like-f would certainly want that behmd us to carry out a decent aid pro-amount increased. not decreased, in gramme.

future years because of its vital impor- However, I would add a word oftance to our economy and people, let caution. The Minister said that 450.000
alone the people in the Third world- jobs had been lost in the textile industry.when we use our financial muscle to There are still 750,000 jobs in thathelp countries in the Third world we industry.should at the same time use our standing I would say-not as someone from ain the world to ensure that the inter- textile town ; Stockport has long ceasednational organisations that use and dis- to be a textile town-that the aid lobbytribute the aid from First world countries and those. including m e a n bdo so in the best way. an thsmludmng myself, who want a

W 
larger aid programme, should not appearWe ought perhaps, for example, to say " I believe so much in the develop-through. an organisation such as ECGD, ing world that I am willing to sacrificeto try to get tile aid into genuinely inter- your jobs." People are sceptical aboutdclpendent de velopme between First that.

and Third world countries ; to try to My hon. Friend the Member for Wal-monitor First world investment in the tham Forest (Mr. Deakins) talked aboutThird world to try to give guarantees the problems of an open trade policy.to Third world countries that they will Brandt rightly warned that u a policy
Dot be just exploited, that they will not will be increasingly difficl in a recession.31 A 44
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and in a world of rapid technological In a week when the country has per-
change. haps been over-preoccupied with the fino

We must be cautious in our trade tuning of our economy, we have at least
policy. I do not believe that the GATT lifted the vision of the House and perhaps
covers the problem of a major advanced the country to these terrible problems.
technological industry being implanted in We are grateful to the hon. Member for
a developing country when that industry Cambridge (Mr. Rhodes James).
is as advanced as any industry in the 1.43 pm
developed world. The textile and shoe. Mr. Bowen Wells (Hertford and Steven-industries employ about I million people, a .
who cannot simply be written off. The pon . id budet, and sropose

adjsten mstbeplnnd.point in our aid budget, and propose
a way in which we can practically help.

I do not understand why the Govern- We have the toools on our own door-
menrit are coy about a future multi-fibre stop in the Foreign and Commonwealth
agreement. Our textile industry and Office.
workers have a long tradition of care and The Brandt report gives us the pros-
compassion for the developing world, with pect of planning to cope with the dilii-which they have always had a close culties that will face the world in the
:!ationship. It would be easier for the coming years, beyond the end of the

industry to plan if the Government said century, with the rising world population
now that they intended, beyond the and chronic lack of raw materials andpresent MFA, to organise orderly trade food. In this country we cannot escape
with access for developing countries but the consequences of that lack of food
not at an inordinate cost to our own and competition for raw materials.
workers.

This is far from being a "wets' bene-We must appreciate the concern of fit ". We are talking about the realtrade unionists who are aware of the role world and the economics that will affectof multinationals. Our trade unions wil every person in this country, from Stock-not sit back and watch multinationals port to Stevenage. Therefore, we mustF1noe jobs from countries that have direct attention, with the aid of theor'anised trade unions and established Brandt report, to these vital matters.
!itandards of safety and so on to develop-
inu countries, and consequently destroy What can we in Britain do about
jobs. That is not a Luddite attitude. Brandt? Mention has been made of the

I welcome the comments in the Brandt large cuts in percentage terms made in the
report. We must ensure that the indus- Government's expenditure plans to 1984.
trialisation of the deyeloping world does This may be necessary, as the Miister
not bring about exploitation and the loss suggested, i order to get our economy
of jobs. back on the rails. Of course, one of the

major contributions that we can make
I echo the call for a fuller debate. to the developing world is not to use

Many issues are apparent that require resources wastefully, thereby being able
wider discussion. 1, too, would welcome a to send more aid and administrative skills
consider P statement from the right hon. overseas to help other countries. A poor
Member for Sidcup (Mr. Heath), and I Britain is no help to anyone-in fact it
appreciate this courtesy today. We is a positive hindrance. If we are poor
should bring home to our people that we cannot buy goods from the poorer
damning and obscene statistic in the countries.
Brandt report of world arms spending I wish to speak particularly about the
compared to world aid, which illustrates Commonweak pment Corpora-
the economic madness and lies at the tionwch Devetofte Crpgr. -
heart of the moral case that we should tion, which is.part of the aid budget. It
advocate. We cannot help but be out- wns my privilege to seirve with than organ-advoate.We anno hel btisation durirng my early adult life. and I
raged at those statistics. ondr meryds.hhirage atthoe StU~tC8,believe passionately in its task, which it

It may be said that the debate has been does so well. The aid budget cuts have
a " wets" benefit, but the feelings ex- brought about a consequential cut in
pressed come from all parts of the House. the amount of money available to the
We must carry the debate outside the Commonwealth Development Corpora-
House. tion. They have also brought about a
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[Mr. Wells.] proposals to have the remotest chance ofcut in the other part of our overseas aid success. They, like this country, are proneprogramme-the ODA programme of to all the frailties of human nature

grants and infrastructural aid to develop- and all the pressures of politics.ing countries. We must consider these It is valuable for the House to thinktwo institutions within our aid budget, but in practical terms about action to beI must point out immediately that they are taken on the Brandt report. The lastnot the major absorbers of that budget. thing that any Bon. Member wishes to
The term "aid" in this context would see is the whole of this effort dissipatedhardly be recognised by any hon. Mem- into the sand and to find ourselves inbers as being genuine aid. It includes crisis situations in terms of our ownmany other things. For example, it pays economy because we have been so blind.the pensions of former colonial civil ser- I pay tribute to our fellow colleague, thevants. That money does not even leave former Prime Minister, my right hon.the country, yet it is described as aid. We Friend, the Member for Sidcup (Mr.know that the figures are bogus and that Heath), in leading and giving us thethey are built up for international com- vision to go forward with confidence toparison. The CDC and the ODA are the help our people umderstand the problemsinstruments that we would have to use in which they, as much as anyone else,immediately if we were to do anything are involved.

at all about Brandt. As the hon. Member for Crewe (Mrs.What exactly is happening to the Com- Dunwoody) said, our determination, ourmonwealth Development Corporation administration and managerial skills, andunder present Government proposals? In our enthusiasm are things that do not1979-80 its planned investment pro- necessarily cost money. These are waysgramme was 38 million ; in 1980-81 it in which we can begin the long andwas E41:8 million ; in 1981-82 it was essential task that will be forced on usL47-6 million ; in 1982-83, 47-6 mil- if we do not take action-a situation putlion. However, those figures have been so eloquently before the House, and thereduced to E18-8 million in 1978-79 ; E30 world, by the Brandt report.
million in 1979-80 and 25 million in
1980-81. Even if we reach that target of Air. loan Evans (Aberdare): I join the
25 million, the CDC will be paying more hon. Member for Hertford and Stevenagemoney back to the Treasury in interest (Mr. Wells) in paying tribute to the rightand capital repayments than it will be hon. Member for Sidcup (Mr. Heath) fordrawing from it. That is the reverse of his part in producing this tremendouswhat we are trying to achieve and what document. If not the document of thethe Brandt report asks us to achieve- It century, it is a historic document. If it isis a ludicrous situation. not read, digested and acted upon, weThe CDC invests our money on ordin- shall find that no further documents willary concessionary interest terms on pri- be needed. We might see the end of civili-vate enterprise lines. This debate must sation on this planet.record that since the abolition of ex- The House is obligated to the hon.

change control the private sector should Member for Camibridge (Mr. Rhodes
be able to contribute and take a much James), following his luck in the ballot,
greater lead. However, the private sector for giving the House the opportunity to
will not take that lead without an organ- debate this issue. Like other hon. Mem-
isation such as the CDC.dbaets se.Lkohrhn.M -bers, I hope we can have a day orIn Indonesia, for example, which is a two-day debate on the issue. I am sureoutside the Commonwealth, the CDC is that if the Government gave a day theco-operating with, and is the reason Opposition would provide a Supply daywhy, five major British companies have to debate the fundamental issues addres-invested in that country. That is an ex- sed to the world by a remarkable groupceedingly difficult country in which to of international statesmen and leadersinvest. Anyone who knows it talks of from many spheres, of all political andinterminable delays in administration religious persuasions, dealing with thewhich illustrates the point made earlior urgent problems of inequality and the fail-that developing countries have to put ure of the nresent economic system. I hotheir house in order to enable the Brardt t1- e he will take place in the near
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1886 ftuwm Although the Minister gave only deals with military affairs. The total
e of preliminary response, it was disappoint- vested interest in maintaining and increas.
rone iag. I should have thought that a senior ing the level of military spending is so

re, %dnister from the Foreign and Common- huge and diverse that it is difficult to
w Office would reply to the debate, resist. World military expenditure is now

link iot a Minister from the Department of running at an annual rate of $410,000b frade, although trade matters are in- million, or $1 million per minute. I
last voled wonder how much the world has spent on

to This is a major document, involving arms preparation during the time that we
tted major international issues. It is timely that have been debating this subject of world

in this Friday. between discussions on the poverty today? In constant prices, taking
vnd. Budget, we should address ourselves to the inflation into account, there has been an

nd. targer problems. I was disappointed with increase of about 50 per cent. in arms
the the Minister's response on the aid given spending in the last two decades. While
on- by this country. The public expenditure the problems for two-thirds of humanity
\Ir. document shows that aid is to fall from have got worse, the richer countries have
the E790 million last year to E779 million in spent more on arms. To put it in poundthe new financial year and to E680 mil- terms, about E200,000 milllion has been

lion in 1982-83. The Brandt document spent on arms preparation, or El million
:c, talks about the need for the rich countries every two minutes.

of the world to divert more aid to under- The Brandt Commission rightly saystrs. developed countries, while the Govern- that
>ur ment plan a 14 per cent. cut in expenditure .mankind may well face a threat in the decades

in the next few years. The Minister makes ahead of us not only from an uncontrollediot the point that we must get our own house arms race, but also from the shocks emanati
Ly in order before thinking of the 12 million from a growing or unchanging differentia
nd children under the age of 5 who died of between poor and rich countries ".
us starvation in the year before the Inter- Surely it is a threat to world peace if

?Ut national Year of the Child. people who live in starvation can see a
he What are the same Government propos- nonsensical preparation for war, with all

ing to spend on defence? We find that the sophisticated weapons that that
this year. at constant 1979 prices, there entails.

he will be an expenditure of E7,720 million. The report continues:
Next year that will rise to E7,997 million. -But if serious efforts are undertaken to

it In the following year it will be E8,240 mil- curb a further rise in arms spending in the
or lion, and in the year after that to f8,490 coming decade, that will give rise to the im-

miflion. That brings us to 1984-shades portant question of rechannelling of resources "
of George Orwell*-when we shall spend That should pose no difficulty. For ex-

s 8,740 million. Therefore, defence expen- ample, the Government are cutting back
e diture is to be increased at a rate of 3 steel production by 6 million tonnes. They

per cent. in real terms at a time when are closing factories at Port Talbot,
there is a cutback in overseas aid. Llanwern, Consett and elsewhere. Yet

That is the whole purpose of the docu- countries such as India want steel and
ment., There is a madness in the world, wish to have it. Why cannot there he a
and everyone wants to avoid a Third more sensible Budget, whereby instead of
World War because they know that it closing down such factories and throwing
will mean the end of civilisation. Yet we people on to the unemployment queue,
are joining in the arms race, and the they are allowed to produce steel that
Government are playing their part in can be given in aid to India?
furthering that arms race. What a sad We all know of the recent arguments
state of affairs. In fact, a senior Cabinet about the Olympic Games. I am glad
NMinister is in China, and rather than that the British Olympic Association has
talking about overseas aid he is discuss- 'decided to go to Moscow. I hope that
ing the sale of Harriers to the Chinese. the Games will be covered by the BBC,
That is the crazy situation under which because its slogan is:
we live. "Nation shall speak unto nation."

Z* A barrier to the control of the arms race I deplore the invasion of Afghanistan,
- exists in the vast bureaucracy among the but we should fight to maintain detente.

great Powers, both East and West, which We should strive to bring the peoples of
r ~ 31 A47
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[Mr. Evans.] by Bishop Trevor Huddleston, Bishop of
the world together to compete on the Stepney and a great and long-standing
athletic field-far better that the com- friend of mine who is well known to the
petition should be there than in the buildi Minister. Jack Dash would speak against
up in the arms race. -- me. He spoke of 100 a week for dockers.

We face a real nucldar threat in the That was about 10 years ago. On one
world. Preventing the spread of nuclear occasion the Bishop intervened. He said
weapons is crucial to world security: In to Jack Dash "You talk about 100 a
the tactical nuclear arsenals there are week for dockers, and in the same breath
calculated to be several tens of thousands you talk of workers of the world uniting.
of nuclear warheads, each on average What do you say when I tell you that I
about four times more powerful than the have shortly returned from Tanzania
Hiroshima bomb. The warheads repre- where workers receive 100 pence a
sent a total TNT equivalent of about month?" I remember Jalck replying
13,000 million tons, the equivalent of " When wa have got it, we shall see about
about I million Hiroshima bombs. Some- them."
one talked about 3.000 calories for every I do not wholly condemn that attitude.
human being in the world. The world's However, it has to be considered in a
capacity for destruction is three tons of wider context. We cannot consider this
high explosive for every man, woman and important issue- of the Brandt report
child on earth. The British Government without bearing in mind political con-
intend to increase the capacity. cepts. The gross failure of Marxism must

I was in India during the time of be condemned. It has totally failed
political independence. I saw the abject actively to recognise the world's peoples
poverty of the masses on the Sub- as a brotherhood when taking over other
continent. I read a book by Tolstoy. countries. We have seen the rape of Kam-
It was entitled " What then must we puchea and the gross tragedy of Vietnam.

do?" He wrote: We have seen the massive lowering of
In reality I merely understood what I standards of caring for and feeding people

had long known-the truth transmitted to in both countries.
mankind in remote times by Buddha, Isaiah The hon. Member for Aberdare (Mr.
Lootze and Socrates, and to us particularly Tehn ebrfo brae(r
clearly and indubitably by Jesus Christ and his Evans) spoke about arms production.
forerunner John the Baptist. In reply to the I should point out that Russia is spending
question 'What then must we do?', he replied more on arms as a proportion of her
simply, briefly and clearly 'He that hath two GNP than all other countries. At the
oalsh lthat hath meat, let him dolikewi"noe: same time, she is failing totally to pull

I believe that the report will deal with her weight in improving the lot of under-

a fundamental problem of the ages. If developed countries, for many of which

we do not turn our minds to it, civilisa- she has direct responsibility having taken

tion as we know it will be at an end. them over
By committing 0-7 per cent. per annum

2.3 pm of our GNP on overseas aid to the Third
Mr. Harry Greenway (Ealing, North): world, the developed nations run a mini-

In my view there has been a gross failure mal risk of slightly lowering their stan-
by churches, schools and all other edu- dard of living. However, if we do not
catj;n b- to educate cur peTp!e to make that a-d availabfe, we pt at
understand precisely what the brother- risk the survival of the poor in develop-
hood of man means. If we talk of the ing countries.
world being our neighbour, and if we I should like to give the House other
think in terms of the brotherhood of man, statistics. In Africa. one child in seven
it must mean that the man on low wages dies in its first year. In Asia. the figure
n Tanzana or Kampuchea is my neigh- is one in 10, and in the West it is one

bour and my concern as much as my in 40. The immediate benefits of aid
neighbour next door. are those that we take for granted-

During the days when I was the pros- reduction of poverty, decrease in hunger
pective Conservative candidate for Step- and the introduction of health and edu-
ney I had dialogues with the dockers- cation schemes. With those comes a
Jack Dash in particular. There were large gradual, but important, increase in self-
meetings. They were sometimes attended dignity and a greater freedom to act, as
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the shackles of poverty are shaken off. Members. It deals with the quality of
Beyond those areas, there must be for us life seen through the eyes of a small

e a moral commitment to democracy, the girl. She says to the author:
st total dignity of the individual and equal " Why did Mr. God rest on the seventh

rights for all in all nations. day?"

In all aid programmes, it is necessary The author replies:
to ensure in the transfer of resources that When he was finished making all the
money goes to those wvho really need it things, Mr. God had undone all the muddle.
rather than to leaders like Bokassa Then you can rest, so that's why rest is the

r very, very, biggest miracle of all. Don't you
Nkrumah and Azikwe of the golden bed, see? Being dead is a rest
to spend on self-aggrandisement. She went on-

Trade barriers have been mentioned " Beir dead you can look back and get
and I support those who say that where it all straight before you go on.
such barriers exist we neied to be com- The author writes:
passionate in moving towards lowering " Being dead was nothing to get fussed
them, for Third world countries, as a about. Dying could be a bit of a problem,
means of bringing them into trading but not if you had really lived."
arrangements on which we, in our turn, Death is acceptable then, is it not? But
shall survive. for the child who has never lived, or

I should like to concentrate on the the middle-aged person who has never

moral arguments, particularly as they had a fulfilled life, death is a battle.
affect children. I gave my life to service The book goes on:
in schools before being elected to the Dying needed a certain amount of pre-
House. How can we condone the fact paration but the only preparation for dying
that 45,000 children. mana of them onl as real living. the kind of preparation old

Granny Harding had made during her life-
4 or 5 years old, work from 11 to 13 time. We had sat, Anna and I, holding f
hours a day in the match factories of Granny Harding's hands when she died. Granny
India? We need to treat others as we Harding was glad to die; not because life had

been too hard for her, but because she hadwish to be treated ourselves. That is a been glad to live. She was glad that rest was
fundamental axiom of Christianity which near. not because she had been overworked

. we must never forget. We need to help but because she wanted to order, wanted to
those children to be brought to a better arrange, 93 years of beautiful living, she

g life, dignity, full bellies, healthy bodies wanted to play it all over again.
and educational provision, without their I hope that more and more people wil

"a being put into factories in such an un- be able to play their life again having
acceptable way. lived fulfilled lives in the way Granny

About 21 million dfiildren in the cities Harding did. In the end that is what life ;
of Brazil are estimated to have been sol n ol eaoti ewr
abandoned by their families as a restlt more compassionate to others in our own
of neglect, fecklessness and poverty. This society and throughout the world.

is a society which has neglected, in some Following the International Year of
areas, the crucial value of education. We the Child many matters were brought to
talk so much about money and the the attention of our society and it re-
economy that we forget what really sponded well. But Brandt's deep-seated

>A matters, namely ideas, education and the solutions to tbe problems which were
it ability of the individual to handle himself posed to his committed by its members

and to have a common humanity in rela- and by others are worth reading and
tion to those around him, in his com- implementing.

r unity and in the rest of the world. Lord Mancroft said:

About 156 million children under the -Youth looks forward, middle-age merely
age of 15 are living in crowded slums, looks startled ; old-age looks back."

shanty towns and makeshift dwellings At'the start of a new decade it is impor-
A in the major cities of developing coun- tant to take stock of our position and to

tries. On the subject of the quality of move forward in a way that will give
life, I should like to mention another children in so many parts of the world
book that is in many ways almost as the life that they have not yet had. We

a valuable as the Brandt report. It is should remember that children are the

f called "Mr. God, This is Anna" by future of their own societies and the

as Fyan. I commend the book to all hon. world in which we all live.
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2.14 pm as a result of economic, social and poli-

Mr. Ted Graham (Edmonton): I join tical conflicts.
other hon. Members in congratulating the Cranphss nhedcm tbrnCertai phae in home uouetrn
bon. Member for Cambridge (Mr. Rhodes home to ui what the report is aboutJames) on his wisdom in givingus the They stress a mutual interest. The report
opportunity to debate this important docu- refers not to "them" or "us" but toment. I also join hon. Members in cx- "we" as we move through the century,
pressing appreciation to the right hon. I am sorry about the Government's atti-
Member for Sidcup (Mr. Heath) not only tude. The Budget is a sad commentary
on his part in preparing the report but on on Britain's priorities. The Minister sao
sitting here without speaking and listen- that we cannot afford to do any more.
sage sums up the subject. It says: Britain cannot afford not to do more.

We have all looked at this report in A total of 1,200 million people cannot
different ways. I begin by quoting from read or write. About 400 million people
page 31 of the report where a short pas- have no schools in which to be educated.
ings ta what we have had to say. In 1978, 12 million children under the
"we have all come to agree that fundamental age of 5 died, not from disease but from
changes are essential, whether in trade, finance, hunger. They are graphic facts which
energy, or other fields, if we are to avoid a are brought to our attention in theserious breakdown of the world economy in report.
decades of the eighties and the nineties, and
to give it instead a new stimulus to function in The report has been debated in the
the interest of all the world's people." House of Lords. Lord Listowel spoke

The reference to "a new stimulus " is about trade, and the responsibilities of
what the report is all about. It has been certain groups. He drew attention to
said that, perhaps, there is not a great deal the oil-rich OPEC nations and their res-
that is new in the report but as one who ponsibilities. The OPEC states must
does not specialise in this area I find it be prepared to give much more aid to
valuable because it brings together the the 45 poorest countries in the world.
catalogue of potential catastrophies that The situation is ludicrous. For example,,
the world may suffer if we do nothing. a third of Kenya's foreign exchange goes
The report is not only a new stimulus. It to pay for oil which it needs to survive.
is a trigger, it is a peg and it gives us a We can contrast that with the aid pro
new opportunity to consider our position. vided by the OPEC nations. Between

Although some hard-headed remarks 1973 and 1977 a total of 77 per ceit"
have been made about our various short- of the aid given by OPEC nations went
comings, there has been a distinct ab- to neighbouring Arab countries, and only
sence of acrimony and bitterness in this 7 per cent. went to black Africa. The

debate. I am impressed by the visions Arab countres benefit from oi, but
contained in the report. I shall point struggling Africa must pay the prce.
out one or two that have made a graphic In 1979 OPEC nations were enriched by
impression on my mind. The statistics 80,000 million. By 1980 they are es-'
about world population are of special pected to be enriched by E120,000 million,
significance. As has been mentioned and yet they have set aside the com-
more than once, an additional one mil. paratively small sum of E2,000 million for
lion new souls appear on the earth every aid. Some of the OPEC States-In
five days and by the year 2000 2,000 donesia, Nigeria and Venezuela-are still:
million more people will have been born. developing, but most of the Arab oil-
Ninety per cent. of those new births will producing countries are not. OPEC has
be in Third world countries, a responsibility. The EEC has a respon-

One must consider what might happen sibility for Lebanon and EEC countries
beyond the year 2000. The population have guaranteed loans of $30 million

growth may accelerate if fertility does compared with the $24 million promised.
not slow down. The report tells us by the Arab countries. More people were
that by the year 2000 the populations killed in Lebanon in its terrible civil wars
of Nigeria and Bangladesh will be than were killed in the Arab-Israeli wars.
greater than the population of the United The report contains a number of
States today. The mind boggles at the valuable lessons for Britain and the world.
thought. The world population is at It is not only sober, but sombre. It is
risk from a number of potential disasters an assessment of the moral and resource
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challenges facing the world. The hon. Surely it must be obvious to even theMember for Cambridge has done the meanest intelligence that if we reduce theHouse a service, and we are grateful to gross national product and the ability tohim. expand of the underdeveloped countries,

the demand that we wish to stimulate for. rJ 2.20 pm our goods will not occur. Their abilityMr. Peter Emery (Honiton) I have to earn the foreign currency to pay forlistened with great interest o Fry our goods begins to disappear. In ourY speech. I congratulate my hon. Friend own self-interest we must realise thatthe Member for Cambridge (Mr. Rhodes the investment and the aid from theJames) on initiating the debate. I in- developed world to the underdevelopeddicated to you. Mr. Deputy Speaker, that world will be one of the major steps to-I (nuld be happy to speak towards the wards a quick recovery from economicend orf the debate. I did not realise that depression. For that reason, I now turn11% ofler would be taken quite so literally. to the reduction of 61 per cent. next
I shall make only one positive addition year and the year after in Britain's over-

to the debate. It would fhave been my seas aid programme. It amounts to E99
plasure to make a wide and expansive million over the two years, a total cut
speech about many of the aspects of the of just under 13 per cent.
report, because they are of the greatest I accept the need for the Governmentimportance. However, I shall refer to get our economy into shape, and Ispecifically to overseas aid. I considered believe that they are right to think thatparagraph 3 of the report in great depth. overall Government spending must beit deals with the mutual interest and cut in order to achieve that, but areimperative of trading between North and there not other areas where it makesSoihi -the developed and the under- much more economic sense to cut spend-developed countries. ing? The White Paper, " The Go .era-

ment's Expenditure Plans ", shows thatIturn on those in Britain-and there acto ee11prcn.i nmmany-who believe that overseas aid cut of a mere 12j per cent, in unem-ire mny ployment payments would easily pro-is only a gift or a grant to nations or vide the E99 million necessary to raisepeople who are less fortunate than our- our overseas aid to, what it was beforeI selves. At a time of major cuts iii the cuts. Surely that could be broughteducation, health and other areas because about by the stimulation of the econoyof our economic position, it is quite easy to create more business and jobs.
for hon. Members to receive applause at a
political meeting-especially at a Con- Similarly, I should like to have had

t servative meeting-by saying that charity an undertaking from my hon. Friend the
begins at home and that overseas aid. Minister on the following matter. Table
regrettably, must be redyced. That is a 2.2 on pages 24 and 25 of the White
mistake. Paper shows that in the period 1980 to

1984 expenditure on overseas aid andwish to make it clear to those critics other overseas services is expected to bethat overseas aid is. and can be proved E2-2 billion. f2-8 billion, E2-38 billion, andS. mntirely in Britain's self-interest f2-63 billion. respectively. But thoseThat will Lecome Mec tvitE. ;1L U6 - ',.epetvey tths
next tir= or bur years as Europe and i:; the lattr years 1,50 million, in pay-
the de'relobing world sink further into ments to Europe. If, as I believe, we
economic depression. There will be a shall be able to renegotiate those amounts
great need for the industrial countries to and thus reduce those figurs consider-
look for new demands for their products. ably, will the Government undertake
From where is that demand likely to within the same account to restore the
come, and where are our products needed amount of overseas aid to what it wasmost? It must be obvious to even the before the cuts, to bring about the econo-most critical that the greatest demand mic stimulation7 that f have described?will come from those less well off. They -I have a positive new suggestion towill need consumer goods, engineering make. Other aid being given by the
goods and capital goods of all sorts which Government to industry totals in 1980-81could be provided by the industrial the sum of E440 million, leaving outnations. shiph:-ildi- -- d aircraft. In the coming
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. . .forthwith pursulant to Standing Order No.year over L300 millon is to'go to British 5 TidRaigadare o
ecyland. Will the Government consider .6(hr cdnqadare o

The routeing of that aid to industry via Bill accordingly read the Third finmt
developing countries? Some of the E300 and Passed, without amnenldmni. Tmillion for British Leyland will be for Ar ept Sear(r.Rcrd C
capital projects, but why should not the r.h ) Unlesy tpher Hous. inichate 2remaining E200 million be used to stimu- ohrwse,): Uropoe tho puHogeer dcthe .late the purchase of British Leyland pro- herie rps opttgte h-~~~~~~ dcsbudr-eepdcunrshree motions to approve statutory aid mstruments.

All that is necessary is to feed in the
extra money to British Leyland in ordero.
to balance its accounts. If we can stimu- S6 (T. a o
late its productionha adt the same time r
provide necessary equipment for the
Third world, that will be of major benefit
to both sides of the account. It applies TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
to the enginee20 g side just as much as Motion nade, and Question p forth-to transport. I do not believe that that with, pirsuant trm Standing order No. lsuggestion has yet been considered by 73 (Standinn Comitee oe Statutory s,the Government. They should consider it Instruments)thoroughly.

Allha tha isbl necessar is tosete fed nth

I conclude my speech nowd because Heore Mae"y, pry ing ta th ocaionmy hon. Friend the Member for Ca1;- Officcs Rureau (Revocation) Order 1980 be c
bridge should have the last word. made i the terms of the draft laid bebree thisHouse on 6th March.-Nr. Cope.
2.29 pm Question agreed to. ps

Mr. Rhodes James: oith the leave of sT prsnte by Saing COrde SO
the House. I thank hon. Members warmly T3 (eapres n ivy onSatuors
for the quality of the debate. I am very o tmes e s

Tlad that I had the opportunity to open rpit. I am deeply grateful to my right hon. n
Friend the Member for Sidcup (Mr. Or
Heath) for his characteristic courtesy and T o t cc
interest throughout the debate. RATnG hANDA[ UAIoN

Question ppm t and atreed to. Motion mde, and Question put forth
with, pursuant to Standinrg Order No. n)Resolved, 73A (Standing Committee on Satutory L

That this House ltakes note of the Report of Insarmmeents)
the Independent Commission on International

it.eI amn deepls graeu toby righ ron. Ta h rf rnpr ors(du

enent of Payments) Order 1980, which was laid
before this House on I Ith March, be approved.

-Mr. Cope.]

BETTING, GAMING AND QusMnagedt
*LOTTERIES BILL [LORDS] Qeto ~re o

Motion made, and Question proposed, at
to-That Standing Committee C be discharged VALUE ADDED TAX a rfom considering the Betting, Gaming &adLotteries Bill [Lords], and that the Bill be com- Motion made, and Question pill forth'Gd to a Committee of the whole House-- with, pursuant to Standing Order No. n'[Sir Graham Pa~73A (Standing Committee on Statutory eL

Question agreed to. Instruments) R
evBill ininediately considered in Con- That the Value Added Tax (Gold) order ofetoment repre chiredby Hmerrndt 1980 (S.I.. 1980, No. 303), a copy of whichr was laid before this Hou e on lIth March, be e

appoe.i~ r. Cope.).]

Motion made, and Question, That the a.
Bill be now read the Third time, put QMstion aeareed to. i-

3. F3 4

mifled to a Committee of the whole House. iti pr.cnht.Sadig.rerN.
7 [77 r MrINa POe]7A(tnin nnte N NSattry e
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[Earl Ferrers.] change for the worse in the world economnY, about

of my noble friend Lord Eccles-picked is that the emphasis in the motivation of 50 per

up the tab for the BCC fairly effectively. the North/South relationship, including the T
Your Lordships may consider that it aid from the North, has shifted from moral stimul:

might be desirable if we moved on to the obligation to enlightened self-interest. and un
next business. The theme of mutuality of interests runs agricul

right through the report. Both sides have prices
to realise that their common economic beyonw

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPM ENT: interests in the long run are much stronger suffici,
THE BRANDT REPORT than their admittedly many differences in raise p

the short run, and that unless they can have V

3.1 p.m. establish a long-term partnership based on and rr

The EARL of LISTOWEL rose to call those interests, the world as a whole will

attention to the Report of the Independent become poorer, mo-e divided, and more? Wh

Commission on International Develop- embittered. comp;
ment Issues (the Brandt Report), and to the Industrialised and developing countries find ti

need or Hr Maesty' Govrnmet to these days are not only inter-de pendent,ase
review their policy in relation to developing but are indispensable to each other, and Abou-

countries; and to move for Papers. The their economies cannot expand in isolation. the l
noble Earl said: My Lords, I think that it It is this mutuality of interests that should now
would be generally agreed that the revive the flagging, North/South negotia- part-t

Brandt Commission's Report, to which I tions in the agencies of the United Nations. rough
am drawing your Lordships' attention this There will be a better chance that con- bute
afternoon, is the most important publica- structive agreement will replace sterile of an
tion on relations between the developed recrimination when the "have nots" fore

and the developing countries since the not longer gang up to make the maximum capac
Pearson Commission's report in 1969, demands, while the " haves " gang up on the
I years ago. It outlines a programme for their side to offer the minimum con-

world economic recovery which has the cessions. In future the North/South dia- a
unanimous support of its members. logue at the United Nations should be answt

This consensus is perhaps the most regarded as an opportunity for partner- in a
remarkable feature of the report, because ship in the development of world trade and

the commissioners came from the rich production.
and the poor countries, and reflected every But if the emphasis in the motivation of give
aspect of the political spectrum, from aid from the North is shifted it still prop
Left to Right. They were not a bunch requires a much greater concern on the that t
of cranks or eccentrics, but some of the part of the wealthy countries for those who able,
world's most experienced statesmen and live in conditions described by the World are, t
economists, including, as your Lordships Bank as " absolute poverty ". The be c
will obscrve, a former Prime Minister of priority which the report claims for the ordir
this country. We certainly owe a debt world's poorest inhabitants, the 258 million ment
of gratitude to these distinguished mdi- people who live in the less developed coun- Bans
viduals for giving up two years of their tries in Africa and Asia, is itself a moral Fun(
time to the preparation of this world judgment, and would entail enormous of us
recovery programme, which they believe expenditure on social infrastructure and
will stop the otherwise inevitable drift services before anytlhing like an economic
towards increasig poverty and inter- return from investment, or approach to
national tension. As they put it on page self-sufficiency, could be expected. isra
31 of their report, a

We came to these problems separated widcly When we try to assess the gravity of the froT

by our experience and our positions on the present situation, we find that the world's com

political spectrum. But we have all come to agree economy is functioning so badly that it we
that fundamental changes are essential, whether in
trade, finance, energy, or other fields, if we are to Ipdame th f imallt In the South erm last
avoid a serious breakdown of the world economy I prospects o us .
in the . . . 'eighties and the 'nineties, and to give million people are living in absolute wou

it instead a new stimulus to function in the poverty, and their number will rise with thu
nterests of the world's people he unprecedented rapidity of the increase latir

The main difference between Brandt in world population. In the next 20 years and

and Pearson, which stems from a radical the world population will increase from reqt
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about 4 to 6 billion, and nine-tenths of this aid on concessionary terms to the less
50 per cent. increase would take place in developed and low income countries, andthe Third World. This is bound to a similar increase in commercial lendingstimulate a much greater demand for food, to the middle and higher income develop-
and unless this can be met by an expanding ing countries. Such an accelerated de-agriculture, there will be a surge in food velopment programme would of course
prices that will put basic foodstuffs generate a greater volume of world trade.
beyond the means of the needy. If
sufficient is not done in the meantime to But the essential financial requirement
raise production, hundreds of millions will in this connection is that the surplus
have their health impaired by malnutrition, countries, partiularly the oil-rich OPEC
and many will starve. countries, should be willing to recycle

their surplus earnings so as to stimulate
When we turn from the South to the production in the defici tcountries, includ-

comparative affluence of the North, we ing the Third World. The commercial
find the industrial countries in the midst of policy of the industrial countries will be
a severe and growing world recession. the key to the expansion of world trade.
About 18 million persons-6 per cent. of Developing countries must have thethe labour force in those countries-are capacity to industrialise if they are tonow totally unemployed. Allowing for raise their living standards, and to reachpart-time workers and under-employment, the stage of self-sustaining growth. Forroughly twice this number do not contri- this purpose they will need access tobute effectively to production. In terms international markets. It is the industrialof annual potential output there is there- countries of the North which will be thefore an enormous wastage of productive main outlet for the expansion of industrycapacity. Is it possible to marry the in the South. That is already recogniseddesperately urgent needs of the South to to some extent inthegeneralisedpreferences
the under-used human and industrial granted, for instance, by the Europeancapacity of the North? The report Economic Community to manufacturedanswers this question firmly in the affirma- exports from developing countries con-tive, and proceeds to outline its proposals nected with it. To fear that cheap con-in a series of recommendations. sumer goods from the South will cause

unemployment in the North is unfounded,
I should like to ask your Lordships to because the loss of jobs from more imports

give sympathetic consideration to these will be balanced by the jobs gained from
proposals. I do so, not on the assumption exports; such as, for example, the export
that they are necessarily valid or practic- of capital goods. While transitional ar-
able, though I hope and believe that they rangements during the period of adapta-
are, but on the assumption that they should tion of the old industries in the North tobe carefully studied by all concerned- advanced technologies are permissible,
ordinary individuals, as well as Govern- there should be a gradual removal, and
mncrts and institutions, such as the World certainly not a further expansion, of
Bank and the International Monetary existing barriers to world trade.
Fund, because they affect us all, and noneofu cnafodtoinoethmy Pressures on Governments from both-

sides of industry will increase with
worsening unemployment and decliningThe first, and most important, proposal profits: but these pressures should beis for the financing of the recovery pro- resisted, because a retreat to protectiongramme by a massive transfer of resources would halt the recovery of world trade -from the North to South. This would be and condemn us all to the rigors of acomparable to the Marshall Plan which, as siege economy. Of course, many of thewe all recollect, restored the shattered developing countries are still mainlyeconomies of Western Europe after the agricultural, aril often dependent on thelast war. The effect of such a transfer export of one crop or one mineral. Forwould be to increase global demand and these countries, and for the industrialthus to rcactivate world trade by stimu- countries which rely on their food andlating production in both the developing raw materials, it is essential to preventand developed countries. This would wild fluctuations in commodity prices.require a substantial increase in official i So the report rightly insists on an enlarge-
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[The Earl of Listowel.I Lord, Lord Carrington, emphasised in his Go
mrent of the number of existing inter- speech the other day, but times will get Lo
national commodity agreements, and a even harder if we do nothing to revise
stabilisation of the commodity price level. . our economy. This very recent review 3.1
There is thus a converging and mutual of overseas aid policy was nevertheless
interest of producers and consumers in completed before the Brandt Report tha
the stability of commodity prices, had been published, and I sincerely hope Lothat the Government will undertake a

I will not weary the House with a further review when they have studied imt
catalogue of recommendations about thispartofthereport.s
methods of finance, monetary reform or its
energy strategy, important as they all My Lords, in my Motion this afternoon thi:
are to the integrated recovery package in I am asking the Government to do tto am
the report. But there is one aspect of things. The first is to make a careful cri
development finance that I should like and serious study of the Brandt Report, wi
to mention, because it has a direct bearig taking into account before they make up for
on our own policy for overseas aid. their minds the expression of public and sid
Official development aid from the Govern- parliamentary opinion, including the
ments of the industrialised countries is debate this afternoon in ygpr Lordships' n 0
the principal source of funds for the House, and also likely repercussions on de
poorest couni which of course cannot our partners in the Commonwealth.
afford to raise money on commercial We have only just passed Commonwealth of
terms. The target of 0-7 per cent. per Day, and I think it is a fitting occasion fin
annum of their gross national product that we should remember our partners
was set for a 10-year period by the United in the Commonwealth. I believe that a tai
Nations, and most Governments, in- Commonwealth view, as it would represent
cluding our own, accepted this target. both North and South, would be a valuable co
The average performance of the OECD stimulusto awider international agreement.
countries over this period has been dis- It should, if possible, precede the summit th,
ppointig-only 0-35 per cent. per meeting between North and South called toannum, while the performance of this for in the report. I cannot think of a secountry was 0-48 per cent. in 1978. This more fitting item for the agenda of the

reflects particularly unfavourably on the next meeting of the Commonwealth
wealthiest industrialised countries, as Prime Ministers' Conference.
some of the small European countries
have already exceeded the United Nations In the second place, I should like to ask it
target. the Government to review their present st;

The Brandt Report now recommends policy towards the developing countries,
that countries which have not yet reached and in particular their policy for overseas th
the 0-7 per cent. target should do so by aid, in the light of the recommendations. th
1985, and that this annual target should in the report. Finally, I think Parliament so
be raised to I per cent, before the end of should be informed as soon as they have St
the century. It also wants improvement finalised their poliy decisions on the report N-
in the quality of aid, less tied aid, more as a whole; and perhaps the noble Lord, sy
multilateral aid and more concessional Lord Trefgarne, will be able to answer me vi,
aid for the poorest countries. But the on that question when he repies to thisj
statement on overseas aid policy made by debate. N.
the noble Lord, Lord Carrington, the th
Foreign Secretary, on 20th February will My Lords, I have tried to keep my
reverse the direction in which the report remarks short because I have exhorted
believes we should be moving. others to make short speeches and I should

not set a bad example myself, but may I is
Our aid-the aid from this country- say this one sentence in conclusion? m

will deteriorate in quantity and quality. The Brandt Report is a challenge to the di
The amount of our official aid will be imaginative statesmanship of the leaders Sc
reduced, and aid criteria will change in of every national government. They st
emphasis from development needs to should respond now, while there is still th
considerations of British commercial and hope for the future and before we have th
political interests. Of course, we are been overtaken by another 1929-and I th
going through hard times, as the noble very much hope that Her Majesty's an
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Government will take the lead. My mends; whereas all those situated above the
Lords, I beg to move for Papers. line are designated to belong to the

affluent North. I do not think it is quite
as simple as this, for it must be inaccurate

3.17 p.m. to imply that the oil-rich OPEC countries,
Lord TANLAW: My Lords, I know Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong and

that we are all grateful to the noble Earl, many others are areas requiring external
Lord Listowel, for arranging to have this assistance from the North.
important report debated in this Chamber
so soon after its publication. Because of From the experience of frequent visits
its very detailed nature, I believe that at which I have to make to South-East
this stage I can only make observations, Asia, when, through my lady wife, we
and the observations I make and the do not have the barrier of language in
criticisms I intend to put forward I would speaking with or listening to the hopes
wish to put forward in a constructive way and aspirations of the people who live
for Her Majesty's Government's con- in these areas, it would appear that a
sideration. Also, we froni these Benches respect for the. work ethic and skill in
look forward to the maiden speech of the trade may be the secret of their success,
noble Lord, Lord Chorley, later in the rather than a need for external aid.
debate this afternoon. I do not wish to dwell on this point,

At a first glance of the 300-odd pages but I really do not see how we in the
of which this report consists, one would North, and especially this country with
find it difficult to disagree with either the an unemployment figure approaching 2
conclusions or the recommendations con- million and an inflation rate of 17-2 per
tained in it. It was only on a second and cent. and rising, with an interest rate to
perhaps more detailed look at some of the match, should wish to impose these
contents that I began to have doubts as burdens on countries such as Malaysia
to whether the commission was really on or Singapore, where the inflation rate is
the right track after all, because it seems only 6 per cent., the standard of living
to me that so many of the recommendations high, and the balance of payments good.
seem to have been made before, tried out There are many aspects, as I know from
and found wanting. This makes me personal experience, that do not make
wonder whether the same formula on an these perfect societies, but at least their
increased scale will do much better for the economies seem to be in a reasonable
world's poor relations than the last time order without further direction from the
it was tried. Perhaps it is easier to under- North, however well-intentioned it may
stand these feelings of doubt if I can be. This leads me on to question the
specify more precisely the areas where conflicting economic theories which are
the report appears tqhbe at its weakest- still being argued with some heat by the
the general one being, in my view, that industrial North, including Her Majesty's
some of the recommendations for the government. I wonder whether they have
South should first be applied to the any relevance at all in those areas in the
North, so that the world's monetary South?
system can survive long enough to pro-systm cn srviv log eoughto ro- The main point I wish to make about aid,
vide a stable credit base for the restructur-
ng of industry and employment in the combined with special credit facilities,

Northern countries. Without such a base to the developing world is that, if it is to

whole question ofexteraid it be effective, it- should be directly linked
seem tome, an nlybe aadeic, to specific major capital projects, in order4 to achieve the maximum effect in the rural

My first and perhaps smallest criticism communities of the South. The all-
is that I find the map on the cover rather embracing nature of a World Development
inisleading, because it shows the world Commission, which has been suggested
divided into two, presumably North and in the Brandt'report,-may not be, in my
South, by a bold and not altogether view, the most effective way of dispersing
straight black line. I assume that all the rather limited largesse the industrial
those countries which are placed below world has to offer at present. This new
the line belong to the South,'and are, agency wilt only succeed provided it can
therefore, in need of the increased aid fulfil the role of an international clearing
and advice which the Commission recom- house for all external aid agencies and

I~ 7M~*
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[Lord Tanlaw.] food supply will necessitate the clearing of ever tion st
for recycled petrodollars; and then targets r ever steeper tracts of forests which then

captallenin maimu Iintensifies erosion, which in turn further reduces espect,
its capital lendmg with maximum efficiency fsoil ertility-" of un'
and with the minimum opportunity for S til a and it is from
misapplication. Regrettably, these goals .I entirely agree with this the r
have not been achieved, as I understand briefly and succictly portrayed i those install
it, by methods used so far. few lines. I agree entirely with the con- tries

clusion that it is a matter of urgency to
There are also two serious omissions plant more trees to compensate for he t

which I feel I must touch on before deforestation. This could be done best hege
dealing with the energy sector in the report. through an international agency such as there
The first is that no consideration appears to the World Development Fund. The waste
be given as to the impact of nuclear power report goes on to say that it is necessary poses
on the economics of the South; and, to increase the energy input into the rural is a tf
secondly, the effect of the microprocessor communities in the form of oil and elec- coolil
revolution which is destined to take place tricity, but it does not attempt to say how instal
in the late eighties and early nineties this can be achieved. Of course, if the in th
has been ignored.- Omitting to take country concerned has the energy resources elcctr
these major factors into consideration in the first place and the power generation Cler
could affect the whole purpose and objec- capacity to exploit them by th year 2000, rease
tives of the report. Perhaps Her Majes- then it will be possible to provide more rey

ty's Government, when they have had electricity. However, the cost of oil may they
time to study the report, could indicate be prohibitive by this time, and the pro
their views on this last observation. supplies uncertain, when all the other prioi

energy raw materials will be at a premium.
I now come to the subject of energy, Therefore, the question remains as to It

as outlined in the commission's report- whether enough fuel will be available to
I will make some attempt to present a the South to produce electricity at an con
case for showing that this section is in- economical rate for the rural communities the

adequate and may have missed a great and the cities, which are still grossly ith
development opportunity for both the underpowered. lyt
rural and urban populations of the wknt
South. The commission portrayed accur- I want to go back to the reference in the intet

ately the energy dilemma that exists in report about the energy trap and to show Mai

these communities, but it did not really how, by bringing electricity to a rural cer"i

come to grips with the kind of society community will not only provide light. was

it wants to see created in these areas for heat and power but save waste product baWt
the future. The rural poor are, as the fuel for fertiliser, which in turn will increase I w

report rightly points out, in a Catch 22 crop yields. Adequate power will stop

energy situation, which is described on deforestation in areas which rely on fire-

page 83 of the report. Because copies of wood for heat and will help stabilise the assl

the report were not available at an early local ecology. Rural electricity can also sect

date, I should like to quote the relevant secure a system of water pumps for woi

passages for the benefit of noble Lords irrigation and fresh water. Fially, o
d maintain that it will make a contribution to cor

The reyot sas reducing the birthrate. Although statis- pre
T n mpost sy counttics on this last point are difficult to find, det
in most of the countries in the poverty belts, my own personal observations in these bel

nine-tenths of the people depend on firewood as on esnal obertd ih e bet
their chief source of fuel, and in colder mountain countries has confirmed the beneficial La1
regions for home heating. Unrestrained com- effect the introduction of light and power in

- mercial exploitation and increased population has had on population figures. no
have led to soaring wood prices: more and more
physical energy is expended to satisfy the basic If these premises are accepted, then
fuel needs, animal manures are diverted from electrification of the rural areas of the re
food production to cooking and the treeless South b nuclear power must be the first
landscape extends further, with diswstrous effects ge
on the ecology... priority in the emergency programme

The diversion of manure for use as fuel leads outlined on page 276 of the report. to
to a loss of agricultural nutrients, damaging the because in my vicw it can break the circular
soil structure by failing to return manure to the energy trap described earlier; yet it has not a',
fields. The result is a circular trap. As wood even-been listed in the commission's report
scarcity forces farmers to burn more dung for en be is i he ommission r t
fuel and to apply less to their fields, the falling or, if it has, I have not been able to find it.
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Perhaps it was omitted because the ques- energy conversion. This factor I have

tion still remains as to how it can be done, mentioned because I believe it to be of

especially as nuclear power has a number particular relevance in the South, where

of uncertainties connected with it, apart there is a shortage of all energy resources.

from the very high capital cost. One of Therefore, the only remaining possibility

the main difficulties in considering the for an electrification programme of this

installation of nuclear energy in the coun- size is nuclear power. Solar power and

tries of the South is, first, the quality of alternative energy strategies can, I am

the technical staff available to maintain the sure, play a part in the more remote

high safety precautions required. Secondly, parts of the South, but obviously cannot

there is the worry of misuse of nuclear power the cities or large rural

waste from the reactors for military pur- communities.
poses, which will call for difficult and
delicate international monitoring. There pr. Marceett's paper wa sdtons,
is a third problem of the massive volume of Prici ofad beed or aiosr

cooling water required by large nuclear which could be sited on an offshore

installations, which is not always available location. If such a nuclear city were ever

in the more arid areas of the South where built, it could have a number of direct

electrical power will be required. I adv'antages for the purposes of alleviating
elecrica poer wll b reuire. Ipoverty in the less developed countries.

believe that it is a combination of these Ae in he lesa eoped cntrien.
reasons that the Brandt Commission felt An offshore location in international

they were not justified in pursuing this waters, besides being safer, would also

area as a productive one, for solving the enable such a complex to sell electricity

problems of the South, or giving it a higher to more than one country, thus tran-

priority in the report. scending national and geographical
boundaries. A complex of this kind

It was while considering the difficultics would naturally have adequate cooling

connected with a nuclear contribution to water, and it may even be possible to use
conectd wtha ncler cntibuionto the immense waste heat generated by

the problems of the South, in conjunction these stations to convert sea water into
with a report by Dr. Marchetti from the these satio, to covd se waer nto

International Institute for Applied fresh water, which could be piped on to

Systems Analysis in Vienna, that an the shores of one of the dry continents in
interesting solution presented itself. Dr. the South.

Marchetti's report was primarily con- By placing these huge stations in

cerned with the problems of disposing of international waters, it would be possible

waste heat from a large complex or to staff, monitor and control the safe

battery of nuclear power stations, on which production of electricity with an inter-

I will elaborate in a minute. national and representative commission,
both from the high technology countries

Before doing so, there is one other and the consumer countries involved. The

assumption not covered in the energy other advantage of an offshore location

section of the Brandt Report which I would mean that it would be difficult, if

would ask to be accepted for the purposes not impossible, for a misuse of nuclear

of this debate. It concerns the need to waste for military or other purposes to

conserve all raw materials for energy take place. Finally, if the industrialised

producton. We are about to have a countries of the North were prepared

debate on this subject next week, which has to pool their nucleat technology, to create
been instigated by the noble Lord, Earl such power -complexes, a great deal of

Lauderdale, when I shall make this point sterile competition in the nuclear industry

in more detail. However, I only wish would be avoided. The alternative of

noble Lords to accept that coal, oil and individual North countries attempting to

gas may become too valuable materials sell nuclear power stations competitively

twenty years from now to be used in the to developiag countries could lead to just

relatively inefficient process of electricity the . kind of problems described in the

generation. The only raw material for Brandt Report. I would have many

which there is no other energy use, except worries about the success of this policy,

to produce electricity, is uranium; thus either for the exporting nations or for the

allowing gas, motor fuel, chemicals and consumer nations whom they are intended

fertiliser to be extracted from all the to assist, and for the world's nuclear

materials presently used for electrical industry as a whole.

-
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will remain available foe the development hv p

[Lord Tanlaw.I il have app
The main objection, other than the sheer projects they have in mind and on the for solut

technical ones, is that of cost. Very few, drawing ,board today. The new World engender

if any, of the countries of the South can. Development Fund should be set up the deve!

afford to embark on the massive expendi- quickly for this purpose, or, alternatively, called tht

ture of a national nuclear industry of as the noble Earl, Lord Listowel, has said, things w

their own. However, I do think that greater use made of the OPEC speca let the v

it would be possible for them to co-operate fund in order to relieve the burden thaarsand

individually in a multinational nuclear oil price rises have caused the South and

power station complex of the kind I to provide the capital base for alternative This i'

have described in relation to the amount and nuclear energy electrification pro- hasehas

of electrical power needed for their local grammes. those de

consumption. Temain bulk of financing 
Republi,

csmpt is. Thein ul o f financmg What has not been properly discussed America
projects of this kind could only be done inheepraetecosunesfterrabs
through recycling the pyramid of petro- in the report are the consequences of the ruralvba

dollars that will have reached unmana- dowse poteti al, a of sur,

gebl prprin in. the OPCcutis i h rogramme for survival, as outlined trade, c.

throug crgrioin elerit O th cone ontecrsstanheyrbyeriubn
by the endof the decade. Repayment of by Chancellor Brandt, fails. According system I

these loans could be achieved eventually to the report, the world is lurcyg from is mr

-thr countries of the South. population, food, environment and re- not live
sources, to name but a few. Many serious in the

I believe that the present method of speeches will be made under these headings, remain

repayment of loans for capital projects, learned papers will be read and discussed, even if

by merely establishing further loans, and at least one more United Nations Therefc

just does not make sense. The kind of agency will be recommended. Large has pox'

capital project I have described may sound office blocks will be put up for new in that i

both impracticable and almost outrageous institutions-no doubt in very agreeable society

in its magnitude. However, F ask that locations-to be filled with well-inten- sound'

it be given some consideration by Her tioned bureaucrats to ponder on these

Majesty's Government within the context problems. Individual governments, will This

of the Brandt Report's comments, because set up similar organisations, with fine politic.

I cannot see any other way in which sounding names. In Britain there are spread

electrical power can become a reality already Departments forOverseasDevelop- initiati

to the rural and growing city communities ment, Environment, Energy, and Natural are ma

of the South, unless projects of this scale Resources, and on the first page of the with V

are made equally real or alternatives report is a whole list of other agencies, popula

found to them before the end of the including some which I regret never having first st

century. heard of, all with the same object in mind. implen
nuclea

Whatever may be considered the defects However, these problems will never be tries 0

of this suggestion, the underlying financial solved simply by creating. new bureauc- priorit.

considerations are sound in an aid racies to worry about them. It would, In

context, in that there is a specific inter- therefore, be interesting if the Minister must

national target for a major capital project, could give us an estimate of the gross concep

which must be an improvement on the annual costs of all the aid agencies men- Report

blank cheque approach for individual tioned in the report. Alternatively, govern

national projects apparently advocated could he give an indictation whether the broug

n the Brandt Report. Furthermore, the output in aid actually exceeds the input tiveso

present practice of developing countries in overheads of these agencies? As I see it, it is

to borrow long, in order to meet the the dilemma that the poor and hungry words

shortfalls on current account for oil nations sense when they attend inter- page I

purchase, cannot continue much longer. national conferences of the kind recom- Th!

The whole system of international finance mended in the report-they could be called to ru
has been put under great stress since the summits-is that the isolated crisis on the evolvint

massive increase in oil prices and will be agenda is seen as part of a wider population munitew

in grave danger of breaking down com- -resources-development crisis which, He we

pletely through default. Therefore, unless wholly resolved, will condemn their ... we

alternative sources of energy must be people for good to the ranks of second- contrac

found quickly for the South, or no funds class citizens on their own planet. These thanc,

X'W
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problems when discussed in the past This liberal philosophy is not new. It
have appeared too great and too complex has been spelt out before now in similar
for solution. This realisation may have terms, which were that:
engendered an alarming spread among "The world should be but one state, the state

4 the developing nations of what could be of mankind, in which all men live in harmony and
called the Samson complex-the view that in unity of heart and mind-world citizenship
thines will become so bad we may as well with one language, complete freedom of movement

and choice of marriage partner, the only divisions
let the whole system collapse about our of men being those of good or evil intent '.

ears and start again. This plea was made in a prayer offered
This is a form'of cosmopolitan nihilism by Alexander the Great 2,300 years ago

that has many long-term attractions for at Opis, before leading his troops up those
those developing nations like the Peoples' same mountain passes where today an
Republic of China, India and South entirely different army is encamped.
America. For these largely decentralised There is no philosopher general in com-
rural basedsocietieswillstandagoodchance mand of these soldiers, whose regime will
of survival during a period in which world not permit such ideals to be expressed in
trade, communications and the monetary public, or even in private. Whatever the
system have been totally disrupted. This defects of the report may be, if the under-
is something which the centralised rich lying philosophy of Chancellor Brandt is
urban nations most emphatically could not accepted, or if the countries of the
not live through. Yet the small cultivator South lose patience with the North, then
in the areas I have mentioned would that army, poised in the mountains of
remain quite unaffected by such a collapse, Afghanistan, may march southwards, and
even if he were aware it had taken place. snuff out those Alexandrine principles,
Therefore, the Samson theory, as I call it, for ever.
has powerful political reasoning behind it,
in that it allows for thecollapse of industrial
society while at the same time promoting a 3.40 p.m.
sound strategy of national self-sufliciency. Lord GORONWY-ROBERTS: My

Lords, the entire House will be grateful
This reasoning is well suited to oriental to my noble friend Lord Listowel for the

political thought and can be expected to admirable way in which he has initiated
spread unless much more clearly defined this important debate. As he has said,
initiatives than those outlined in the report the Report of the Independent Com-
are made by the developed nations to deal mission, under the chairmanship of the
with the main crisis problems of food, former Chancellor Willy Brandt, is a
population and rural development. The document of the utmost importance. It
first step in this direction would be to is true that it does not claim to present
implement an extensive programme of new facts or new solutions but it marshalls

' nuclear electrification throughout the coun- the facts with a new intensity and it
tries of the South, As a matter of urgent presents the solutions with a new authority.
priority. That, perhaps, is to be expected from a

In conclusion, we on these Benches commission recruited from among the
must give warm support to the general ablest and most distinguished statesmen
concept that lies behind the entire Brandt of the Free World, among them our own
Report. That is the concept of world Mr. Edward Heath, whose contribution
governngent, which we believe may be to this report and to the thinking and
brought one step nearer if the main objec- speaking on international affairs generally,
tives outlined in the report can be achieved. certainly in the last year or so, has given
It is worth quoting in this context the him a quite new emtnence.
words of Chancellor Brandt, who said on The report is a state paper for all
page 12: States. I echo my noble friend's appeal

" There must be room for the idea of a global at the end of his speech that not only
community, or at least a global responsibility

1evolving from the experience of regional corn- orGvrmn u oenet n
n i runities xe m ot only in ihe Fred World, should study

He went on to say on page 15: this document with urgent. attention.
That is the first point to be made about

".. .we must aim at a global community based on this report. It is a document of urgentcontract rather than status, on consensus rather
thin compulsion". importance, and the note of urgency is

KOM
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[Lord Goronwy-Roberts.I the opportunity of co-operation. The and

sounded from the very beginning. The - peace of the world, at least freedom from ity.

sub-title of the report is given as A a third world war, shows that co-existence Noi

Programme for Survival-not a programme is possible. That is the meaning of the ther

for prosperity but for sheer. survival, no period from 1945 to 1980. Co-existence We

less. takes place. Now, it must be co-survival. mill
Co-existence can succeed by restraint; lyin

The second point about the report which co-survival needs something positive. It act
strikes one is its global approach to the needs initiative. This is the third import- dev

problems it discusses. It does this in a ant point made by this report. don
way that its admirable' predecessors, but

among them the Pearson Report, did not My Lords, the fourth point is what the

quite manage to do. Here we have my noble friend has so admirably illus- and

an approach to the North/South problem trated: that the wider the gap between cre

in the context not only of the North and rich and poor regions, the more likely in

of the South but also of the East and the it is that tension, instead of dtente, will beg

West-in fact, of the whole world. The take over. If a starving man cannot get pay

global approach inspires and is instilled food for his children he will come and thi;
in every paragraph of this notable report. get it; and somehow he will arm himself we

Throughout it there is the insistence that in order to get it. Indeedgit was one of

the undoubted dangers, the urgent dangers, the melancholy facts of the last 10 to

as well as the humane opportunities of the 15 years that, proportionately, the less- thei

situation, are of vital concern not only to developed countries, the poorer countries, the

the industrialised North and the less- are more claimant to buy armaments, Wo

developed South but also to the ideological more keen, more insistent on buying mut
East as well as to the Free West. There armaments, than are the developed coun- invi

is a new and welcome clarity with which tries. There are the tears in this thing: Whi

the report demonstrates that all systems- when they need every penny that they end

State capitalis, private capitalist or mixed can spare to develop the life of their goc
-are threatened by the deepening curse people, somehow they feel they must dev

which afflicts the economic, monetary and arm themselves for some contingency. of
social arrangements to which all systems For

in all countries seem to cling. The report seeks ways to narrow the
g. bar,

gap between rich and poor; and some very - rais
Thirdly, the report is emphatic that the glaring examples of disparity between the

old adversarial assumptions and attitudes wealth and well-being of North and South cop

must be replaced by those of mutuality are given us. For instance, the developed duc
of interest. That is the truth that hurts. North has only one-quarter of the popula-

It comes up against all kinds of prejudice tion but 80 per cent. of the world's income

and selfishness-nationalistic, ideological, and 90 per cent. of the world's manu-

even religious-yet, as the report makes facturing capacity. Moreover, it con- a
utterly clear, unless all States, unless all sumes, often wastefully, 85 per cent. of

systems, indeed, unless all religions, accept the world's oil production. Those are nat
the fact of mutual dependence, there can the startling facts of the imbalance between

be no survival, let alone prosperity, for the developed and the less-developed loo

any of them. All systems go-if they do world. It must be corrected; the gap must eve
not come together. I believe that the be narrowed-for political as well as inte

leaders of these various systems exaggerate moral reasons, for practical as well as fur
their importance. The facts of life, of ethical reasons. tar

dagrad of opportunity, that link the 
tr

danger and fopruiy htln h On the other hand, as we have heard, pof
people of Eastern Europe with the people Onteohrads vhveerpO
of Western Europe, like those that link probably more than eight million people wa.

the people of the North and of the Southk in the undeveloped world live in what the fac
are pfapre more opell and impteortt report describes as absolute poverty; that
tan r is, well below subsistence levels. Conse- t
than the persistent patina of the special quently many of them-and many of us par

pleading of the ideologists. have seen this on the spot in these coun- It

But things are changing. We see it in tries-lack the energy, mental and physical, tr

some of the iniatives pursued by our own to make the most of themselves and the Iv

Foreign Secretary, in a reaching forward, most of their countries' resources. A

not for an adversarial advantage but for kind of persistent lethargy, a hopelessness as
ILL
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and a haplessness grips an entire commun- of millions of human beings fron 4,,v

ity. At the same time, there are in the crippling poverty, but also as a pr&cal
North some 20 million people, many of necessity for the survival of the N',:- as
them highly skilled, who are unemployed. 'vell as the rest of the world-
We have something like E175 thousand particularly the North, the indut s, d
million worth of productive capacity North and West, the Free Work! It
lying idle every year. The problem is to depends so much on assured ac,-. [t
activate the idle skill and plant of the raw materials, including oil and
developed North, not to make constant modities. The mutuality of interc is
donations to the less developed South, very clear indeed.
but to use it to trigger off production in
the South which will create the income The major engine of developme:-.: is
and the employment which in turn will nance, and the report makes -de-
create the normal market for these things ranging suggestions, as we have bird,
in the North. One market of course about the reform of the structure ar>z the

begets the other. The only way we can policy of some of the more impstant
pay for what we buy is to produce some- international financial agencies, in.:mthe World Bank and the IMF. I -- is
thing that the other fellow fromn whom thWrdBakndteM. wa
thieg hat the oather fello from whm interested to read the reference to thewe want to buy wants to get from us. IM whcweaetlsoudba

IMF which we are told should be a :-Ice

There is no doubt that the market is bit less prone to impose socially restrn-iVe

there. Despite this poverty, a third of all policies on less developed countries a. a
the exports of the North go to Third condition of assisting them. I am sure
World countries already, and it could be that this report will be studied with very
much more given the kind of massive great terest-with receptive intetIt-
investment by the North in the South i the IMF.
which the report urges and indeed More promising, perhaps, is the rec.m-
endeavours to quantify. The report mendation that the industria':ssd
goes on to suggest a new approach to countries should definitely meet the
development finance based on a system present targets of 0-7 per cent. of GNP
of compulsory levies on all countries, for official aid to developing counries,
For instance, a worldwide progressive tax and to do so by 1985. That will %'.eld
based on national income, or revenues about 30 thousand million extra_ per
raised on what is known as global annum by that date. It will go a sery
commons-the global domain such as long way indeed to "beef " up-as is
seabed minerals-or a tax on arms pro- needed-this massive investment from
duction and exports. I think that that the North to the South in the way the
is a Swedish concept. It is very attractive, report recommends. Together 'with

.o-.n strong policies on lending, these injec ons
-Less attractive is the-proposal-it is not might indeed trigger off a signidicant

a recommendation but it is given the development in countries which are now
imprimatur of the report-to tax inter- inert: countries dragging out an exis;encc
national trade. One would not expect of poverty, ignorance and disease with
that one to get very far at a time of their potential as sources of raw ma:erials
looming recession in world trade, when and as markets unrealised. The report
everybody is desperately trying to expand also calls for a global strategy on oil,
international trade or at least prevent its with the oil-producing countries uar-
further contraction by removing as many anteeing production levels and avolding
tariff and non-tariff restrictions as abrupt and disruptive inbreases in pries.
possible. Perhaps that part of the report
was written in early 1978 before the hard This is one of the most important s.agic
facts of recessive life were upon us. elements in the worsening situation

economically and financially in the -?ast
Nevertheless, the main thrust of this decade or so. :Since 1-973 the intensica-

part of the report is in the right direction. tion of inflation, the disruption h
it regards what it calls the massive exchanges, and the acute embarra-' t
transfer of resources-I like the word of the national economies, can be tiA~il

investment "-in the underdeveloped in part at least to the way in whi ',"

world by the North in the South not only prices have, as it were, without uvi
as a moral imperative to rescue hundreds doubled, trebled, quadrupled and "

H.L 28 U
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[Lord Goronwy-Roberts.] The excellent analysis of the report pre- 4.4

7 tupled. As the report suggests, such a pare y the Overseas Development U
strategy-a new stability in the prices of Institute gives this interpretation of this forti

essential materials such as oil-is vital to section of the report-and I hope it isspe

both developed and developing countries. correct: Bra!

- One welcomes also the emphasis on world "The central aim is to build up the productive into

food supply-and I was glad to hear my system of the poorest countris through large- my

noble friend Lord Listowel make an scale investment in the development of natural

important point on this-and, in parti- resources a sc

cular, new international arrangements to The report will have done a great service con

ensure the supply and resirve storage of to the entire world, and not least to the the

grain. We are all in this together. The underdeveloped countries themselves, if Brc

first requisite of everybody in every coun- it gets that message across. That is cer-

try is food; it is probably of higher tainly the right approach. There is no

priority than oil. We must all have food. need to reproduce Dagenham in Dakar or

They must all have grain in Russia, and vice versa. Let countries and regions do

the needs of different countries may help their own thing, with comparable prestige

the creation of a practical mutuality of and reward and providing complemental a

interest. Many of the less developed markets. art

countries are indeed potential sources of To conclude, my Lordi I have said I f
food, given the right investment in agricul- that the report is a State paper for all ho

tural technology, training and infrastruc- countries and all Governments. It is is

ture. At the same time, they are the most in truth a programme for survival. No ju.

vulnerable to hunger and to famine.Ivulnrabe tohuner nd t fame. one, I hope, will minimise the urgency

I often think that the problem of food of the problems it analyses; and it looks Fr

production rivals that of energy in world- to a summit meeting of representatives

wide importance. Since the Industrial of Governments drawn from all parts of

Revolution, for about a century and a half, the world. It does not hold out much if

at least, manufacturers have somehow hope that the Communist countries will re

commanded higher prestige and prices take part, but it is vital that they should.

than agricultural production. This is There is bound to be an unreality about

changing and it should no longer be the report itself and about any summit that

assumed that a naturally agriculturally- is convened which is not global in compo- d

based country or region must, for prestige sition and intention. While I agree with

prposes as well as assumed economic my noble friend that we

reasons, have also a considerable manu- everything we can to persuade our own

facturing industry. I Government, and that other countries

The here and there tends I should try to persuade their democratic

reporto Governments, to give the fullest attention

repeat this assumption. One would have I to this report, I think we must speak

hoped for a reasoned argument for the clearly to our prospectie partners i

development of many underdeveloped Eastern Europe, in the Soviet Union and in C

countries on modern agricultural lines 1 China and say: "Here is this report: t

which of course entails a very wide range it analyses the dangers which threaten

of technology and derivitive industry. youandus;itindicatesimportantsolutions
There is still something to be said for the which cannot be effectively carried out

teichings of Adam Smith from time to I ithout you and us

ti.1&e, although my friend Professor Milton]Friedman has no idea what it is as yet. Thcrefore, with a mutuality of interest

s ecialisation of regions, dictated by which not only binds North and South

climat s aan mb rtemperament-a but also East and West, I think the next
climate and maybe tpea nt t isttakcaryndosrutvy
variety of compelling circumstances- step is to talk clearly and constructively

may indicate the most natural and to our counterparts in the Communist

Sprofitable activity for an area. We should regions. All countries and all systems

not distort it by deferring to what is very face a common threat to their survival.

often a sense of prestige-" we must have It should be the aim of this report not

a motor car industry and so on You only to persuade the North to help the

need not have. Your own resources and South but also to persuade East and West

your own circumstances will generate the to work together so that they survive

appropriate industry if you work at it. together.
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.4 p nem.rate was only 1-7 per cent., and in Africa a

4.4 p.m R mere 0.2 per cent., which is effectively

Lord CHORLEY: myk myds made stagnation.

fortunate to be able to mk ymie tgain

sperch on a subject as important as the The first point I want to make, which

Brandt Report. Its subject matter has may seem a bit pedantic, is this-and I

interested me for some 20 years, although use the forceful words of Mr. Robert

my own experience has been rather more- McNamara in a recent speech:

shall I sayx-at the coal face than concer- " There is little point in establishing overall

ned with international conferences and targets which the poorest countries have no hope

commissions. if one is to find a text for whatsoever of achieving".

the report I should rather like to take it is for that reason that I find it dis-

Browning's: si ncerting to read of an UNCTAD

Ah but a man's reach should exceed hi estimate which is referred to in the report,

grasp, of the external capital need to support a

rwat' e for?" 31 per cent. per capita growth rate for

There is running through the report, andthe least developed countries in the next

particularly in the passage by Herr Brandt, two decades. It seems to me that an

a sense of stretching out for goals that understanding of the problems of develop-

are barely attainable and an idealism which ment and how to resolve them in those

found extremely attractive. May I add countries is not going to be advanced by

ow refreshing it is to read a report which giving the impression that average growth

is written in such good English? But, rates can be doubled in such a short time

just as important, the report argues, and even more, that merely supplying

I thought convincingly, that it is just as suficient funds will do the trick. Even

muhinthe orth' inest to foster to achieve far more modest targets re-

much in the North s ntere ood, both quires according to the World Bank, very

p icallyand ina aglobalsense, for sound, bold assumptions both for the economies

if currently unfashionable, Keynsian of the South and in terms of the growth

reasors. 
rate of the OECD countries.

As the noble Earl, Lord Listowel, Development is not just a rather mech-

reminds us, ten years ago Mr. Lester Ianical business o'f supplying funds. It is

Pearson chaired a commission of equal a much more subtle and complex process

ison. heir report, which was also in which institutional and human factors

distinction. Their eprwihasreaeoften the dominant constraint. The

widely acclaimed, concentrated rather more areotent m inatonan Te

narrowly on what might be called con- constraints may be of tradition and reli-

ventional aid. In contrast the canvas of gion, land tenure, education, inexperienced

thi new report is much wider and public administrations, inadequate mana-

recogisespthis, I think, is per haps the gerial infrastructures or inappropriate

most important . point-that Third World social and economic policies. Some of

development depends upon a whole range these problems take a long time to resolve

of other factors, such as North/South and tend to limit a country's capacity to

trade, the role ofmultinational corpora- absorb funds. All this is much better

tions, the rlceofpayments difficulties and appreciated today than it was 10 or 20

the world monetary system, to name but a years ago, and organisations such as the

few. 
World Bank nowadays pay them a great

ew deal of attention particularly at a project

In 1971, following the publication of level; but I must confess that I thought

the Pearson Report, the United Nations the Brandt Report dismissed the problem

General Assembly adopted by acclama- of absorbtive capacity Kather too lightly.

tion an overall strategy which was to

achieve a growth rate In the developing I should like, if I may, to illustrate the

countries of at least 6 per cent. The target sort of problems that arise in practice by

per capita was for an annual average examples from the electric power sector,

increase of 3w per cent. In the event, the with which I am familiar. Too often one

estimated growth rate Is likely to be at fijids, usuall) for reasons of ignorance or

best 5.2 per cent. and only 2.8 per cent. political expediency, that both the level

per capita. For the countries that matter, and the structure of tariffs do not reflect

he porsth countswitha peent. economic costs. Again, it is not un-

of the population, the per capita growth common to find that anything between

HL. 28 U2
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[Lord Chorley.] The Pearson Commission made the 110.

30 and 40 per cent. of electricity supplied same sort of recommendation in much pis not charged for. The reasons are more favourable -circumstances ten yearsvarious. For example, apart from the ago and, as we have heard, the actual
normal transmission losses, one finds that amount of aid in terms of GNP fell slightly. -
meters have broken down because of .We now learn that the United States, mat
inadequate maintenance. Meters are not Germany and Japan have said that they
read and fraud and theft are extensive. will not significantly increase their aid
In one country I have been to recently levels over the next five years. It sounds fus
I found the little stores depot had no as though Her Majesty's Government are
fewer than six different sorts of meters saying much the same thing. It is impor- frorfrom Iron Curtain countries. It seems tant to be realistic. Planning can only
to me quite impossible to run a sensible take place effectively on that basis. post
maintenance workshop if you have an T
array of meters of that sort. This, the
as I say, is not untypical. It may if these are to be the circumstances they
be argued that it is wrong to apply over the next five years, what should be relalbene argued tha itp isa wron to applynabdWestern standards to this sort of thing, one? Frst, I hope that it is reasonable 
but I do not think that gets to the point. o assume that official aid will not be to n
A poor country simply cannot afford such reduced. Secondly, much more effort rath.
losses, which often directly impinge on a needs to go ito tacklng 'fat I loosely priv:

call managerial and organisational prob- o -
lems through technical assistance. Thirdly wheiDiagnosis of these problems is the we need to develop as fast as possible pdet

easy part; carrying through effective imaginative arrangements such as those t,
remedies is much more difficult. It is of the Lom6 Conventions; for example, certausually a human problem because it commodity schemes and improved access a
involves people's motivations and atti- to Northern markets. Last but not least, Thertudes-often down to a grass roots level, the private sector needs greater encourage- r
such as to the people who read meters. ment. I shall come to that point in more ra
Change of this nature takes time so that detail in a moment.
it is not surprising that projects take a
long time to get off the ground, but it c.
is the stuff of development. It is here However, I believe that there is an of c
that technical assistance, provided that even more urgent issue; namely, the balance as n
it is imaginative and that there is a long of payetrbe.Atr temT

important 1973-74 oil price increase, the recycling andterm veynoblem was handled to a major extent the I
"ifs "-can be highly effective, particularly pr
in getting better use from existing invest- by the commercial banks. That was a m th
ment let alone new projects. I believe remarkable achievement, even though in to m
that this is a field of great opportunities. some cases it was not perhaps to the lon

term good of the recipient countries, from
I suppose I should declare an interest nor did it always strengthen a bank's chalat this point since my firm undertakes a balance sheet. Today, it seems highly to b<considerable amount of work of this sort doubtful whether the commercial banks certzi

for the aid agencies and for Governments. will be able to step into the breach to the
If I may be forgiven a personal note, in our same extent again. The burden will tend need
own affairs we do just what I am preaching. to fall on official bodies, probably the ties VWe have a vital interest in strengthening International Monetary Fund, and deperour offices in Third World countries, whether it should be done through existing reor
We do this by technical assistance, or new instruments remains to be seen. Goveparticularly in the form of staff exchanges- For some countries debt service ratios
in both directions and on a quite large are now poor. Therefore, it will be even 4.17
scale. more important to distinguish between

the support needed to adjust to the new Loi
It is against this background that one situation and the support sought to fund pleas,

needs to view the recommendation that deficits arising from levels of expenditure Lord,
official aid levels need to be more than which, regrettably, can no longer be speec!
doubled by 1985. In the present climate, sustained in the long term. The transi- subjc(
and however strong the Keynesian argu- tion will not be easy and will require tincti
ments, this seems to me to be unrealistic. tolerance on both sides. him

need
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Before bringing my remarks to a close, war, there is no subject more important

I should like to mention two other points. or of greater urgency than that chosen
One, which I was glad to see recognised by the noble Earl, Lord Listowel, today.
in the report, is the brain drain of skilled I wish to express from these Benches our
managers and professionals to the North. gratitude to him and our thanks for the
Obviously this is often a question of money way in which he introduced the Motion.
-but not always. Often it is sheer
frustration. I am sure that many of This is an urgent matter because it
your Lordships have come across people relates to the survival of the human
from the South who, for one reason or race-not survival in the short term but
another, or through travelling from one certainly in the medium term. Some of
post to another, have come to the North. your Lordships may have seen a letter
The loss to the countries from which in The Times on 27th February from
they come, although the numbers are Mr. Victor Gordon who said this of the
relatively small, is enormous. Brandt Report:

"To accept the argument that developedThe other point which 1 should like countries threaten the planet with pollution andto mention and which I believe the report resource exhaustion, but at the same time demand
rather underrated is the role of the intensified efforts to develop the under-developed
private sector. I fear that it is a habit countries is contradictory, stupid and veryprivanesto.I fer ethat itr is ahab dangerous. The developed countries do notof planners to forget the entrepreneur, know how to run their own economies, andwhether he be peasant or business pro- societies-let alone anyone else's".
prietor. In the event, he tends to be, at Mr. Gordon concludes by saying:
best, not encouraged and, at worst- "Sir, there are no poor countries, only over-
certainly in some countries-held back so populated ones-our own includeds y
that a major engine for growth is stunted.
There are exceptions, but I believe they I have some sympathy with those
rather prove my point. I also put in a remarks, even though they may be
plea for greater recognition of the role exaggerated. There is a basic contradic-
that our own overseas banks and trading tion in the argument, and it would be
companies can play. I am not thinking dishonest not to admit that a degree of
of co-fiancing arrangements so much paradox exists. Where I differ from
as making better use of their experience Mr. Gordon is in the remedy he advocates;
in Third World private sector commercial namely, that we should stop so-called
and industrial investment. They have " aid " to Third World countries andand ndusria inv stme t. hey ave leave them to stew in their own juice. I -the knowledge, skill and finance to fill dea no th im t h w pra ic a.le
in the gaps which the planners often tend do not think that would be practicable,
to miss. even if it were desirable. We are now

one world and somehow, whatever the
I began my remarks with a quotation difficulties, we must try to solve our

from Browning. In the light of that problems together.
challenge, my own response may seem
to be rather faint-hearted, but that is I propose to confine my remarks
certainly not my intention. My reserva- largely to that aspect of the report dealing
tions relate to practical problems which with the link between poverty and high
need to be thought about and opportuni- birth rates. A number of sobering fore-
ties which need to be exploited. Progress casts are given. The increase in world
depends on imagination. I wish the population from the present figure of
report bon voyage and I hope that the 4J billion to 61 billion within the next
Government will be able to do the same. 20 years is virtually certain. That is the

case because the prospective parents of
4.17 p.m. the new children have already been born.

Lord VERNON: My Lords, it is my What happens after the next 20 years
pleasant duty to congratulate the noble is more problematical. It will depend
Lord, Lord Chorley, on his maiden on the decline in the level of fertility, and
speech. He chose a most stimulating according to the report we could end up
subject and acquitted himself 'with dis- with a 'orld population of anything
tinction. We all look forward to hearing between 8 billion and 15 billion within
him again. With the exception of the 100 years. ,My own guess is that it will
need to prevent the outbreak of nuclear be nearer 15 billion than 8 billion, and I

rnr

4--
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[Lord Vernon.] consider the implications of the forestry into agric

think that the report tends towards over- aspect, they will take a less negative view. are well

optimism. Bearing in mind the appalling available
Jcopitios.hih B alread et my I-Then, my Lords, take the cases of kind. It
conditions which already exist in many India and Bangladesh, and here I move space in
of these countries-the malnutrition, from deforestation back to population, surplus
starvation, the lack of housing,thsups
snemploynt, the hanty osnd th though, Heaven knows, the firewood crisis they canunemployment, the shanty towns and applies to India as much as it does to any

,,dover-urbanisationi-I am only glad that apist ni smc si ost nIshallrnotrbesaive- toinessa thesial other country in the world. In spite of What
andseconomic bprabem wishe scan the most strenuous efforts by the Indian United I

explosion will provide. Government-efforts which may at times several.

have been misjudged and for which, to my importar

The report draws attention to the recent mind, Mrs. Gandhi has been most possible

welcome trend of fertility decline in some unjustly condemned-the birthrate con- countrio

countries. This is certainly encouraging, tinues at an alarming level. As Richard and her

especially in China which contains nearly Wigg, in one of his series of articles from tdb
one-quarter of the world's population. South India in The Times on 4th March As the
But I do not think we should be too put it: our OW

euphoric. There are still large areas of "The doubling of its population over the past conditio

the world-the whole of Africa, for 40 years, has been the greatest sing*e obstacle o pop
li a k across India's path to progress. The country has in the C

place, and indeed in some cases the voted by the genitals ' to negate its own economic Lanka i
plcan de msm asstegains" Aid to

population growth is accelerating. The A
latest figures that I have seen for Kenya In Bangladesh, the position is even to cu
show that the population will double worse than it is in India. Already the poured

within the next 18 years-the fastest most densely populated country i the i is a

growth rate in the world. world, it will double itself within 24 years. has to

What we have to do is to try to ensure that Secor
When I was working in Kenya about India and other developing countries do total a

20 years ago, I remember seeing the not negate in the next 40 years the same projects
Kikuyu women going further and further economic gains as they have negated in the given a
each day in search of their load of firewood, past. . This can be done only by intro- million
which they brought back strapped to their ducing economic development, hand in I per c
foreheads. Women's Lib had not reached hand with population policies. One is to .2 pt
Kenya in those days, and I doubt whether useless without the other. And, of course, still le3
it has reached it now. But the time must economic development means in this con- in gene
come fairly soon when there are no more text education and the emancipation of to n
forests br them to plunder. women. It is largely the lack of education allocati

Lswek aei in y in India, especially of Indian women in b appLast week I asked a Question in your the countryside, which is responsible for .eap

Lordships' House about the alarming rate the relative lack of success in controlling Thin
of destruction of tropical forest. The thprlativl of suctsat contr. nhave t

disappointing, reply which I received people
indicated that the Government were not The effect of education is well illu- crisis '

very concerned. Yes, forest was being strated in Sri Lanka, which has a high 1 belieA

depleted, but there was an awful lot left literacy rate, and which I was fortunate at all

-that was the gist of the reply-and there enough to visit last August as a member of Ministc

was not very much to worry about. But the British delegation attending the politic.

this complacency is not shared by the Parliamentary Conference on Population average
Brandt Commission. They explain, on and Development. It is a small country has nc

page 83 and on page 114, the disastrous and an impoverished one, but its record social c

effects of the present rates of deforestation is impressive. It has already reduced its as a re

-this has already been touched on by the birth rate to 26 per 1,000 which is low by popula
noble Lord, Lord Tanlaw-how the fire- Third World standards. Population
wood crisis of the poor has an indirect control is stressed at all levels, from

effect on the food supply, because of the government departments down to village group

diversion of dung from its proper use as a schools. The British Government have Hough
fertiliser, and how the world's ecological given-and wisely given, in my view existen
system and climate may be gravely -substantial economic aid to Sri Lanka parliar

threatened. So I hope that when the for the Mahaweli dam project. This Will But, in

Government have had more time to bring many hectares of uncultivated land well b
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into agricultural use. But the Sri Lankans I believe that education on population

are well aware that more land is not I and development should start in our

available for indefinite projects of this schools, just as it starts in Sri Lankan

kind. It will merely give them a breathing I schools, and that adult awareness should

space in which to settle some of their be achieved in every way possible, includ-

surplus population, until such time as ing through the medium of television,

they can achieve zero population growth. especially when the fourth channel comes

, into operation. Surely the Government
What are the lessons for us in the have a big part to play here. They can give

United Kingdom? I believe that there are enormous encouragement, if they choose.

several. First, we should-subject to one

important condition-keep up, and if The report covers an enormous field

possible increase, our aid to the developing and I have covered only one small aspect

countries, whether bilateral or multilateral; of it. What is to me important is that

and here I support strongly what was it is not the brain child of academics,

said by the noble Earl, Lord Listowel. however brilliant, but the distilled wisdom

As the Brandt Report makes clear, it is in of some of the world's most distinguished

our own interest to do so. But the statesmen-statesmen who have practical

condition is that such aid must take account experience of the issues and the difficulties

of population policies, or the lack of them, involved. So I hope that when the

in the countries concerned. Aid to Sri Government have had time to digest it-

Lanka is an example of aid well spent. and as it was printed only yesterday they

Aid to a country which is taking no steps have not had much time so far-they will

to curb population growth, is money look very carefully at the recommendationg

poured down the drain. It is useless and of the Brandt Report. It seems to me that

it is an insult to the British taxpayer who they are so important that it is incumbent

has to foot the bill. on the Government to give them the most

sympathetic consideration.
Secondly, a higher proportion of our

total aid should be tied to population Baroness GAITSKELL: My Lords,

projects. Of the resent 706 milliongiveannually in verseas ai, mon before the noble Lord sits down, may I
given annually in overseas aid, only E7 ask him one question? The noble Lord

is tied to such projects; that is, knows that I sympathise with him totally

a I per cent. Even if this were increased
to 2 per cent. or 14 million, it would about birth control, but may I ask him

still leave 700 million for overseas aid whether he remembers that at the Bucha-
stil laveE70 milin fr oersas idrest Population Conference practically

in general. I really do ask the Government est Poulaiy onference pract

f to consider whether or not some re- ever jut oup aid , e W do not

allocation of resources in this way would w." just i wetwang wu knsw
n be how." That is something we must
bappropriate, always take into consideration when we

Thirdly, I belhve that we in the West talk about birth control.

have to do more to educate our own

people to understand the gravity of the Lord VERNON: My Lords, I take the

J-. crisis with which the world is threatened. point of the noble Baroness, and I am sure

I believe that there is profound ignorance that the Brandt Commission have taken

te at all levels. The ignorance starts with it also.

of Miripsters and it pervades the whole body

a poltic. It is hardly surprising that the 4.34 p.m.

3n average man and woman in the street

ry has no idea of the transformation in Lr ICI-ADR M od,1
ry ha oie ftetasomto nI join your Lordships and the previous

rd social conditions which must be expected speyer, Loriships an reus
its as a result of the doubling of the world's speaker, Lord Vernon in congratulating

by Ipopulation within a generation. tenbeLrLr hreo i

onpWtin 
excellent maiden speech. We hope that

Within the last two years a parliamentary we shall hear him many times. The

jilt group under the chairmanship of Lord Brandt'-Repor-tis very significant. Asthe

ige IHoughton of Sowerby has come into papers -very properly say, it is the most

.ive I *
ie existence with a view to stimulating important document which has been

kw 1 parliamentary interest in Westminster. produced in Britain this year. But it is

will But, in my view, the process should extend more than that It is an historic ocu

ind well beyond the confines of Parliament. ment, in the ultimate sense of the word.

I ____nd______ _______________
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[Lord Ritchie-Calder.I - But it is none the less true that, as a head of This is
It can either be treated as a Domesday .overnment, other priorities took up most of y situation.

time and kept me from realizing the full importance
Book in William the Conqueror's sense of of North-South issues. I certainly did not give manifest!
the word or it can be treated a Doomsday enough attention to those of my colleagues who It is no.

Book in terms of the Apocalypse. - We are at that time advocated a reappraisal of our looking
assessing here the world's resources andt priorities', even a q
the nature of the world's problems which As has been said by the noble Lord, for gratr;
can be resolved by the handling of these Lord Vernon, this is a peculiarly I am afr

resources-within those resources, natur- d Venon th i se.ia imstnt the fact

ally I include human resources-and how document in another sense. It has not
wel c ehan dealsnachaotices- sidtuw been produced by eggheads but by ex- as a prc

- w ca del, a haoc wrld wih stu~perienced statesmen, including our o%% problen,
ations which ars tMr. Edward Heath. But I think that proslmi
moment that, no matter where we live, what Willy Brandt says is probably true friend I

m in fact, as the report makes clear in all of the lot of them; not that they had been fact we
its analyses, we are headig for very, very disregarding the world at large but that and not

serious trouble, they had been preoccupied with other As
. things which kept them from realising and, a

As I have said, the report is historic. what is now being impressed upon us: resourc-

We have had many reports in the past, namely, the quite enormous sipificance
including the Pearson Report which, a of this North-South situation, a situation ti(
has been pointed out, was an analysis of which, as has been said, is in its way as uggrsti
how we are going and where we are going. dangerous as the risks of nuclear war-
This is a completely new look. It em- and which may include nuclear war if at this
bodies what 1, form my own personal ex- we neglect it. That is something which L dshi
perience, regard as the lessons of the last we must get to grips with, and thich

to gripse n with, ande bee think because
30 years-lessons which have been con- the report has quite admirably got to the last
sistently and very considerably ignored. t sewtt
Thirty years ago through the UN we grp iSecret r

embarked upon this great experiment in It has been said that there is nothing on the

social developmentvery new or original in the ideas that it travel
contains-that it has all been said before. I came

It was a great experiment in which for Certainly it has been said before in the to prese
the first time in man's history Govern- variety of the conferences which I have said,
ments took responsibility for populations attended during all these years. But the said,
other than their own. We moved i rt is important ins report?
with the special agencies of the World accepts, recognises, analyses and gives of theNations; we moved in with the World authority to those who a few years ago evideno
Bank and the International Monetary would have been regarded purely as the evid
Fund; and we moved in with techcnial " cranky ". We have now got authority cll it
assistance to try to transfer our existing -hen I say we" I mean the people and N
experience and knowledge to those wvhoaniNcouldrene from kitw.ed My expere ho who have had this intimate and active in whic
could benefit from it. My experience of concern in the actual interventionist sense roblen

tryig. -and we are now beginnitig to make our ofitec
When I speak about population, I have point clear. One of the points which pr
to say that I am one of those people we must recognise in this approach to the I sav
who can always put names and faces to development of the world is that it cannot degree
statistics; and that is very sobering when be a " we " and " they " situation. studies
you look back and think about the tuaies
suffering which you have seen and which I think I have previously quoted in that so

you thought you were getting rid of and your Lordships' House the poem of There
then you see the extension of that suffering Rudyard Kipling, Debits and Credits: There
simply by people's omissions. makint

Father and mother and me terms

Naturally, I am impressed by the Sister and auntie say, to do,
NatReport. I am veprysse bytm- All good people like us are ' we' often vBrandt Report. I am very much im- And everyone else is 'they'.

pressed by Willy Brandt's personal intro- And ' they' live over the sea, very gt
duction in which he says what is the hard While ' we' live over the way. them

and regrettable truth about most poli- But would you believe it, ever v

ticians and statesmen. On page 9 of the They look upon 'we' nothin
report he says: as another kind of 'they'?" wou
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This is no longer a "we" and they" ideas as to what culturally, and indeed

situation. As the Brandt Report made ideologically, we wanted and without ever

manifestly clear, we are all in it together. thinking for one moment that they might

It is not a question of where we are have different ideas and aspirations and

looking for our prestige; and it is not culture from those we had.

even a question of where we are looking This has meant the failure of our work:

for gratitude. One of the things which not just the fact that we were wrong i
I am afraid comes throughto often isnojuthefctatwwrerngithe faes thateuhe bn t this trying to do it; it just did not work and
the fact that we have been treating this could not work. So now we have here,

as a problem of charity. This is not a I think, a proper appraisal: the exposure

problem of charity; it is a problem ofoftega, pngndgstywns
of the great, gaping and ghastly wounds

investment, and I agree with my noble that in some cases we have inflicted on the

friend Lord Goronwy-Roberts that in international community in the last 30

fact we should speak about investment years. Because we tried to do this

and not about just the sharing of resources. business of saying, " We are so much better

Aid in this sense is the sharing of resources and so much wiser than you are ". That

and, as I always say, that includes human was wrong because our ultimate wisdom

resources. did not even work when it was on the

ground; we did not evn get the " come-

We now have here an analysis, a study, bauk " efr id t even get th c e

suggestions, substantiations and so forth, back " from it. This means that we

of arguments. What we have to do now clear, thinking again means that there is no

is to look around and see things clearly sense in today's world monetary policy.

at this late hour-and I assure your We must find new mechanisms. There is

Lordships that it is a very late hour also a great deal of criticism, in which I

because of what has failed to happen in have certainly joined-with a great many

the last 30 years. I did a report for the hv yertinds wone inthateath thn

Secretary General of the United Nations of my friends who are intimate with the;
Secrtar Geera ofthe nitd Ntios iworkings of the United Nations' agencies

on the application of science and tech- woring of the Ut Natn agencieS
noloy i th devlopng untres.I I-in saying that we must have another look

nology in the developing countries. I at how the United Nations works. We

travelled the world to cover it, and when are not trying to destroy the international

I came to write that report and, finally, order, but are simply saying that after 30

to present it, the Secretariat of the UN years there are many practical ways 30

said, " What are we going to call this which the organyisation can be improved

report? ". I said, " Call it The Years

that the Locusts have Eaten "-the years One thing is lacking in this report-

of the lost opportunities, because the and this is not a recrimination. I am

evidence had been plain and we neglected surprised, in the light of the breadth and

the evidence. I ma say that we did not depth of the report, how little account has

call it that; we called it New Dimension been taken of what in fact is now, I suggest,

and New Opportunities. That is the way a major factor in thinking about global

in which we now approach the world's problems: the development of the

problems in general-hoping we have reore fte sea. We are now enter-

profited from our mistakes. ing the ninth session of the Law of the Sea

Conference and we hope within a year to

I say emphatically that this report, to a get a law of the sea convention, but in all

degree which has not been evident in most the discussions and all the implications of

studies of this kind, recognises the fact the law of the sea there has to be what this

that so often the mistakes we made were report is asking for; namely, a new

made always with the best intentions- approach, a new type of thinking, a new

There may have been some mischief- " institutionalising " beyond the narrow-

making on the commercial side, but in ness of simply national bargaining.

terms of what we, as people, were trying

to do, it was with the best intentions. It Bargaining is going on on the Law of the

often went wrong, and it went wrong for a Sea Conference, but in the ultimate what

very good reason: that was that we gave wve are really looking for is some kind of

them what we knew they needed without order for the oceans which in fact would

ever asking them what they wanted. So provide a model for what should be

nothing could stick; it was a graft that possible in terms of international co-opera-

would not take. We were imposing our tion As I have said, we want a adequate,

K~. ~., - *
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[Lord Ritchie-Calder.) in general. I should like to reiterate what wa
properly conceived and inspired initer- was said by the noble Lord, Lord Chorley, ho
national seabed authority and we want the in his fine maiden speech about the vision M(
"International Enterprise",technologically of this report and the fact that it is sel
to develop the oceans as the comnmon* vworldwide in its range. It represents M(
heritage. All the things that are going on to us the interdependence of the different
in the ocean debates at the moment concern parts of the world and the different races
all the people we are talking about, in a moving and challenging way. We
including the 40 landlocked countries. In need to be facing this challenge with all th,
the work that I have beendoing on the law its urgency.
of the sea we have been literally, physically In the report there seems to be something
and geographically in the coastal coun- o
tries of Africa, Asia and Latin America, o.f the nature of prohapecy, seeing the o
tresayofgA"ric Asia and aeting mer, vision, accepting its challenge and then
saying " Look what you are taking on. T
You are taking on the 200-mile limit, you showing the way forward, the path which gr.
are claiming the resources of the sea people need to take if they are to realise
bottom, you are claiming to control the the vision. A striking thig about it is
environment of the coastal waters, and that it is completely lackng i the kind
you are trying to get economic advantage of patronage which we and other western it
from this, and still saying that you are not countries so easily adopted in generations TI
going to be exploited in the way that the past. We are shown that we ourselves or
colonial countries of the 19th century were are dependent on the developing countries, th
exploited in terms of the extraction of and this is a recognition that needs to be th

- resources ". They want to have a say in given fully. So I see in this report
what is done. a great responsibility laid on any who have

the well being of humanity at heart, cc
This is a very big problem because the and within this I see a particular responsi- is

peoples of the developing countries must bility for the Christian Churches and their th
acquire the kind of experience, which will leaders. PC

make it possible for them to cope. They I think that we shall be failing greatlyneed not just the ultimate technology, if we do not give this report priority in abut the knowledge how to choose the gre da ot gir thiskre.ot it i a o
technonlogy before one even gets into the great deal of our thinking. But it is also 1technology Oherwseas will ertinly hea particular responsibility laid on Memberstechnology. Otherwise, as will certainly of this House and Members or the House g
happen in the case of the sea, the whole of Commons, and M share the gratitude
of the ocean bed development, the mining of CommnsE, a I re Lithe tu
and everything else, will be taken over to the noble Earl, Lord Listowel, for
not only by the multinational corporations bringing this report at this early stage before ot
but bnl byoneglomatofthem, rptos thethe House, because attention needs to bebut by conglomerates of them, to the given to it. But within the total parfia-se
extent that we shall not be able to identify gientory wsiti ther toaT
the nationality of the components. What mentary responsibility Her Majesty's m
we are talking about here is development Government, whatever Government may
through the transfer of knowledge and be in office at this particular time, have
skillfrom Nort to oh nedg indd a special responsibility. Successive th
an exchane Noretsous.hl amd exper Governments have done a great deal, stian exchange of resources. All my exper- bttesac fteGvrmn ne
ience of 30 years has taught me that this power, as the noble Lord, Lord Vernon, ne
is not in fact charity; it is not aid in thepoeathnblLrdLrd ennn

narowsene f gvig: t s i fct utalhas implied, is of particular importance conarrow sense f gi n: i sin a muba in deterining attitudes and actions in the th

as we are putting in, in all senses of the cr
word. There is one general criticism that some e

people have made and that is the appeal
4.50 p.m. to self-interest. The criticism is made as

The Lord Bishop of DERBY: My though this was something new. In fact, H
Lords, there is a danger that we should it is a principle on which people act in a ft
so concentrate on the details of this report large part of their lives, because few pr
at this stage and begin to criticise them actions are performed from utterly pure m
and qualify them that we render the whole motives. Self-interest very often i
report nugatory. That would be disastrous strengthens and supports good motives. C
not only for ourselves but for the world This is demonstrated continually in the C(
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way in which people are moved to be but we should acknowledge gratefully

honest and speak the truth. But here is what has already been done.

more than self-interest; here is mutual
self-interest, and mutual self-interest We are, however, being asked to double

moved by justice and compassion. official development assistance. Is this

unrealistic? Yes, to some extent it is.

There must be many people who find The phrase has been used, " the relevance

in the report something of an answer to of an impossible ethical ideal ", and we

their quest and their deep longing for can say the same sort of thing about some

world peace. How is this to be secured? things being unrealistic. Here is the

There is a fine sentence: kind of unrealistic vision which can be

T ore arms are not making mankind safr, realised, if the people have the will to

only poorer.". realise it. Of course, there is a need for

This is something which we need to an enormous change of mind, some-

grasp. I do not question the need for thing of a conversion on the part of people

weapons of defence, but it is increasingly in general. No Government can do this

clear that the main threat to the western without popular opinion being ready for

position is from subversion, and therefore this new outlook. But a Government can

it is best countered by non-military means. give a lead. Its own moral convictions

The battle is for the hearts and minds of and its deeds are important. So I hope

ordinary people around the world, and that Her Majesty's Government will

this is one reason why the proposals in support this report in its whole world of

this report are of such urgent importance. ideas, but also I hope, as has been sug-

Anoter ointat hichintrestand gested already, that it will not cut its
present aid, but increase it. I recognise the

concern in this country could be kindled need for cuts in expenditure at the present

is the awareness of world hunger. Some- time but there must be discrimiation.

thing has been done to bring this into A reduction in what is given to overseas

people's consciousness and the con- aid would not only be disastrous in itself

sciousness is becoming more concerned, but would represent something seriously

but a great deal more needs to be done. wrong in the whole attitude and under-

So the need is for the global food pro- standing of the people of this country.

gramme-one part of the four-part emer-

gency programme for the comng five In conclusion, in these days when the

years that the report outlines. Along parable of the Good Samaritan is becoming

with this go the needs for health and part of the stock in trade of political

education, and the need for people inoherucatonti n the Souh o pe - speeches, perhaps I may be allowed to make

other countries in the South to be them-soereenetth.Teprbesosome reference to that . The parables of

selves able to earn a reasonable income. Jesus are not allegories, although they have

This is part of the way in which our frequently been interpreted in that manner,

mutual dependence can develop. so that we cannot argue that the priest

The report stresses, and rightly stresses, and Levite passed by because they were

the quality of aid, and we need to go on having to cut their personal expenditure.

stressing that. We need to ask, for The parable was told in answer to the

exanple, what tools and techniques are question, Who is my neighbour?",

needed by the ordinary worker in other asked by the lawyer wanting to vindicate

countries if progress is to be made. Doing himself. But, as always with parables,

this would help to avoid the kind of haste the way in which.Jesus eals with them at
which has occurred because of indis- the end is the cruhcial point, and what he

criminate charity and the corruption that does is to turn the question right round.

exists in some cases where it has been He does not answer the question "Who

at given. We have Intermediate Technology is my neighbour? " but asks, "Which

as UK, which has been well supported by do you jhink was neighbour to the man

Her Majesty's Government over the past who fell into ep hands of the robbers?"

a few years. -There is the American counter- It is always our response to the situation

pat yAropriate Technology Inter- which matters, and not our attempting to

r national, but A e ought not to ignore the decide who the limited group of people

en new financial appeal of the Schumacher are to whom the help must be given.

e_ Centre for Appropriate Technology. This Go and do as he did " was the result.

.he country can give a great lead in this field, Charity, love of neighbour, expresses

L J4J
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[The Lord Bishop of Norwich.] institutions with authority recognisinc aritslf corporately in justice which is the fact that we have become one world p-:brought about by a mutual sharing of -and that is our environment-" and toresources, and this in general and. in unless we adapt to those circumstances, whparticular is what this splendid report nankind will perish." It is interesting phiurges us to do. - 4 that in 1980 the Brandt Report repeats that so

judgment.
arr5 p.m.ar

ordp~m TFThe other experience which came back atLord TAYLOR of GRYFE: My Lords, to me on reading the Brandt Report is one ne*ithe congratulations of this House are due wi n sre it the noeord, Wc- totwo obl Lors. Frst theareduewhich I share with the noble Lord, Wto two noble Lords. First, they are due Lord Galpern. He and I entered the chto the noble Earl, Lord Listowel, because Glasgow City Council in the 1930s. ofI believe that this is the first legislature At that time the infantile mortality rate in grcthat has debated and discussed this the East-end of Glasgow was 103 per lotimportant international document. We thousand live births. In the West-end thaare, therefore, indebted to him for having of Glasgow it was 23 per thousand live plogiven us the opportunity of a " first ". births. We were living, in that city in a jus.Secondly, the congratulations of the House ih e same situio a cty in ginare, of course, due to the noble Lord, sn the same situation as depicted i gro
Lord Chorley, who spoke with such parities arc much greater-in the Brandt is
distinction and knowledge of the subject Report. We realised hat there was no
that is before us. security, no community of spirit and no

We are fortunate in the House of Lords morality in a city which permitted these dir,Weaefru~t n h os fLrsdisparities. Because of our growing int,to be able to assemble a fair range of social awareness and because of growth in da
expertise, knowledge and experience when mw
we address ourselves to problems of this MC
kind. Of course, it has been said by almost wealth-production, we were able to iron me.
every speaker who has participated in this out some of those disparities and to is I-
debate that, unless we face and deal with create a better social environment for the the
the issues which have been raised, we shall children of Glasgow to live in. In a op
not survive. Perhaps we say it so often, sense the Brandt Report paints that picture ate
and have been saying it so often, that it on a global scale. There is one part of the
tends to become rather meaningless and a our world living in affluence and another bee
clich6. However, if we look at the fabric part lvig i mass poverty, and they are
of Western society or of the world doing that within what we must recognise abl
community we can see that it is already as one world community. ach
shredding here and there. We see the We
uncertainties,thedifficultiesa ndtheinsecur- Nowadays there is no escape. I visit the
ity which are threatening the future of some parts of the world where there is curour great affluence and where people try toescape from responsibility. But there is IWhen I read the Brandt Report, two no escape. We are.interdependcnt and Unpersonal experiences came back to me. to the extent that we ignore the claims of toThe first was when, during the war, the developing world we, in fact, shail weLondon was suffering bombing, I made my suffer too. The central message of the Unway to a flat in Regent Square where there Brandt Report is the mutuality and fixewas a very wise old man with great prop- interdependence of the North and South. intthetic wisdom. He sat amidst the ruins mearound him in Regent Squire and con- The right reverend Prelate the Bishop btatemplated the future of mankind. He of Derby who has just spoken, quoted the cocsaid: "As a biologist, I have studied how question asked by the lawyer in the inspecies in the animal world survive or parable; namely, " Who is my neigh- rat(

disappear. Those that disappear have bour?". That was the challenge. Our in*.
been icapable of adapting to the environ- neighbour is no longer the fellow next isment in which they live. " Mr. H. G. door or the other chap in Glasgow where dayWells, contemplating the post-war Wo-7d, I live: our neighbour is in other parts of rakand looking at the ruins around him made the world. Our concern for our neighbour ma,the same judgment on us. ie said: is the important pomit of the Brandt ing"Unless we are able to create international Report.
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It has been said that the Brandt Report pushed tIp to that extent, it becomes
arises at a most unfortunate time and that increasingly difficult to invest. That is
perhaps we should have paid attention bad for the West and for the growth of
to the Pearson Report of. 10 years ago the economies of the West, but it is even
when we were not operating in an atmos- worse for the developing countries who
phere of public spending cuts, cutbacks and have to borrow substantially in inter-
so on. I do not believe that that is so. national markets in order to finance their
I believe that the Brandt Report has necessary progress.
arrived at a most appropriate time- -
at a time when the world is looking for The uncertainty in world fnancial
new directions, and the basis of modern markets is causing the OPEC countries
Western society is being questioned and to think again and to ask: "Where will
challenged. Any society which runs out we put these petrodollars if they cannot
of its momentum, its dynamic and its be recycled?" In that event they may
growth is difficult to justify. But if we be attracted to keep the oil in the ground,
look around the world today we can see because it is an asset that will survive
that investment is slowing down, unem- if it is kept there. A cut-back i oil
ployment is increasing and the basic production of the OPEC countries could
;ustification of our society, which was a certainly contribute to a general slowing
:rowth society which contributed to the down of the whole world economy.
,reation of increased wealth in the world, That is the threat that is before us. We
is now being questioned. are in a situation where we must move in

new directions if we are to justify the
is this not the time to try to inject new existence of the kind of society that we

directions and even inject some idealism all cherish and enjoy.
into the situation which is becoming I should like to say a few words about
dark with depression? I think that we investment and the importance of invest-
must face these matters realistically. I ment. I agree with the noble Lord, Lord
mentioned that the basis of our society Chorley, about the importance of private
is being challenged. The uncertainties are investment in developing countries. This
there for all to see. Those of us who may sound less morally justified than
operate in the financial world will appreci- outright aid, but outright aid will never
ate the great uncertainties that exist in solve the problem of growth in the
the world's banking system. As has developing countries. Aid is extremely
been said by the noble Lord, Lord important, but the great and substantial
Chorley, on the last occasion we were influence for growth in the developing
able to recycle the petro-dollars-a great countries must come from encouragement
achievement of the world banking system. of private investment. However, private
We did it by various diYices and notably investment must see that investment not
the substantial development of the Euro- as a rip otT in old colonial terms; it must
currency markets. see that investment as a partnership and

must provide for equity participation of
If we look at the present situation of the countries concerned in the growth of

United States banking, which is central the economy and in the development of
to the whole world's banking situation, their material resources.
we see that more than 50 per cent. of
United States bank assets are now held in Therefore, there must be an attitude
fixed interest stocks in a period of rising on the part of private investors to develop
interest rates; that substantial commit- the partnership and have the exchange of
ments are at risk in Iran; that substantial personnel which the noble Lord, Lord
loans are also at risk in the developing Chorley, mentioned, and the exchange in
countries and that we are now engaged technology. Partnership and not simply
in international competition on interest investment is tfp key. _ Private investors
rates. In order to combat its own can Jive and develop for mutual advan-
internal inflation, one country after another tages in these countries. The trouble
is pushing up its interest rates day after about investment so far has been that
day, and even with our higher interest these countries, because they are in a
rates today, there are suggestions that we high-risk situation, have had to borrow
may go even further. These are frighten- short-term in order to finance long-term
ing prospects because if interest rates are investment, oi which there is a slow return

t 1~-V
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[Lord Taylor of Gryfe.] country which we gave in aid at the end of ove
and a delayed pay back. I am always the last war, when this country was We:
fascinated by the fact that there is great bombed and seriously disrupted by the The
excitement in British industry about going years of war and destruction. We then afft
to China to sell power plants and other gave I per cent. of our GNP for the by
major capital items, or lining up to enjoy reconstruction of Europe and the world. The
the excellent terms for suyplying tapital Those who believe that Communism can the
equipment to Eastern Europe and the be contained by simply multiplying arms rela
Soviet Union. They feel that in these should read the figures quoted in the enti
countries there is a degree of safety in Brandt Report, which says that the exp,
long-term investment; these Governments United States gave 4 per cent. of its GNP grie
tend to be around for a lohg time. to Marshall Aid, and it was Marshall Aid cau:

that was a major contributor to the spread sawHowever, there is less certainty and, of Communism throughout the whole of the'therefore, less enthusiasm in investmentof Europe. Therefore, in addressing them- thei
the developing countries. Perhaps the selves to the challenge of the Brandt Report,new international institutions about which I hope that the Government will look at P
the Brandt Report speaks can provide the areas in which they can take initiatives. unnsome kind of scurity and protection for They will earn the credit they deserve oveprivate capital investment in some of these throughout the world if th are shown as ver'
developing countries. The ECGD can pioneers in responding to the challenge of savionly cover its normal insurance risks, but the Brandt Report. wit;
we must have a much greater protection
if private capital is to be sufficiently en- ce;
couraged to take the long-term views which 5.18 p.m.o
are essential in the developing countries. Lord HOUGHTON of SOWERBY: to

My Lords, I join with other noble Lords be;:
I should like to make one final point, in thanking my noble friend Lord Listowel bla

and I apologise for speaking so long. for introducing this debate and the noble be
There is one area that has not been dis- Lord, Lord Chorley, for contributinghis cu
cussed at great length in the debate so maiden speech to it. The noble Lord, Par
far, but to me it is a critical area. It is in Lord Chorley, is obviously well informed be
relation to armaments. The figures quoted and has given a good deal of thought to mic
in the report state that we spent 450 this matter. I think that we shall need sun
billion dollars per annum on arms and that him in the future, and I hope that we shall bue
we spend 20 billion dollars per annum on hear from him on this and other subjects bel<
aid. Surely that is an imbalance; surely again. as
we should realise that the mere pumping wh
of-arms into these areas creates the uncer- I am really concerned with attitudes
tainty and insecurity which we seek to towards this problem because, unless we
avoid. Surely there are opportunities for can change attitudes, we shall get nowhere. mei
initiatives in this direction. I read in the I do not know whether your Lordships wot
Financial Times yesterday that Uganda- read what I thought was a remarkable the
poor old Uganda, suffering from a post- leading article published in the Sunday its
Amin hangover-will this year spend 23 Times of 17th February, which was a 85
per cent. of its budget on defence and 7 splendid introduction to this debate. Ho
per cent. of its budget on agriculture, on With your Lordships' permission, I should a
which its economy depends. Its whole like to quote the first paragraph: for
economy is based on agriculture, yet 7 The most important event this year was the no
per cent. only will go to agriculture but release last week of a small paperback book of will
-n300 pages. It surfaced only briefly in the head- por
23 per cent. to defence. It is that im lines, rapidly submerged by Mark Thatcher and of
balance that we must help to correct and his mother, Arthur Scargill and his bully boys,
this is an area where we can take initia- Kevin Keegan and his manager, and tremors diff
tives. from Teheran to Lake Placid. That in itself is CKIS

part of the problem. The book has more real this
Finally, I come to the queston of aid, meaning for all our lives than any of the clamour all

which has been mentioned. We are far which routinely assails us. mol
short of the 0.7 per cent. which is the What a lot of truth there is in that. the
agreed target. We are far short-and I Indeed, I am sure that many noble Lords this
have quoted this before in this House- will have had the experience I have had sto
of the I per cent. of our GNP in this from time to time when friends have come Thc

NI MV
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over from Asian countries and visited The great thing about this report that
Westminster to listen to our debates. we have had from Willy Brandt and other

They go away reflecting on the politics of distinguished members is that it spells
affluence. They think that we are afflicted out the writing on the wall. A lot of it

by some form of congenital discontent. we have heard before. A lot of it is
The higher the standards of living rise, so true that it will have to be repeated
the more the grievances multiply over time and again. But we have to regard
relativities, fair comparisons, and differ- this as yet another warning to the peoples
entials. Now as we face cuts in public of the world. Our own distinguished

expenditure the air is thicker still with Edward Heath was a member of the Brandt

grievances. Some of the cuts foretold Commission. While it is not unusual to

cause pain and anguish, and send thou- turn to former holders of political power
sands of people on to the streets when for our wisdom and vision-especially

they feel deeply about some threat to our vision-we want these matters also

their sectional or personal interests. to enagge the attention of those who hold
political power at the present, because

But one cut which may ivell pass almost it is their responsibility.
unnoticed at all times is a reduction in
overseas aid. Even where poverty is What qualities of statesmanship emerge

very real this bit of saving, marginal when Ministers are released from the

saving on overseas aid, can be made bondage of office, It is astonishing, and
without upsetting the man in the street. welcome, because politics is too often

The Labour Government did it on one the pragmatic response to short-term

occasion, and this Government did appear pressures. The media take the political

to be doing it themselves. It may not temperature every few weeks to warn

be a chop, it may be a slice with a razor Governments not to go in for long-
blade, but the wound nevertheless will term solutions of anything that might

be there. We may yet see some further prove unpopular, and this is really what
cutback in our overseas aid in the White governs the length and breadth of the

Paper on public expenditure. That would vision of a country under a democracy
be the economics of shame. The econo- unless it is stimulated to understand

mics of reality and of self-interest would the problems that have to be dealt with,

surely be to put overseas aid on the defence and education endows it with the intel-

budget, because that is where it really ligence to pursue them.

belongs. It is the peace of the world
as well as the survival of the world with No intelligent and far-sighted view of the

which we are concerned. future can be taken by any country any-
where without studying population trends

The Brandt Report-a remarkable docu- both at home and elsewhere. If world

ment-tells us thatr-one quarter of the population is growing by I million every
world's population has 80 per cent. of five days, what will another 2 billion people
the world's income, and 90 per cent. of mean to us in the next two decades?

its manufacturing capacity, and consumes There are already hundreds of millions

85 per cent. of the world's oil production. below the poverty line, and if this number

How can we hope for a peaceful future on grows and grows where does the breaking

a formula like that? This is the recipe pointcome? When is the ultimate reached

for revolution, chaos, and war. There is When comes the real threat to world

no doubt about it. How much longer order and civilised living?
will the greater majority of the world's
population tolerate the maldistribution The noble Lord, Lord Tanlaw, referred

of the world's resources? If these wide to some of the problems of the energy
differences between wealth and poverty shortage that faces the world in the future.

existed in this country we should say that How long will it be before the insatiable

this is a moral issue, and we would apply demand for energy of the industrial nations

all our political, economic, and social drives oil starved nations to grow grain,

morality to getting some improvement in crops, and sugar for alcohol fuel instead of

the situation. But to many people in food? What price starvation then when
this country the morals of this problem the distillers of the world unite, rather like

stop at the boundary of our country. the OPEC countries, in order to send up
The nation state is an issue unto itself. the price of the new-found energy?

T- , ,A, , .
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[Lord Houghton of Sowerby.] attention to this group and to join it

Many of the points in the Brandt because the noble Earl, Lord Listowel,

report are not new, and unfortunately the noble Lord, Lord Vernon, and the

they make little impact upon millions noble Lord, Lord Oram, who is yet to

of people throughout the world in the speak, are members of this group. We
better off countries as well as theothers believe that throughout the world people wh

because they are concerned with their are looking to the British group for leader-

everyday affairs. Living to many people ship and initiative in this field, and it no
is a full-time job, and they are not able really would be disgraceful if our prestige

to cast their minds over a wider perspective were to be undermined at this particular

of world conditions and become aroused time by the Government's unimaginative

by it. What we need in this context is approach to public expenditure. I wish

moreermotion;morefeelingsofthemorality Cabinets could get rid of this schoolboy my
of the situation. If more of our moralists mentality that they are not able to save

could get sex off their minds and devote any money unless every Minister shares in sa

their deep feelings about what is decent the misery; I have seen it happen myself CO
in the world to looking at destitution and There should be some courage which his

poverty and the ghastly conditions else- enables Ministers and Cabinets to dis- to

where, then it might be a better world to criminate between one form of saving of

live in. public expenditure and anQiher.

We shall not get public opinion aroused What we are looking to the Minister de

easily over this, but we have to do our best. to give us is as firm an assurance as he of
af

Above all, it is the political will, and the can that by 1985 this country will reach
political leadership of men and women of the target of the proportion of GNP to pr
determination, with a sense of national be devoted to overseas aid that we set

duty, who feel as strongly about this as ourselves to accomplish this year, and

they feel about security and defence that we are only half way there. I sincerely sh

is needed. I believe that our political hope that that at least can come from the th

leadership need the reinforcement of the Government. I believe it would be quite

: numbers and voices of Members of your shocking if Britain pleaded poverty to the

Lordships' House and of another place to destitute of the world and said, " We are to

encourage them, and to give them the sorry, but we cannot afford it ". They
feeling that they are doing what it is wise know we can afford it, and we can. What ev

and desirable to do. a mockery in The Year of the Child to
r i know that in the poorest countries one

child in four dies before the age of five,
interesting speech, was kind enough to and I conclude with a parting shot to the
refer to me and to the British Group on House, to the Government and to any- sni

Population and Development-a member body else who is listening: that alone Lo
of the International Group of Parliamen- should put some of the worries of this is
tarians on Population and Development- week in better perspective, s
which came into being two years ago. as
It is a remarkable creation in parliamen- to
tary activity. Only two years ago was this 5.33 p.m. we
movement started throughout the world, ord ALDINGTON: My Lords, I of
and the initiative was provided largely by a wsha ouscudswtecpatym
few able Members of both Houses of this fo xotn evu oohr stemr
Parliament. At the Columbo Conference for exporting fervour to others as the

last September, at which Mr. Edward noble Lord, Lord Hougzhton of Sowerby, ab
ath spoe aongtmay hr ntabe has shown us today and on other days. tin

Heath spoke among many other ld I agree with him. We have a job to do in ntb

58 delegations of countries with a parlia- the country as a whole to make people m
measstemns cametoethr to poin understand this problem, and I join with an

inny common caraton o on others in thanking the noble Earl, Lord
common oseandoe Lods were Listowel, for initiating this debate, evencommon purpose, and noble Lords were prhh nwsta ondi ifcl

supledinlagenumbers with what has though he knows that I found it difficult wt
supplied h large oumbeclaraton, to get through the report in time for this
been called the Columbo Declaration. dine ern nmidta twsd

I debate, bearing in mind that it was

If I may be permitted a parliamentary published so recently. I also join noble re

commercial, I beseech noble Lords to give Lords in congratulating my old friend,
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if I may call him that, the noble Lord, certainty is that all these things will get

Lord Chorley, who for many years was worse if we go on as we are, despite the

an auditor of a great international bank very praiseworthy steps that have been

of which I was chairman, and who dis- taken by many countries and their

played a mastery of the problem about Governments, by international institutions,

which he spoke to us so well this after- the World Bank, the United Nations,

noon as well as an awesome and perhaps food organsations and so on, despite the
wholesome strictness about figures. I enormous increase in private international

wish also to thank the noble Lord, lending to developing countries, in recent

Lord Goronwy-Roberts, for what he years particularly, and, I think we should

said from the Front Bench opposite and, add, despite the very significant steps that

if I am allowed to do so, on behalf of have been taken by a number of countries

my right honourable friend Mr. Heath, of the developing world to improve their

I should like to thank him for what he own situation in recent decades. I would

said, I believe most deservedly, about his mention Kenya and India and, more

contribution to this discussion. I hope recently, South Korea, and to me the

his noble friends will pass on those thanks thriving success of some others, Singapore

to the noble Lord, Lord Goronwy- and Taiwan, is not a reason for doing

Roberts. nothing but a sign of what can be done.

I asked myself, as I prepared for this It must be said about this report that it

debate, besieged as one is by the problems is in every way a balanced document as

of today, running one's business, looking well as a comprehensive survey of the

at the problems of the economy and the world situation. Frankly, I do not detect

problems of Europe, besieged all around, in the report the shortcomings mentioned

why it was that somebody like myself by the noble Lord, Lord Tanlaw, speaking

-- and there are plenty of others like me- from the Liberal Benches. He mentioned

should wish to take time off from those two-energy and conservation-and I

things and join your Lordships in a turned up the pages, carefully indexed,

discussion of this great problem and of and I found exactly the points covered

solutions to it that seem to run counter which he said were not mentioned, and I

to everything we read in our morning will return to one of them shortly.

newspapers about cut, cut, cut and to T

everything we read about the impossibility The report reminds us of the steps taken

of having growth in the standard of living by international agencies even right up to
an gwh the earnidasrdfopeopelast year. It reminds us of the great

benefits to many of the developing nations

My answer is quite simple, and it is the that have followed from the activities of

same as the answer given by several of your the private sector in the North and particu-

Lordships. It is simply that the world larly from the activities of what are called

is one; one world, an idea of today just trans-national companies, and it reminds

as important as the idea of our ancestors us of the fears which some peoples have

of 120 years and more ago when they had of them. The report also reminds us that

to explain to our countrymen that we the developing nations of the world have

were one nation. It is this global vision themselves a vital role to play and want to

of the Brandt Report which has brought be self-reliant. Again, in answer to a

me here this afternoon and persuaded point made by the noble Lord, Lord

me to inflict myself on your Lordships Tanlaw, it certainly does not seek to set

about overseas aid policy for the first out the kind of society which the develop-

time for about 10 years; in fact, on the last ing countries should have. It specifically

occasion my noble friend sitting next to says that they must deide that, and on this

me, Lord Home of the Hirsel, was occasion I am on the side of the report,

answering the debate. not on the side of the Liberal Benches in

As Chancellor Brandt wrote, it is this House.
precisely in this time of crisis that basic I should like to ask the noble Lord who

world issues must be faced and bold is to speak "for the- Government a more

initiatives taken. At this stage in the simple question than was asked by the

debate there is no need to rehearse the noble Lord who preceded me. I should

report's analysis of the facts. about the merely like to ask him whether the

world. These facts are horrifying and the Government accept the analysis in the

H.L. 28 V
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[Lord Aldington.. a full comprehension of the problems, of therc

report of the present world situation and- the commission's' very balanced attitude, helpi
of the consequences of the world going and of the need for the commission's whic
on as at present: If the answer is, Yes, regommendation. My experience shows impc
I think the noble Lord will. get thg right me that it is certainly far from being bad
answer to his question, too. good bedside reading, whatever that may crow

The great theme in the report is the mean. It is certainly not full of cliches, whic
and it is most certainly right up-to-datetheme of mutality; the theme that there ndvysesieoftepbesofIt

is a mutual interest shared by the North a v tiv ot pbe,
and the South, and thAt this mutual ast year an is. minu
interest is the cement that should bind us Tam reminded of an old advertisement- The
together i tackling the problems. It is I think it was a Guiness advertisement- trans
this mutual interest that is the basis of which some of your Lordships may recall tion.
the recommendations that are made, and, seeing. It was a picture of a man gazing Of c-
I think, the basis of the hope of the Corn- at a bottle of Guinness and at a glass full we a
missioners that more action will follow of it, saying, we a:
more quickly than has followed other ' ' resot
reports, which perhaps stressed more the are;
duty that we have-and it is a duty, as Perhaps without being acebsed of having ferre
the right reverend Prelate reminded us- no soul, nor any humanity, I might now to th
arising from common humanity to turn to the arguments-or some of them- oil-p
eliminate poverty and suffering, and to of mutual interest; and I think that on this incre
give opportunities to the developing occasion I do so with the blessing of the tion
world. right reverend Prelate. First, there is the shou'

question of the available resources of the slimSome Members of your Lordships' North and the urgent needs of the South. moreHouse-I do not think many among thosepresnt tdaymaylikesom outide The report makes these clear in starkpresent today-may, like some tsade reality. There are 18 million people un- Bu
commentators, nurse the suspicion that a epydinte EC cotrsadneces

docuentsiged y 18proinet crn-employed in the OECD countries, and fCCdocument signed by 18 promient com- there is a crying demand from the South incre
missioners drawn from so many parts of fo h rdcswihmgtrsl rmrelati

t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o tfe u h l ah e pr d c s hitch g t esul t fromthe world, and from the wvhole political terbigmpodaanndwchreI beli
spectrum of the world, must be the wrhbten20ad40ilonolrsago.
product of some unholy alliance, devoid a er hr sasrih ro fsaefor ft

V. of vital principle. This unworthy sus- resources and need for them. As the to th
picion perhaps explains the barely con- economist puritan of The Times put it in a to 0
cealed hostility to the report that was If W,
shown by at least one question in your ld .r.lecon:Ldsp'House, nIt makes sense to raise the living standards crsLordships' Housand by some quests of the poor to stimulate trade and economic crets
in another place, when Government rowth." more
Statements about development policy for ol
were made on 20th February. There is Nor should we be unmindful of the a littl
one comment to which I want to refer, fact that 60 per cent. of the world's exports our t
made by one of my noble friends, who of the major agricultural and mineral achie
warned my noble friend the Secretary of commodities, other than oil, originate instai
State that: from the Third World; and there is plenty

While the Brandt Report may be good of evidence that further exploration and Of
bedside reading, it is full of clich6s and much of better agricultural methods could enor make
the evidence seems to have been brought from a mously increase the production of these and
period in which the atmosphere is quite different commodites. All these things would be unde
from today's in terms of productivity.-[Official to the benefit of the world as a whole. you e
Report, 20/2/80; col. 753.1 ing t

Actually on 20th February the report In these times of inflation and recession, not
had not of course been published, and surely the Northern countries can see the carrit
clearly my noble friend had not read it. value to them of an increase in world is no
Certainly there were summaries in the trade generally, in world wealth generally, play
newspapers. But those of your Lordships that comes from better markets in the their
who have read it will, I think, join with developing countries and more exports of ducti-
me in saying to others that it is only by commodities and, yes, manufactured goods cannt
reading it fully that most of us can get too. Then there is a mutual interest (is been

H.L. 2'
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.here not?) between North and South in infrastructure is strengthened by govern-
helping the South to avoid conditions in mental aid and world institutional support.
which peace and ordered government are As we have been reminded in the report,
inpossible because of shortage of food, and by some speakers this afternoon, there
bad health, bad living conditions, over- are.poor countries where private industrial
crowding and lack of work-situations in aid without governmental support is
which terrorists grow and thrive. just not possible. I certainly agree with

much of what the noble Lord, Lord
It is against that background of mutual Taylor of Gryfe, said about private

interest that I shall now refer for a few investment.
minutes to some of the recommendations.
The report calls for a massive additional There are other recommendations for
transfer of resources, rising to an addi- increasing the funds available to the
tional 60 billion dollars a year in 1985. developing world. The World Bank are,
Of course, we know that in this country I know, looking at all the recommenda-
we are short of resources, or we feel that tions in the report which affect them,
we are. We are forced to use more of our including the increase in their borrowings
resources on defence, or we feel that we and their borrowing powers. Knowing
are; and over recent years we have trans- the quality of that institution and its
ferred several billions of dollars, in addition leadership, I do not find it surprising that
t that which we used to transfer, to the they are already examining closely each

[-producing countries as a result of the one of those recommendations.
Wcreased price in oil. Happily that situa-
tion is beginning to be balanced. We Then there are the proposals about
should remember that we are trying to special drawing rights, which I need not

slim ourselves down so that we may be a go into, other than to say that the report
sore poueve on staspecifically deals with the charge that

these might be inflationary in the world.
But, surely, none of these things is This is to be conducted in a way that will

necessarily a bar to maintaining, or even not be inflationary. The new type of
increasing, the level of our aid, which in recommendation in this field is that more
relation to our gross national product is, funds should be raised from automatic
I believe, less than what it was eight years sources, or in an automatic way. The
ago. Indeed, there is much to be said commission examined a number of possi-
for fulfilling statements of intention made bilities, including levies related to inter-
to the world to raise the level of our aid national trade, military expenditure, arms
to 0-7 per cent. of gross national product. export and some other things. Immediate
If we did so, we should not destroy our fright has been taken to the possibility
economy, any more than we do by in- of such levies by some commentators and
creasing our defence expenditure, or any some industrialists. The commission does

- re than we did by hagng to pay more not rely upon this new automatic source
r our oil. We might put ourselves under in the immediate future, for the next five

a jittle strain, but if as a result of more aid years; but the report does claim that a
our trade goes up, that might help us to system of universal and automatic con-
achieve other economic objectives; for tribution would help to establish the
instance, more jobs. principle of global responsibility, to which

they attach a lot of importance, and
Of cours , the Government have t could be a step toward co-management of

make a balanced judgment of priorities the world's economy. Surely, in prin-
and the consequences. Of course, I ciple, we would -all agree with that as
understand that; and of course I know that c wat
you do not strengthen the weak by weaken- an aim.
ing the strong. But, my Lords, this is In principle, I find it hard to see how a
not a case of expenditure being better levy of, say, 0-5 per cent.-because that is
carried on by the private sector. That all they are talking about-even on inter-
is not an alternative. Banks and industry national trade, would harm or in any way
play their part, and will go on playing obstruct trade-and here is the one
their part, in relation to loans and pro- difference I-have in the whole speech made
duction in the developing world, but they by the noble Lord who spoke from the
cannot do very much more than they have Front Bench -opposite. We are used to

been doing, unless the developing world's far larger percentages of levies on home

H.L. 28 V2
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- -rd Aldingmore technological assistance, apart from paint
[Lord Aldington.1 paid hul egvn otedveoigcntr

trade, and even on some parts of inter- funds, should be given to the developing confrh
national trade, admittedly for national countries? which

reasons, but nobody can say that. they
greatly block the arteries of trade. The Lord ALDINGTON Yes, my Lords, It h

one doubt I have is the doubt expressly I do. If I mentioned every point on the ar

stated in the report; that is, that a levy on which I agreed with the reportbecause after

- international trade will impinge very that is in the report-I should be here, the

differently on some of the. rich countries not for 20 minutes, which is much too The

who import little. But that funds have to long, but for about 60. So the answer Nortl

be available to the South there can be no is, Yes, my Lords, and I should now like

doubt, and I say again that private funds to bring my speech, which I hope hasdYe

will flow if the basic structure in each lacked nothing in fervour following the difer

country is secure, and only if it is secure- noble Lord who proceeded me, to a these

and that is the importance of governmental conclusion. I hope very much that Her of

aid and of the support of world institu- Majesty's Government are going to give throt

tions. a lead to other countries, including the was
Eastern bloc, in supporting this report- fige

t.; There are some other recommcndatiOns the facts, the conclusions and the recom- and
which I have no time to mention, other mendations. Certainly it is possible to Asia

than that on energy, to which I attach pick holes in the details of a number of comi

enormous importance. The energy prob- individual recommendations, but I agree they

lem in the developing world is dealt with with the right reverend Prelate that what conc

very iths e h ha veen Pwe lade sh iP anat

very fully; and then, in addition, there is an

the problem of the oil-producing countries, should concentrate on is the theme of the part

with the vast amount of dollars that are report, the attitude of it and the package

transferring to them from the rest of the of recommendations, and I hope that that

world. All this has been dealt with very is what we shall hear from Her Majestys the

well by my right honourable friend Mr. Government this evenng. Brar

Heath in an article written in The Times, Br

to which I hope your Lordships have paid 555 p.m.
some attention, suggesting a kind of con-
cordat between the rest of the world and Lord BROCKWAY: My Lords, I am in a

the oil suppliers. I see great hope if that glad to be following the noble Lord, and

idea is pursued. Lord Aldinaton. It is a new experience. only

-The noble Lord, Lord Tanlaw, referred spokesman from this Bench generallY we
theimorane f uclarenrg. hspokesman from that Bench andrathe well.

to the importance of nuclear energy. represent the extreme opposites in this dieer

Who am I to deny that?-because I am House; and therefore, tonight, it is deer

still the chairman of the National Nuclear particularly welcome that he has delivered ofa

Corporation. But I have to differ from a speech with which those on theseNha
him in thinking that nuclear power would Benches are in almost entire agreement. Not

solve the problems of energy in the We very much hope that Her Majesty's Sou

poorest countries. It most certainly would Government, who pay more attentio to pet

not. Nuclear power is economic and that Bench than to this, will seriously bet

useful where the demand is high, and consider the appeal which he has made ant

nuclear power is most economic in big that priority should be given by the act)

dollops, if I may put it like that. There . Government to the problems which are

are other sources of energy-solar energy raised in the Brandt Report.

-which are very relevant from the point r ssb
of view of many of the developing coun- In previous speeches and i publi, Fu

tries. My Lords, I have taken rather too cations I have tried to put forward, Sol

long. broadly, the economic measures which are 12

necessary in order that the gulf between die

Lord LLOYD of KILGERRAN: My the rich North and the poor South can the

Lords, I am sorry to interrupt the noble be bridged. They have been based, th;

Lord, but he referred to cliches, he is now mostly, on the proposals of the group of de!

directing himself to energy, and he had the 77 (now a group of over 100) nations in de

kindness to say that he was not on the side their new international economic order. Af

of the Liberal Benches. Would the noble But tonight I do not wish to speak in that en

Lord agree with the Liberal Benches that context. Instead, I propose to try to be
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paint the background of the North-South indeed the world, moved towards rearma-

confrontation, and to suggest the attitudes ment and war.

which may, instead, lead to co-operation. t is ironic that var, despite all its

ing experience over destruction and death, brought more
It has been a saddenin xeineoe prosperity to the common people of this

the last six years to see how, at conferance country and, even more, a common
after conference between the Nortl nd pury and en morve anommon

the South, there has been de ock. purpose, a readiness to serve and to

TeUNCTAD conferences, 0' Paris sacrifice, more than we have ever yet

The UnCtAd conference achieved in peace. After the war great

North and South dialogue, the conferences reconstruction, aided by the Marshall

of all the agencies of the United Nations Plan, meant that we went for some years
-Yes, a little agreement here, but deep wathuat ent fo thers
differences regarding an approach to without depression, but now there is

these problems. I believe that the report r on aai t want t sugessio is

of the Brandt Commission will break House that the present recession is more

through this deadlock. Its membership seiuthnw haevrhdbfo.
waruites ds Few economists believe that the policies
was quite extraordmnary-distinguished o h rsn oenetwl ov
figures from all the Western countries of the present Government will solve
andrdsstinguishedhfigusesrfromuAtrics it and bring prosperity. Even if their
and distinguished figures from Africa' policies were correct domestically they

upletely opposite ideologies, and yet desil aud this recession is a world

y came to these quite extraordinary
conclusions. Britain was represented by Unlike the late 30s, rearmament and

an ex-Prime Minister belonging to the war are not going to end our present

party opposite, Mr. Edward Heath. recession, because war today with its
nuclear weapons would end us all; but

I want to pay a particular tribute to unless the recession is ended a disaster

the chairman of the commission, Willy almost equal to war will occur. I do not

Brandt. I regard him as the greatest think we have yet begun to understand

world statesman of today. His intro- these possibilities. I mean the disaster

duction to this report is a masterpiece of chaos in the world. The first dim

in analysis, in direction and in inspiration, warnings of this are already being sounded.

and I hope that his contribution may be What do I mean by the disaster of chaos?

only a beginning to contributions towards Million unemployed; destruction of

world settlement in the sphere of war as welfare to the point of actual want; ill

well as in the sphere of economic health, even death; mounting economic

differences. The world is now in a very catastrophy; and that to be followed by

deep depression. No one can see the end mass revolts which will pay little attention

of it. It is graver than any depression to law and order. The danger today of

hs been before. ' It affqcts not only the our depression is that it will end in a revolt

Drth but also the Soulh. Indeed, the against any social order itself.

.,uth is in an almost permanent de-

pression, but in recent years the gulf If you think this view is extreme, turn

between standards of life in the North to the introduction of this report by Willy

and standards of life in the South has Brandt:

actually grown. We are aware that, this Report is being pub-
lished at a time when rich countries are deeply

worid by the prospects of prolonged 'recession
In this report attention is drawn to the wd the prspetst or proner ion'

fact that h ntdNtosCides and the diminishing stability of international
actht the United Nations Childrens relations.-

Fund, UNICEF, estimates that in the We believe that these difficulties are more

South in the one year, 1978, more than serious than those of past recessions and econom

12 million children under the age of five crises. it would be dangerous and insi t

died of hunger. The last recession in suggest that they can be overcome with the
diedof ungr. he lst ecesio in conventional tools of previous decades."

the West was in the 1930s. It is significant Hneis thoso

that every economist analysing that He adds this: ,

depression stated that it was due to the cWar is often thought of in terms of military

deepening poverty of the peoples in conflict, or -even annihilation. But there is a
Afrind pAsia. Thath depesn asgrowing awareness that an equal danger might be
Africa and Asia. That depression was casa euto ashneeooi

ende no byconsruciveplaningbutchaos--as a result of mass hunger, economic
ended not by constructive planning but disaster, environmental catastrophes, and

because this country and the West, terrorism

- - 4 - 4
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[Lord Brockway.) listening to me, I believe we are on the the Sunda

It is the greatest indictment of our time eve now of a great crusade, a great sWales is

that mass hunger exists in the world when revival, a great enlightenment of the says-I rci

technical advance would enable us, if it peoples of the world which will seek to ago:

were properly organised, to feed, clothe, achieve the ends of this report and the -What n s

house and educate within the period of a end of war and of poverty. than hndial
decade every human being on earth. There, in

What is the reason for our failure? 1 6.15 p.m. mutuality
suggest it is the poverty of the millions Lord BROOKS of TREMORFA: My confess t

on the earth. Without their demands for LordBROSo EM FAMycnest

goods the factories close. When demand Lords, I should like to begin by offering and when

dis reduced to a trickle, as it is now, an apology to your Lordships for not Brandt R,

recession comes and it continues until attending the early part of this debate. extremely

edemand gows I arranged that I should speak rather late Lord List
dgrows. in the afternoon because I had to attend of it, bece

The Brandt Report is not only a an important meeting which I could not part of

measure of cheer to the poor of the South; possibly avoid. I think it is inevitable whether 2

it is a message of cheer to the unemployed that if I were to make a speech at length over to p,
- it s a essag of heer o th unem oye I should be repeating much of what has b h

of the North. It is a document which p f be the :

promises our return to full employment gone before. I am extremely grateful to race.

and human welfare equally with the my noble friend, Lord List6vel, for

emancipation of the South. It is a arranging this debate, but I am most How (

charter of hope to the world. We have pleased that I was here to listen to my workers,

seen that one way to increase demand is noble friend, Lord Brockway. I have the peop

rearmament and war. Are we really been listening to him and reading him But the

going to accept that as an alternative to for more than 30 years, and whenever I have a

ending poverty? Armament-making pro- listen to him the words of Conrad come to our

vides work and also increased consump- to me. He said that mankind was for- in this

tion through wages, but the product is ever walking on a thin crust which was selves, t,

sheer waste or annihilation. The likely to open up and engulf him at any poverty

world's expenditure on armaments could time. I think the time is drawing near the wor

rend poverty in the world within a few when something like the kind of proposals the pov

years. contained in the Brandt Report must be as a res

p ut into operation if our world is to poverty

I should like to quote the Brandt survive. expedr

Report again: Mwas brt
Reprt gd My noble friend, Lord Houghton,

"One half of 1 per cent. of one year's world d noe fed Lr c Houghtoy,

an prahsl.sfiinyi oddfctlw tehaigt htatcemgtbmilitary 
ibxpenditure would pay for all the farming referred to the leading article in the MYI

equipment needed to increase food production Sunday Times of a few weeks ago I think respect
and approach self-sufficiency in food deficit low the heading to that article might be amy no
income countries by 1990." sub-title to the programme for survival, had r

My Lords, one half of I per cent. of because it says: "How to avoid the Tomort

military expenditure could end the hunger Third World War ". That goes to the Lordsf

for food in the world. We have fewer than essence of the problem facing not only wonde

20 years to go before the end of this this country but the whole of the human your I

Sicentury. The aim of all who care for race. I have listened with great interest com

humanity must be to end both war and to Mr. Edward Heath, both on television great

poverty by the year 2000. I believe it and on a radio programme recently when in a

can be done. he appeared on Radio Wales. What how i
struck me about Mr. Heath's approach to of mn

This is a mad world but there are more the Brandt Report was the realism of he Po
sensible people in it than there have ever that approach. Throughout the whole gap i
been. That number will grow. In the of the interview he stressed that it was in was
next few years there will be a mass move- our interests as well as in the interests of pover

ment throughout the world of peoples the poorer people of the world that there speci

who will say, "We will have no more should be a coming together and a in a

war and we will end poverty ". I welcome mutuality of interest. area.

that kind of approach. It will have to In a debate which I introduced in the r

o very much further, but, although it House recently on the social and econoend

may seem impossible to those who are problems of WVales, I was pleased to call
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the Sunday Times article in aid, because mankind has yet devised. Since then,
Wales is mentioned in the article. It we have all lived through a period of

says-I repeat what I said a week or so increasing tension in the world, of increas-

ago: ing suspicion in the world; and if we

What is more eccentric, one might wonder, survive to the end of this century it will
than having a steelworks in Llanwern lie idle be more by luck than by design.
while India laments a shortage of steel?"

There, in a nutshell, is the essence of the It is my belief that we in the Western
mutuality of interests. I am bound to world, the affluent world, however difficult
confess that when I listen to Mr. Heath we think our circumstances are, must take
and when I read the comments on the this report seriously. My noble friend
Brandt Report-here may I say that I am Lord Houghton of Sowerby has said that
extremely grateful to my noble friend, there is a group of your Lordships who
Lord Listowel, for sending me a summary are already active to this end. May I
of it, because I have not read the report- say to him that if my puny efforts can help
part of the politician in me wonders in any way I shall be pleased and anxious
whether it is possible to get the message to join them? The report calls for a
over to people that the Brandt Report may world summit this year to consider an
be the last hope for the whole human emergency programme. It lists the prio-
race. rities as: a global food programme, a

worldwide energy strategy, a reform of the
How does one say to redundant steel- international monetary system and a huge

workers, " It is in your interests to help transfer of funds to the poorer countries.
the people in the underdeveloped world "? I shall be extremely interested to hear the
But the attempt must be made. We all response of the Government to this
have a responsibility and a duty to say invitation, because somebody-an Ameri-
to our people, whatever their problems can, I believe-said that Britain had lost
in this time of economic crisis for our- an empire but had yet to find a role. It
selves, that if they think they are suffering is here waiting for us.
poverty they do not know the meaning of
the word. The real poverty in the world,
the poverty which is brought closer to us 6.23 p.m.
as a result of television, is aching poverty, Lord HOLDERNESS: My Lords, it

poverty which we in this country never is a pleasure for me to follow the noble

experienced even in the 'thirties, when I Lord, Lord Brooks of Tremorfa. I should
was brought up. like to add my gratitude to his to the noble

Earl, Lord Listowel, for not only initiating

My Lords, I referred earlier to my great the debate but giving me the chance to

respect and admiration, even love, for assure him that even very new Peers are

my noble friend Lord Brockway but I well aware of the service that he has

had not read his book, Tomorrow, rendered to your Lordships' House in the

Tomorrow, and I took advantage of your past and are also aware of the work that

Lordships' Library to do so. It is a he did i various parts of the Common-

wonderful book and if any Member of wealth during the two decades that

your Lordships' House has not read it, followed the last war. Scientists, although
I commend it. He pays this House a not always entirely unanimous, are at least

great number of compliments. He says in agreement that the planet on which

in a chapter, " Going to the Lords ", we are now making our temporary home

how impressed he was by the experience has existed for quite a long time. I beleve
of many of your Lordships. However, that it is generally thought to have existed

he pointed out that perhaps there was a between three billion years and five billion

gap in this experience and that there years. They also agree, I understand,

was little experience here of actual that human beings have made their own

poverty. I myself do not claim to be a appearance on this planet comparatively

special case in any way; but I was born recently. I fancy that the historians of

in a period of depression in a depressed the future are- probably going to add that,

area. I lived through the whole of the over the.few centuries during which the

1930s, which led to the most horrible actions of individuals, or of collections of

war in our history, a war which was individuals, have had an impact on the

ended by the most horrific weapon that whole world, or on a considerable part of

~-'J
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[Lord Holderness. prevent it are not what one might call grea
it, mankind has managed to sow very real dazzlingly bright. - pro
doubts as to the capacity of the human race the
to survive very far into the third millennium- It is conceivable, although not immedi-pien
after Christ, which we hope to enter in ately probable, that East and West might in r(
about 20 years' time. - agree to calm the race for arms. The of ,

commission, as I think the noble Lord, the
Thus, while scientists are judging this Lord Taylor, has clearly implied, has of

planet on which we live to be at about po'nted to the enormous social benefit nati
the middle of its useful life, we have a within easy reach if arms production is, t
score of distinguished andv as has been throughout the world could be halted for con
emphasised, most experienced A men, even 24 hours. Fortunately, too, we can tow:
considering man's ability over the next still avoid what the Brandt Report Poo
few decades so to shape the course of the described as the irreversible destruction of argt
world that we can avoid destruction signficant resources or of the environ- Brit
within a few decades. I should like to ment; although the commission warns us ear
express my agreement with the noble Lord, of our present nearness to that danger in abo
Lord Taylor of Gryfe, who remarked that many parts of the world. But it is clear
he thought that the Brandt Report has to me that we can avoid that irreversible B
arrived at a very opportune time. I destruction of resources qnly if the ovei
should like to add also how greatly I excessive demands which we make on a shol
relished the vigorous welcome given to it reasonably bounteous earth and sea are is i,
by the noble Lord, Lord Brockway, whom reversed before it is too late. Meanwhile, Cor
it was, for me, an enormous pleasure to despite these well-founded warnings of by
hear again, possible disaster, to an observant visitor OE(

from another planet this basic problem of inve
The prospects ahead certainly demand our planet must seem delightfully simple, cont

strong nerves and call for courageous and its solution is surely not beyond col
decisions. There are the problems of over- the wit of man or of a visitor from Mars. hap
population, of grinding poverty, of starva- This has been well described by my und
tion, disease, vast unemployment-all on noble friend Lord Aldington and others. the

escale hav poe ou that during this Here are two-thirds or more of the world's Of
deagte- de canshardly population, hungry, sick, illiterate, badly myI-, 4~~ imagine-and, over all else, the desperate,inedoftegdspdudbyteth

deah omptiionofthears rce whci in need of the goods produced by the othcdeath omeion ord rmska, ich richer North and the technical skills at our absthe noble Lord, Lord Brockway, in parti- comn. enhiete ot, tiv
cular has mentioned. On some of the command. Meanwhile the North, at invecularhas entined.On sme o thep resent rather less affluent than it was, isth
loonling problems of the next few decades, resng aefeive dan fo wsish
even the leadership of arch angels could dreamig of an effective demand for which par.

harly akean mprssin. dobtgoods could be produced by 18 million at wor'

whether there is anything except disaster present unemployed. This was well I pe
itself, or the unlikely abstinence of billions brought out by the noble Lord i his a saof and speech just now. It should not be valu

youg frtie cupls, hatcannow impossible for the w-orld to provide the
prevent a world population of about 6 bil- Sossith prhasing pow o mae
lion in the year 2000 A.D. That means efeti t leaspr o t mke the
more human beings on this planet then potetia deasd Frthe Sth, ths havi

thanthesumtotl o al wh hae lved potential demand. For the South, this Pathan the sum total of all who have lived would offer the hope of progresss; for us Peas

and other industrialised nations it would
I believe this to be perhaps the funda- open up economic possibilities of almost The:

mental problem of all; and, if I may say so, nfinite scope and value. offic
few people in this country have as great a My noble friend Lord Aldington and of g
right to speak about it with authority as many other speakers have stressed the to r
the noble Lord, Lord Houghton of mutuality of interest between North and If, f.
Sowerby, who has done so much in this South, but unfortunately I think we suffer been
field. Mercifully, however, there are areas from one small disability in the way that mon
in which the existing representatives of the we refer to the assistance that the North all k
human race are not completely powerless gives to the South. The word " aid " with inve
in the face of doom; although the present which I have some connection-unfortu- hard
prospects of constructive co-operation to nately suggests to a great many, and a pros

-' .~* - 4
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great many who are critical of the aid they are today; particularly, I believe,

programme, the idea of a handout with because there are many skills, and especi-

the absence of any obligation on the reci- ally managerial skills, which are more easily

pient to make any corresponding effort imparted through private investment than

in return. Even to many of the supporters by the flow of official aid. No one made

of the aid programme, aid appears to be clearer than the noble Lord, Lord Chorley,

the mere execution of the clear obligation in what I believe to be a most perceptive

of the relatively affluent to the poorest speech, that it is skills (and I believe the

nations. Even overseas development, which noble Baroness made this point also),

is, to my mind, an improvement on the technical mastery at all levels, which are

concept of aid, suggests a contribution among the major needs of developing

towards the economic advancement of nations and which are, at the same time,

poorer nations which the critics would the most important potential contribution

argue- probably superficially-that we in which the North can make, both through

Britain managed to do without at the private industry and through official

early stages of our own development sources.

about 2,000 years ago. There remains the still larger question

But rather than the concepts of aid or of the wide creation of purchasing power,

overseas development, the idea that I on which I am far too in expert to dare

should like to convey and which I think to be in any way dogmatic. But if the

is in line with the thinking of the Brandt political will exists-and this is what

Commission is that any future aid provided we are talking about this evening-

by Britain or any other members of the to overcome the obstacles, a number of

OECD should be what I would call an international financial vehicles are available

investment in the future of the world, a for a rapid and significant expansion.

contribution towards the prevention of the On the other hand, caution may prevail.

collapse of the human race which is un- The experts may say that this just cannot

happily not unthinkable and which would be done, and the industrial nations may

undoubtedly wound Britain and the decide to move in exactly the opposite

industrial North no less grievously than direction by erecting a protective barrier

the poorest of the developing countries. in a narrow and vain attempt to guard

Of course, the noble Earl, Lord Listowel, their future. In that case, in my view,

my noble friend Lord Vernon and many we shall not only sow but rapidly propo-

others who have spoken in the debate are gate the seeds of our imminent destruction.

absolutely right that the present and past
investment by the North is too small, and anwhe at tirs ite wrlds

the inability of Britain and other com- affairs the richer nations are seriously

paratively rich nations to invest in the handicapped by their disunity. Bridge

world'sfuture more than asmall fraction of building between the North and South

I per cent. of our gross national product is Is far more difficult as long as a curtain

a sad commentary on our present scale of divides East and West. Co-operation

values, between the two in Third World invest-
ment would be a vast gain; but far greater

I share the blame, and my noble friend would be the opportunities offered by a

the Foreign Secretary and other Ministers, halt or even an abatement in the crescendo

having accepted the objective of the of armament. Ihis is why my noble

Pearson' Report, are presumably equally friend the Foreign Secretary is obviously

dissatisfied by our present performance. so right to continue to search for a lower-

They will, no doubt-and rightly-point ing of tension and the removal of sus-

to forms of investment other than the picion that divides us.-

official aid programme and to other means

of generating purchasing power in order To me the deepest tragedy of recent

to make this pent-up demand effective. events is the added incentive that they

If, for instance, developing countries had have given to increased and continuing

been in the past and were now at this time armament and the receding prospect of

more receptive to private investment of co-operation between the most powerful

all kinds and ready to offer such outside nations in a joint effort to save the world.

investors reasonable security, then it is In the world's past the human race has

hard for me to believe that their economic many times had to rely on the triad of

prospects would be quite as sombre as misery-war hunger and plague-to solve
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[Lord Holderness.] This commission was composed of

problems less formidable than those whioh- many eminent citizens, most of whom in Event
now face us. Today no one other than fact have held political office. We had not as
a madman wants again to invoke their three ex-Prime Ministers of developedIaid. But one or other mnay come to countries, a former President of a de- I th
appear as the only escape for the-rest of the veloping country, *together with several report
human race unless, before it is too late, we former finance ministers and, in onenw

4 can agree on more civilised solutions. case, a current finance minister. IntoL
6.40 p.m. addition, we have the Secretary-General liberal

of the Commonwealth, who has, from the ment
Lord PITT of HAMPSTEAD: My time he took office, recognised this point ACP

S *Lords, may I begin by thanking my noble of one world and the absolute necessity done
friend Lord Listowel for introducing this for the two area,% of the world to recognise menpprdebate. I apologise to him for not being their mutual interests and come together fo mend
in my place to hear his speech. I received to deal with their mutual problems. frb
a call just before coming here and had toagi
visit a patient. That explains the I remember well the part he played in o C
apology I need to give the noble Lord, bringing together the Asian, Carribean and bra
Lord Vernon, because I had to get the Pacific countries in the first negotiations Ihv
patient into hospital and had to slip out between these countries and- he EEC. appro

i during Lord Vernon's speech to make In fact, it is because of Sonny RamphalHe

rHer

the appropriate arrangements. I hope that the ACP became a united organisa- vr
they will forgive me. I can assure both tion and were able to negotiate together. teryu

A the noble Earl, Lord Listowel, and the At the time, I remember we were all trol
noble Lord, Lord Vernon, that I will certain that that could not happen, weatl-read their speeches in Mansard tomorrow because the French have always been

~your

with the utmost interest. I should like able to get their former colonies to go ealso to congratulate the noble Lord, with them; but that was one occasion he !Lord Chorley, on his very remarkable when they met their match and Sonny Cvenmaiden speech. I take it for granted that Ramphal was able to organise them in m
we shall hear from him io ohesthns that way. as
and that he will be able to make real South
contributions to the debates in this House. . This commission has made some very ds

The problem of how we bridge the important recommendations which we ment
gap between the " haves f and "have hope the Government will accept, and I Gover
huma "rashe bunles, pbe it nshould like to jow o the noble Lord, Lord comm

cnt agre te onges moreoivle soutionin asen, iunt finanhe Minister. InhtohLr

the world today. What the report has t m a th sr the n
done is to put the issue in perspective the Government accept the analysis of the a

Lords,~~ ~ matheinb hnin ynb e ofront wod sio andth abslue nrecaessityd

put it straight before us as it is, and point the two areaso wd to repnie apo
out to us the mutuality ofinterests and the to play their part o making sure that these

ttt nh re recommendations are met. Her Majesty's Wh

inc mypace itonhernhs speeh. Iot agai

lSouth that the gap should be bridged- Government are i a good position to Gover
vibasit tenthstadt e ains h make a major contribution. this matter report
mapo I nhee o giv the b leng ordAs part of the EEC, we have through the to thar a en o b the Pacigic cu h Lome Convention, played a mmnor-I can pauin the o rth ternanys sle to bmake regard it as m or-role the bridgmg people

p4atien Sonto hospita and adr to slidotgetwe hs onre n eEC pr

the oap.ao f the gap, i that some of the former it canthey wil fcolonies of the EEC countries have been Gover
That is the whole theme of the report. able to get some protection and some in the

It says that we must recognise that this is help, so that in fact they can develop thereft
one world and there must be international What I hope th e Government will feel get bo
solidarity. It also says that we must open obligated to do, having read this report, that t
our eyes and recognise that ther e Lord ith the o some extent their own they si
enlightened self-interest in doing the approach to the Lom6 Convention. I
things that are suggested. It says that was very sad when I read that it was Her we
we must accept, and not merely pay lip Majesty's Government who were dragging than
service to, this principle of inter-depend their feet about the increase in the fund examp
ence, and that the search for solution the ant co ntis were asking The o
is not an act of benevolence bu ot as the Gtwas Her Majesty's Government ment I
dition of mutual survival. who were saying, "Not a penny more". aid f

respect
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Eventually a little more was granted but by a specific date. They should state
not as much as was required. firmly, as requested by the noble Lord,

. Lord Chorley, that the present level of
I therefore hope that, having read this aid will not be reduced, but will be

report, Her Majesty's Government will steadily increased until the figure of
now go back and study their own attitude 0-7 per cent. is reached. One hopes that,
to Lom6 and see that they adopt a more as requested by the Brandt Report, they
liberal approach so that the Lom6 Agree- will continue to increase that sum until
ment can benefit both the EEC and the a figure of 1 per cent. of GNP is reached.
ACP countries much more than it has That would be the commitment.
done so far-because a liberalisation
approach by the EEC can have tre- I agree with the noble Lord, Lord
mendous consequences in terms of gains Aldington, that if we accept the analysis
for both sides. I also hope that they will of the Brandt Commission, then in effect
again raise with their partners the question we should be in a position to accept these
of generalised preferences, so that a more suggestions. This would be a way of
liberal approach will be made than what indicating Her Majesty's Government's
I have read in the Press is likely to be the commitment to the implementation of these
approach at the present time. recommendations. I agree with the right

Her Majesty's Government also have a reverend Prelate the Bishop of Derby
er Mpjety'sGoernmnt as lso hren aand other speakers in this debate that the

very important and useful instrument Gvrmn utcrytepol vt
through which they can play a major Government must carry the people with

role. I am referring to the Common-Both Houses of

wealth in this connection, and I invite Parliament have a role to play, not only
yourh Lordhips tonremember a Iite asin pressuring the Government, as we are
your Lordships to remember that it was tyn odbtas nspotn h
the Meeting of the Heads of Government, trying to do, but also in supporting the
held in Jamaica in 1975, which set up the Government once they take the right
Commonwealth Group which did a certain decisio be Goern cl.
amount of stimulating in trying to get need to be supported.
some agreement between North and However, we must do more than that.
South. Again, in 1977 it was as a result We must ensure that the people of this
of discussions at the Heads of Govern- country get the message. It is not easy
ment Conference here that Her Majesty's to get that message over, but we must do
Government changed their attitude to the all in our power to do so. The man in the
common fund. Although the common street must understand, as the noble Lord,
fund is nothing like what it ought to be, Lord Brooks of Tremorfa, said, that there
the fact is that we have now agreed to is a co-relation between the fact that steel-
avoid. . workers are out of work in Wales and the

What I now hope Her Majesty's fact that some people in the world are too

Government will do, having studied this poor even to buy steel anyway. The man
in the street must realise that something

report, smust be done to bridge that gap. Workers
to that particular fund, so that the fund
can play the important part which most should be willing and indeed anxious to
people who have studied this issue think
it cant play. Of course, Her Majesty's The Brandt Report sets a challenge that
Government have important voting rights we must accept. If we do not do so, I
in the IMF and the World Bank and can believe that we s~all forfeit the right
therefore play a leading role in trying to to any respect. I invite your Lordships,
get both bodies to take the kind of lie and even more so her Majesty's Govern-
that the Brandt Report has suggested ment, to make a start in accepting that
they should be taking. challenge.

We know that example is always better
than precept. Therefore, we want an 6.53 p.m.
example from Her Majesty's Government. Lord NOEL-BAKER: My Lords, I
The obvious example is for the Govern- wish to pay my tribute to my noble friend
ment to commit themselves to reach an Lord Listowel, who opened the debate.
aid figure of 0-7 per cent. of GNP in I also wish to congratulate my noble friend

respect of official development assistance Lord Chorley on an admirable maiden

4f .. - ~ ~ ~ .........
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[Lord Noel-Baker.] scale. That organisation spent 83 million St

speech. I had the privilege of knowing the dollars on that task-less than the cost full

first Lord Chorley when he was a brilliant of a single BI bomber. It

rock climber on the hills of Cumberland. so'

I followed him and admired him. I am The most tragic and important element

glad to admire the present Lord Chorley of pery Tr pree ,2able ionc and

-'4 for his brilliant contribution to the debate, illiteracy. There are 1,200 million people
in the world who cannot read or write, ar

and I hope that we shall hear him often in and 400 million children for whom there Fr

this House. are no schools. They face darkness of F1

i This has been a notable debate, parti- the mind. Many face the cause of cc

cularly for the great wisdom and eloquence material poverty-hunger. My noble th

of contributions from all parts of the friend Lord Listowel emphasised the fact re

House. One could mention in that set out in the Brandt report that 12 million h

context every speech made by my noble children under five years of age died of

friends. I wish to single out the contri- hunger in the year 1978-1 repeat, 12

butions of my noble friend Lord Houghton millon 
0

and Lord Brockway, who surpassed their b
own achievements in persuading your I have been very close to hunger. I

Lordships to accept their view. I also worked for Fridtjof NaRsn when he

wish to pay a special tribute to the speeches was raising relief for the Russian famine

made from the Government Benches by of 1922. Dreadful things can happen

the noble Lords, Lord Aldington and Lord when starvation stalks the land. On

Holderness. They added to the power the Vola and in the Ukraine there wNas

and weight of the message which I hope cannibalism; huan flesh was sold on

will travel throughout the world-not the market place; corpses were dug up

- only to No. 10 Downing Street and to our and boiled for food, mothers ate their

own Foreign Office, but to other continents babies. The hungr of 800 million people.

adcapitals. 
the absolute starvation of hundreds of

?and millions, is a wrong that ought to stab

The noble Lord, Lord Holderness, spoke the conscience of every one of us by day

of the four elements of world poverty- and by night throughout our lives. I

shelter, disease, ignorance and hunger. agreed profoundly with my noble friend,

We all know of preventable slums that who said a few moments ago that it is

exist in the world-the appalling tragedy a shame of our affluent, advanced nations

of shanty towns and mud huts that exist that we do not understand the poverty,

in so many countries. A week ago my the misery, the cruelty that are inflicted

son was in an Indian village in which a on these suffering peoples of the other

thousand people were trying to live a continents which we call backward.

civilized life. They had no wood, stone

or mta. Their houses were made of There is a twin evil causally connected

mud, bricks and nohing else. We all with world poverty. It is the menace of

recall the tragedy that occurred only 3 which the noble Lord, Lord Holderness.

years ago iney hered onado spoke: the danger that civilisation will
year ag inKerala where a tornado dsppa.nth FnaDcmeto

destroyed mud huts and with them 15,000 disappear. In the Final Document of

human lives. Not one person escaped. the Special Session of the UN General

If those people had lived in proper houses Assembly which was devoted in 1978 to

not one of them would have perished, disarmament, there were seven separate

warnings that the issue at stake was the

Preventable disease-malaria, leprosy, extermination of mankind and there is

yaws, trachomna-impose an appalling no eminent scientist, no great soldier,

burden of suffering and economic loss who would seriously deny that that is the

every year on the Third World countries, present menace wvhich faces the world.

but they could all be abolished by the
World Health Organisation within a short The Final Document of the Scial

period of years and at a cost of only Assembly, faced with these twin evils,

500 million dollars. If your Lordships faced vith the danger of total disaster,

do not believe that fact, one has only to proposed a policy of total change. I

remember that in the last six years WHO summarise it as as I ca. Te

has wiped out smallpox in 32 countries in document began by saying that armament:

which it was endemic on an epidemic no longer defend.
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"The accumulation of weapons today con- In 1933 Lord Bruce of Melbourne, and
stitutes far more a threat than a protection to the a great colleague in this country, drewfuture of mankind ". up a League of Nations report on mini-
It went on to propose that the only true mum diet for maximum health. By their
solution is general and complete disarma- test, they showed that one-third of the
ment of all the nations of the world. population of Great Britain were getting
It defined what that means-reduction of less than was required to keep them well.
armaments to the level proposed by They were malnourished. They were
Franklin Roosevelt in 1940 in his Four hungry. There were hundreds of thous-
Freedoms speech, and proposed by our ands of building workers who were out of
colleague Selwyn Lloyd in his speech to a job, and hundreds of thousands of
the UN General Assembly in 1959; slums and hutments that ought to have
reduction to the level at which aggressive been swept away. There was food in the
war is impossible, because no nation world, but not for the poverty stricken of
has enough armaments to fight it; reduc- Coventry.
tion to the level required for internal
order only, and the contribution of Since then, we have had new taxation

aowder only and UN e on o and social services which have redis-manpower to a UN force.. tributed our wealth, and there is not the
The Final Document said that the most reactionary of Conservative Peers

release of the vast resources that would on the Benches opposite who would go
then be available should mean the realloca- back to the poverty of those old days,
tion of our walth from war and arma- who would tolerate the fact that our
ments and conflict to human welfare, to people should suffer as the poor of
social justice in our own advanced Coventry suffered in 1936. We need the
countries, but, above all, and in large same feeling of indignation, of hatred for
measure, the reallocation of resources such cruelty about the Third World
available to the poverty stricken countries nations. If we adopt the policy of the
of the Third World. It means a redistribu- Final Document, the reallocation of
tion of wealth between the affluent and resources from war-to welfare, we solve
the poorer nations. Are we really the danger of the great recession and
frightened of a redistribution of wealth the danger of inflation.
by Government action?

Some noble Lords may have heard me
It is only 44 years since I fought a quote before a transatlantic saying of my

by-election in the city of Coventry. youth:
I went to visit my constituents who were " If you took all the economists in the world
still living in huts put up for munitions and laid them out in a row end to end, they
workers in the first world war, 20 years would not reach a single conclusion".
before. They were horrible dwellings Every economist since Adam Smith has
with no proper roads. A lady lifted a said that inflation is too much money
mattress on a bed and said, " Look, that chasing too few goods. Every economist
was new a month ago." It was mildewed since Adam Smith has said that armament
with damp. She said, "The children are expenditure is unproductive. There are
never well. They are up to their ankles E200,000 million a year pouring out in new
in mud before they get to school." purchasing power through the pockets of

armament workers, members of the forces
I went to a school to see the children, and armament manufacturers and no

and in , certain class I saw them doing goods at all that anybody can buy or use.
sums. Nearly all the children were getting Of course, it stands as clear as day that
the sums right, but there was a group on armament expenditure is the main cause of
one side sitting together who not only the inflation which we'have come to think
got the sums wrong, but did not know of as endemic, which is undermining our
whether they were trying to add up, to social system and which may create the
subtract or to divide. I asked the teacher great recession of which noble Lords have
" Why is there this great difference?" spoken. We cure the poverty of the
And she replied, "I put those children world. We olve th problem of inflation.
over there by themselves. I call them We avert the great recession.
the little dunces, but they are not dunces
really. They do not get enough to eat at My. noble friend spoke of what
home." UNRRA -did in 1945. 1 was the Minister

1' 4
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[Lord Noel-Baker.] . it is. We now need to match this historic secol
who represented Britain in the councils of document with a series of acts of world with
UNRRA. I had to pass through the statesmanship comparable to the Brandt men-
House of Commons not only the first Report. Historical parallels can behave
1 per cent. While we were still afflicted inadequate and misleading, but in con- has
by post-war troubles and engaged in our templating the world economic situation have
post-war economic reconstruction, another today, which has been described not only Brar
place voted a second I per cent. And in the report but in many of the speeches cern
UNRRA did a marvellous job in putting to which we have listened, I cannot help Gov
Europe back on its feet, with minimal help thinking of the economic situation of tow"
to Russia. Britain can afford to lead Europe after the Second World War when I m
today by giving much more economic aid the Marshall Plan was the means of revival. that
than it has given in recent years. But we I believe that there is a parallel between the
can lead in a much more important way. the nature of the crisis and the method prol
We can press for the early adoption of the by which it dan be overcome. Brit
total change which the Final Document of Go,
the Special Session prescribed. But today's crisis is not that of one
-icontinent needing to be rescued from

In a recent debate, a noble Lord speak- devastation, as was the case with Europe n
ing from the other side said that the at that time. It cannot be mel, either, by canI as'
Government still accept as an ultimate the resources from any one nation, as
objective the general and complete dis- was largely the case with American aid
armament which the Final Document under the Marshall Plan. What we are
demands. The ultimate objective? concerned with today is not one poverty doi
Ultimate after the nuclear war, or soon stricken continent but a poverty stricken de3
before the nuclear war can happen? I hemisphere, the Southern Hemisphere.
have said it before and I say it again: The action to overcome that problem Fa
Britain is well placed to lead in this great must come not from one rich, powerful Te
change in world society, because we were nation, as with the Marshall Plan, but
the first to make a welfare State, because from a group of rich, powerful nations
we had the greatest military empire in the acting together. Those in the OECD, pol
history of mankind, because we demilitar- those in the Communist bloc and those coi
ised that empire and because to 650 million in the OPEC group all need to find a asr
people-one-quarter of the human race- common ground for action. As my we
we gave freedom, independence and self- noble friend Lord Goronwy-Roberts and, Fel
government without the firing of a shot. indeed, the noble Lord, Lord Aldington, Ca
Let us be true to what we did then. Let us said, the problem which we face is a global rev
think of the innocence and the nobility of problem. The solution therefore must as
our children, and let us leave them a be a global solution. the
world in which they will grow up with a Bri
civilisation of which they can be proud. I think that one further comparison

with the Marshall Plan is worthwhile.
That plan was as much in America's of

7.13 m. interest as it was in Europe's interest. He
Lord ORAM: My Lords, we have had Therefore today, as the noble Lord, Lord by

a number of notable speeches in this debate Holderness, said, it is not a case of charity, W.1
w~ and I am sure that my noble friend Lord of altruism from the rich to the poor; tw

Listowel is gratified that his initiative it is as much in our interest, in the interest Pr-

has led to such a valuable commentary of the developed world, as in the interest th

on the Brandt Report. I should like of the developing countries that this world tht

to join those who have congratulated the economic crisis must be solved. As a as

noble Lord, Lord Chorley, on his maiden number of noble Lords have pointed out, th-
speech. Hc spoke most interestingly- that is the essential message of Brandt- ag

and obviously on the basis of personal the message of mutuality, of mutual com- dc
experience, which is always a good basis mon interest between the North and the Yk
upon which to speak. I congratulate South. Either we learn to swim together w'

him upon his contribution. -North and South, rich and poor- or
or we shall certainly sink together. to

Many of the speeches about the Brandt cli
Report have made the point that it is an We are concerned in this debate not lo
historic document. I believe that indeed only with the Brandt Report but with the
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second part of my noble friend's Motion: run directly counter to the proposals of

with the policies of Her Majesty's Govern- the Brandt Commission.

ment towards developing countries. If I The second great, and indeed somewhat
have any criticism of the way the debate sad, irony that I find in the present situa-
has gone, it is that almost all speakers tion is that the British signatory of the
have concerned themselves with the report is the man who was first rejected as
Brandt Report and that few have con- leader by his party and whose talents in
cerned themselves with the need for the world affairs were then spurned by the
Government to review their policies leader who replaced him; and I believe it
towards developing countries. Perhaps ls whoMreace h i a , blvit
I may attempt to redress the balance in is to Mr. Heath's great credit that, having

thatrescct Itis ot eoug toexainebeen so treated, instead of retiring to histhat respect. It is not enough to examine yacht, as no doubt he was tempted to do,

proposals. We need to know what he is raising his voice and giving a lead for

Britain can do and what Her Majesty's sane and imaginative policies in world

Government propose to do. H sow much economic affairs. I hope he will continue
Gsouldn prikse to inkt Hwe th to do so with ever greater strength and
I should like to think that when the spotadifune ihnteBad
noble Lord, Lord Trefgarne, speaks he support and influence. Within the Brandt

nobl Lod, ordTrefarn, seak heCommission *he worked with eminent col-
can be as forthcoming and as enthusiastic Comms with e mieticol-

as was the noble Lord, Lord Aldington, leagues with very different political views,
in adrssine te House tody. agthe but they found, as Herr Brandt has put it,

, addressing the House today. I rather that consensus became a reality and what
doubt, though, whether the noble Lord' was true on the international front in
Lord Trefgarne, can be thus, because in was re o e iernatol fron -
doing so he would have to retract a great these respects I believe could be true on

deal of the Statement on aid which Lord the home front.

Carrington made to the House on 20th It is indeed the case that the issues
February. I doubt whether Lord with which the report is concerned do
Trefgarne is authorised so to do. transcend party politics, as has been evi-

When we think of the Government's dent in the debate today and if, as I hope,

policies towards developing countries we Mr. Heath is intent upon putting before

come up against two supremely ironical the British people the conclusions which

aspects of the present situation. First, he and his colleagues have reached, he

we have had a Statement on the 20th will find support from across the party

February from the noble. Lord, Lord boundaries. It is to be hoped also that he

Carrington, about the Government's will find support from within the Govern-

review of their overseas aid policy, and ment, but it is here that I am afraid the

as Mr. Neil Marten said in another place, signs are unfavourable, from what we

the review was produced before the know so far. I have already said that

Brandt Commission published its report. the Government's policy has run directly
counter to Brandt in certain major respects,

Was there everza more blatant example and I want to deal briefly with two of the
of putting the cart before the horse? ways in which I believe it does run counter:
Here we have a major and thorough review the size of the aid programme and the

by Brandt and his eminent colleagues character of the aid programme.
which has been under preparation for
two years. It was initiated by the It was clear from what the noble Lord,

Presioent of the World Bank and received Lord Carrington, said on 20th February-

the support of the Secretary-General of and indeed from what he did not say when
the United Nations, although of course, he was directly challenged by the noble

as has been noted, it was independent of and learned Lord, Lord Elwyn-Jones-

those two bodies and now, as all have that we may expect a cut in the aid pro-

agreed, the report turns out to be a gramme when the figures are announced

document of outstanding significance. in the forthcoming White Paper. Yet the

Yet the British Government, instead of Brandt report indicates that one of the

waiting for the commission's report in major causes of the world's present crisis

order to relate their own policy decisions, is the failure of the developed nations to

to the commission's analysis and con- fulfil their obligations of providing 0 7 per

clusions, go ahead with their own inward- cent. of GNP to overseas aid, and it

looking review in isolation and an- urges that that target should be reached

nounce decisions which in major respects by 1985. Yet according to the noble

Pi
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[Lord Oram.] donors. What we need are markets, and partic

Lord, Lord Carrington, we are proposing markets in developing countries result devclk

to go in the opposite direction. only from sound development programmes. alarm
So I am not opposed by any means to the Brand

It is not valid for the noble Lord, Lord G6ver'nment's declared objective of con- this, i
- Carrington, to say that Britainis a pdor ducting our economic relationships with says:

country and therefore we must give only developing countries in order to serve our Or
what we can afford. This is the whole own commercial and industrial interests, years I
point of defining an aid target as a per- but we can do so only if we know where interm
centage of GNP. If our production turns our true interests lie. nevelo
out to be less than hoped then we are
committed to a smaller aid programme Let me give an example from the work

than was expected. If a country is smaller of the Commonwealth Development that

or poorer than another then its contribu- Corporation, which I have seen in the need
tion is correspondingly less. So it is not field and which I am sure many of your service

right for us to plead poverty in aid-giving. Lordships have seen. In their work they entire

But the path which we now seem to be are doing a great deal to build up the car tal
treading is one which leads away from the economies of the developing countries
United Nations target. Apparently what where they operate; in other words, they As P
we are proposing to do is to go back on are building markets for British goods. Devel

our word: to make cuts in real terms, cuts Yet I understand that they are threatened Times

relative to GNP. I believe that is the with severe cuts in their budgets, resulting If

implication of what we heard the other from the gneral policy of the Government. 1980 a

day, but if it is not so then I hope that the This country's commercial interests depend counr
noble Lord, Lord Trefgarne, will say so on the kind of work that the CDC is on the
and I will gladly withdraw that part of doing in the developing countries and I conswq

my criticism of the Government's policy. believe it would be a great folly to inflict comrn'

I hope he can say that we are not going to cuts on that kind of work. He g<
cut aid. to ou

The second major way in which the Lord TREFGARNE: My Lords, if the
Governen's policyrus w nt t the noble Lord will allow me to intervene, I develo

G rn nt spmmi ysio n s coern e the think it is the case (is it not?) that the their e
Brand Comissin cocern thetymgCDC has access to many funds other than ow

~jof aid to British products. The Brandt Cus haseaccet mny intereCommission argues cogently in several

parts of this report that more aid should have

be provided for development programmes Lord ORAM: My Lords, that may be merci

- rather than for projects. I myself experi- so, but to a major extent it depends upon itere

enced this when I was a Minister in the the funds which are provided through to tht

Ministry of Overseas Development and Acts of Parliament and it will be those serve<

when I engaged in discussions with cuts which will severely eat into their need

ministers from developing countries. viability. I say again that our task is to

What we had to offer was not what they create markets in the developing countries Tht
needed most for development. They for our goods and services. That is the as the

wanted to be able to choose programmes long-term objective. But there is another

of development and technologies suited to problem to which I want to call attention; Mr. I
their own local needs. They wanted that is, the immediate and urgent task to WI
resources with which to meet local costs, which faces us in preventing the collapse referr
and our conditions often compelled them of the markets that already exist. That arisin
to accept inappropriate aid or none at is why in my concluding moments I want count
all, to say a word or two about the problem OEC

of the increased indebtedness of the cxerc
Now it is proposed that we should go developing countries and to emphasise regio,

further in that wrong direction. It would one part of the Brandt proposals in that Intei
seem that we propose to take a narrow- ection. do
minded and restrictive view of the aid
which we provide. Aid tied to British There are of course, as we have heard mne

- products is much less useful to the in this debate, a multitude of other prob- ther
recipient than untied aid and also it is lems and I do not propose even to list the p
an illusion to believe that it is in the them; we have heard of them from other tg

long-term commercial interests of the speakers. The monetary problem, and prove
H.L. 2
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particularly the indebtedness of many I am not urging-and I do not think

developing countries, has been getting anyone who has spoken in the debate is

alarmingly worse in recent years. The urging-that the Government should here

Brandt Report call particular attention to and now espouse all or indeed any parti-

this, if I may quote from it. The report cular one of the many proposals put for-

says: ward as part of the programme for survival.

" One of the most dramatic changes in iecent I am not suggesting, indeed, that any one

years has been the increase in the loans of the country, least of all perhaps our own, is
international private market, which now account in a position to act alone in these matters.
for nearly 40 per cent. of the outstanding debt of What I am suggesting is that we can and
developing countries compared with only 17 per
cent. in 1970. As the loans fall due they- should, as a nation and as a Government,

respond positively to the challenge that

that is, the developing countries- Brandt places before us. We should at

"need to borrow more in order to repay and least-and I hope we can have this at
service them, and the debtor economies, and the least this evening-announce our willing-
entire international credit structure, are now th others in a global effort
very vulnerable to any disruptions in the flow of ness to join with tersin al ehfor
capital." to avoid the intcrnational crisis which

confronts us, knowing, as we do, that the
As Professor Singer of the Institute of world has available to it the material and

Development Studies has written in The technological resources to overcome that

Times: crisis. It is the political will that is

If the large deficits projected particularly for missing, and we as a nation can, if we
1980 are not financed, some non-oil developing bestir ourselves and if the Government
countries may be unable to cover their balance of will respond, make a full contribution to
payments deficits and may increasing!y default wil repon mk a full onttinto
on their repayments of debts, with very serious the creation of that will on the inter-
consequences for the international banking national scene.
community and world economy.

He goes on-and this is the point relative 7.35 p.m.
to our commercial interests: Lord TREFGARNE: My Lords, like

-This would worsen also the recession of the other noble Lords, it falls to me to thank
developed countries, as important markets for the noble Earl, Lord Listowel, for raising
their exports in the Third World would be lost." this matter this afternoon, and of course

So what I am saying is that our commercial to congratulate the noble Lord, Lord

interests should be served, but we should Chorley, on his most enlightened and

have a proper view of what those com- absorbing maiden speech which clearly-
mercial interests are. Those commercial as several noble Lords have already said-

interests will not be served by cutting aid came from the depth of his own experience.

to the developing countries; they will be
served by an expansive attitude to what we My ordsa and t issioncwas

need to do for the Aieveloping countries, an original and imaginative concept.
I would pay tribute to Mr. McNamara,
who proposed it, and of course to its

The resources for us to do that are there, ditinguished members, particularly Herr
as the report makes clear, and indeed, it Brandt, who led it during its two years
was made very clear in that article by of work, and indeed to our own Mr.
Mr. Heath in The Times of 26th February, Edward Heath. Indeed, I noticed that

to which the noble Lord, Lord Aldington, the right honourable gentleman was
referred. There are trading surpluses sitting for a good long time on the Steps
arising from the transactions of the OPEC of the Throne earlier this afternoon.

countries and of the members of the He clearly has the-same fortitude as
OECD. There are already powers your Lordships in surviving the all-night
exercisable by the World Bank, the Sittings. Those steps are not particularly

regional development banks and the comfortable.
International Monetary Fund which could

do much to meet the problem of world The commission has produced a clear

monetary liquidity. And beyond them and comprehensive account of the whole

there is the possibility of a new institution, range of problems which will confront

as proposed by the Commission, to fill us in the remaining two decades of this

the gap if those existing institutions should century. - They have addressed problems

prove inadequate, whose scale is truly daunting. In the

H.L. 28 W
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iLord Trefgarne.1 ssue for Governments is how to make its

course of its work the commission has progress in the- desired directions while

achieved broad agreement between its preserving and strengthening the existin

members, despite the wide differences means of world economic co-operatiOn. th

thtmight have-been expected. In-6that ig h have produced Inep ' I am sure that my noble friend Lord
doing so, they have produced a* report p h
that will command serious attention Aldington would agree that our approach

I a should be evolutionary and not revolu-
Ar any oe or orshpha sai tionary. I can assure my noble friend
As many of your Lordships have said,, that we endorse the commission's central

the 1980s will clearly be'difficult, particu- message-the need to advance the North!

larly for the less developed 6ountries. South discussion for the furtherance of

The world faces grave economic problems. the mutual interests of all the parties

There is serious concern about the future concerned. The noble Lord, Lord Pitt

adequacy of oil supplies, their price and of Hampstead, also raised that point.

inflation which is widespread and intract- Any new arrangements, if they are to be

able. Unemployment, too, is rising. both credible and durable, must clearly n

- These are universal phenomena, but for be in the general interest. The commisson h
the developing countries they pose particu- is therefore right, I believe, to urge a

lar problems. In many of the poorest freeing of the log-jam wlvch has too often a

countries the growth in food production characterised North/South discussions.

is inadequate in relation to a population the two groups have tended to dig them

which is still growing too rapidly. I will selves deeper into entrenched positions.

SPrefer to that point a little more later on. I hope that the commission's encourage-

The: burden of debt which developing ment of a balanced and constructive r

* countries carry, already high, will rise as approach will point the way to a more

increases in oil prices take effect in their promising future.

balance of payments. Many developing
- countries face a painful process of adjust- Unfortunately, not all countries have

ment and nearly all of them are critically been willing to play a part in world

dependent for their export earnings upon economic development commensurate with

a renewal of world economic growth. their economic resources. In my view,
We fully appreciate the difficulties which the commission were fully justified in

these countries face and we well under- pointing to the poor performance of the

stand the impact which this prospect Soviet Union and its partners. The

has had on the authors of the Brandt Russians have sought to disguise the

-Report. very modest dimensions of their civi aid
-A. programme by making exaggerated prot-

My Lords, the result of their study is ises. But it is the sums actually paid

a major document. It is extensive, run- over which count. The OECD estimates

ning to nearly 300 pages, and I can assure that in 1978, apart from Cuba and Viet-

the noble Earl, Lord Listowel, that the nam, which are clearly political special

Government are giving it the most careful cases, repayments by developing countries

study that it deserves. At this early exceeded new disbursements of aid by the

stage, the rcmarks that I shall make should, Soviet Union by some 135 million dollars.

however, be regarded as of a preliminary That same year the British aid programme

nature. The report covers a very wide paid out a net E768 million or nearly

range of issues. The commissionimembers 1.5 billion dollars to developing countries.

have brought their considerable collective Your Lordships will have noted that the

experience to bear in providing a compre- Soviet experts told the Brandt Commission
hensive view of world economic relations that " necessary military expenditure

as we enter the new decade. Their prevented an increase in overseas devel6P

eneral theme is simple: a world in want ment aid. The world has recently seen

is an unstable world. Or, as Herr some of the uses to which that military

Brandt himself has put it, expenditure has been put. The answer

"While hunger rules, peace cannot prevail." to the point raised by the noble Lord,

Their account of grave and growing Lord Noel-Baker, is that we cannot

difficulties in developing countries is a advance along the road that he wo

sobering one, and one can readily endorse wish-indeed, that we would all wish -

their overall intentions and aims.- The whieteSve no ulsaddvlp
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its military capability at the present induce as between town and country; and
speed. on overcoming cultural and political

obstacles to needed land reforms, as well
We a-reed also with the stress placed by as the development of effective agricul-

the report on the importance of the efforts tural training and infrastructure.
of the developing countries themselves and
particularly of the key role of their own Several noble Lords-the noble Lord,
economic and social policies. The noble Lord Tanlaw, my noble friend Lord
Lord, Lord Tanlaw, raised this point. Aldington and others-referred to the
It is also true that the stronger developing report's recommendations in the field of
countries are increasingly well-equipped to energy. The way in which we manage our
play a fuller part in world trade and to assist energy resources will surely be critical for
their less fortunate partners, and we wel- the development of the world economy
come the attention given in the report to and, indeed, for the lives of future gener-
regional co-operation. ations. The report has some interesting

suggestions for a new approach to these
The Brandt Report contains a great problems which we shall wish to consider

number of recommendatiofs which, as I very carefully. However, as regards the
- have said, are being given careful study. specific proposal of the noble Lord, Lord

Some of the measures suggested are Tanlaw, about nuclear power for the
already familiar and are being examined in developing countries, I rather feel that the
international fora. The report's value is difficulties described by my noble friend
that it takes a comprehensive view of the Lord Aldington will prove very formidable,
measures needed to tackle the world's indeed.
problems. A full appreciation of the
report needs to be addressed, I think, to . Another novel proposal in the report
its proposals as a whole, so I must is for a new kind of summit conference
emphasise again that any comments by, me intended to promote what is called a
tonight on individual proposals are just "leap forward " in understanding. We
preliminary reactions. shall certainly look carefully at any such

proposals which may emerge. But if
The Report proposes a massive transfer expectations are not to be disappointed,

of financial resources to the developing the ground would have to be prepared
countries. The commission is confident very thoroughly.
not only that this would benefit the develop- The Brandt Report will undoubtedly
ing countries but that, through increased prove a valuable catalyst for further
imports from the industrialised North, it serious thought among the world com-
would prove to be an effective way of munity. At the same time, we should not
stimulating world economic growth-a forget how much has already been
point which the noble Lord, Lord Oram, achieved and what is going on at present.
dwelt upon at some lwjgth. But clearly The IM F-as one noble Lord mentioned-
>ne has to consider the implications for has greatly extended its facilities and
.nflation, and for economic and monetary modified the terms on which it can end
policy. Recovery in world economic its considerable resources. A doubling,
activity is a vast and enormously complex by 40 billion dollars no less, of the general
process. I would note in passing that capital of the World Bank is expected,
South and South-East Asia contain both as is a sixth replenishment for the Inter-
the poorest among the developing coun- national Development Association.
tries, and also the most successful; it is Overall financial flows from the developed
evident that economic growth results from to the developing countries have expanded
many different factors, many of them of a greatly. They include official aid flows
domestic character, and not merely geo- from the major OECD donors which
graphical origins, now have a grant element in excess of

90 per cent. Some major Western aid
The transfer of resources alone cannot donor he i commo teUnid

magically dispel internal obstacles. For dnr ae ycmo ihteUiemagiall disel nter~d bstales ForKingdom, written off past aid loans to the
instance, greater agricultural and food pro- poores c ries or tad ealnt. . Epoorest countries, or taken equivalentduction depends critically upon the share measures
of total investment which each country
directs to the rural sector. It depends on Trade between the OECD and the
the terms of trade which public policies developing countries has expanded more
H.L. 28 W2

_,A 4.~- .
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[Lord Trefgarne.) ing countries on a substantial scale is

rapidly than trade within the OECD, and clearly dependent upon the state of our hz
developed countries have largely resisted own economy. Fr.
protectionist pressures. The Multilateral dc

Trae Ngotatins avebee ~The efforts of the develop~ed countries.
fully competedwitshae geel seucts- which I have just described, demonstrate
fully completed with ger e n the importance that we attach to our cc
in barriers to trade and special-and al
indeed, favourable-measures for develop- relations with developing countries. te
7 in coutris. Te nw Lo~ Cnvenion Their political importance has been under-
mng countries. The new Lom6 Convention lndb eeomnsi eetyas
extends and improves on the trade lined by developments in recent years,

arrangements of its predecessor as well and particularly by the invasion of Afghan-
A+ as providing aid totalling E3.3 billion istan. h

over the next five years. As the noble 0

Lord, Lord Pitt, mentioned, discussions Lord PITT of HAMPSTEAD: My
on a common fund for commodities has Lords, the noble Lord seems to be moving

* been making some progress. I am sorry away from the point I raised. I have the
that the progress is not as fast as the noble impression that, in effect, the Government,
Lord would wish, but these are difficult or probably on this occasion the noble t
matters and we are certainly playing our Lord, have not given enough information

part. An agreement was reached towards to the House about the prt that we, as a I
the end of last year on stabilising the developed country, woulTdplay in accepting
price of natural rubber and on establishing manufactured goods from the developing
a buffer stock for it; that agreement was countries. The noble Lord did not seem tI

under the auspices of UNCTAD. to deal with that point, which I thought
-wsimportant. As the noble Lord seems n

As several noble Lords mentioned, in was imortnt As the noltLord sem
partcula agan m nobe frend ord to be moving towards the political aspectc

particular again my noble friend Lord of this matter, perhaps he can give us
VAldmngton and, I think, the noble Lord, soeasrnec ypit

Lord Chorley, Governments are very far some assurance on my point.
from being the only factor in the develop- r

ment process. The contributions of Lord TREFGARNE: My Lords, there t

private individuals and private companies are two important points here. First,

are vital. They bring technology and our ability to receive goods from develop- e

management expertise which are essential ing countries, or anywhere else, on a t

for the recipient countries. Indeed, com- substantial scale depends of course, upon

mercial finance now represents some 70 per the health of our own economy, and that c

cent. of total financial flows to the we are working to rectify. The other c

developing countries. The United important matter, to which I have briefly t

Kingdom has traditionally been a major referred, is our resistance to clamouring

investor overseas and, now that we have calls for protection by British industries.

removed all exchange controls, there is no There are many applications to the

hindrance to private funds flowing from Government, particularly through the

Britain to projects overseas. Further- European Community machinery, for

more, we take positive steps, by means of protection from what are called imports
investment guarantees and investment from low-cost suppliers, and these we have

protection agreements, to encourage such been able to resist to a very substantial

flows. Complementary to these activities, extent. I hope that that is helpful to the

it is very important that developing noble Lord.
countries themselves play a full part and However, the political importance of
provide an attractive climate for foreign the developing countries has been

investors. underlined by developments in recent

For our part, our overriding responsi- years, and particularly, as I said, by the
bility must be to restore the strength invasion of Afghanistan. This action

of the United Kingdom economy. Re- has caused many developing countries

newed growth in the United Kingdom to reassess the role and policies of the

will benefit all, not just through increased Soviet Union. On any objective analysis,
investment flows, but also through in- they have a greater community of interest

creased trading possibilities for the develop- with the West, their major trading partner

ing countries. Furthermore, our ability and source of both finance and technology,
to continue to provide aid to the develop- than with the Soviet Union, which, as my
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right honourable friend the Prime Minister Lord PITT of HIAMPSTEAD: My
has said, has offered them little apart Lords, I do not want to interrupt the

from arms and dogma. If, however, noble Lord too much, but are not the

developing countries are to accept this, Government missing the point that invest-

they will look to us for evidence that their ment in overseas development should be

economic difficulties have been understood regarded as an investment and, therefore,

and that we are willing to work with them it is not a question of eating the seedcorn-

to overcome the problems ahead. it is a question of using it in order to

Just before I close, may I deal, as far produce more corn?
as I can, with some of the points that Lord TREFGARNE: My Lords, it
have been raised. The noble Lord, Lord really does not matter what we call it;

Oram raised the question of the Colonial we still have to find the money, and that

Development Corporation-I say the is the difficulty. The aid programme
Colonial " Development Corporation which we inherited from our predecessors

because that is what it was when my could not be sustained with the funds

father was its first chairman in 1947. available to the Government. That was

It is now, of course, called the Common- why we had to revise them. My noble
wealth Development Corporation. But friend Lord Holderness delivered, as he

I can tell the noble Lord that the CDC always does, an illuminating and thought-

does, indeed, raise funds commercially, provoking speech founded on his great

and from the ODA, and can borrow from experience and eminence in these matters.
the National Loans Fund. I fancy that It might be presumptive of me, as well as

the noble Lord knew that already, but time-consuming, if I discussed in too
now at least I know it as well. much detail, what my noble friend said,

The noble Lord, Lord Oram, also but I shall certainly undertake to study it

criticised the Government-and I suppose, very carefully indeed.

by implication, me-for announcing the Several noble Lords raised the point of

results of our aid policy review ahead of population control. I agreewith them and

the publication of the Brandt Report. other noble Lords, who referred to the

But, of course, the Brandt Report-as great importance of population program-

every noble Lord has suggested-refers mes-which are, indeed, set out and

to the aid policies of the entire Western vividly analysed in the Brandt Report-
world, or the North, in respect of the that this is a sector to which we ought to
developing countries, and we have to give considerable attention in our aid

consider our policies in accordance with programme, indeed and we do. For

the restraints placed upon us here at example, last year we spent about 7

home. That was an important COfl- million on aid for population projects, but
sideration which persuaded us to bring progress in moderating, population growth
forward the results of our aid policy goes hand in hand with economic growth
review at the time We did. and progress generally; and of course

The noble Lord, Lord Noel-Baker, our aid programme contributes to these

whose speeches I listen to -ith such factors generally. However, I certainly

admiration, although not I confess always accept and agree with the noble Lord,

with total agreement, I felt departed from eon dthe s that a o
his usual high standard for one brief cause of the problems of so many of

his gua hih sandad fr oe biefthese Third World countries is over-
moment this evening when, as I under- Tiri.

stood him, he referred to my noble

friends sitting on this side of the House
as being in favour of all sorts of evil Lord ORAM: My Lords, I wonder

things, which, of course, we are not. whether the noble Lord would care to say

We are just as compassionate as noble a few words about our contribution to the

Lords on any other side of the House, Unite Na tion fo P atin

but in the context of the topic which we Activities. Is it our intention to maintain

are discussing this evening, let me just that contribution?
say that we must first create the necessary
wealth and not, as some of our predeces- Lord TREFGARNE My Lords, I am

sors have done, seek to spend the seedcorn afraid that I do not have that information

first. in front of in. Perhaps the noble Lord,
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[Lord Trefgarne.] in your Lordships' Chamber who have
Lord Oram, will allow me to find ot and been here since 2.30 yesterday afternoon.
write to him.

7% Lord BROCKWAY: My Lords, I was
The final point with which I should like ,oing to ask the noble Lord before he

to deal was raised by a number-of noble sat down this question. I was perplexed
Lords, including the noble Earl, Lord by what he said earlier in his speech that
Listowel, and my noble friend Lord British aid was greater than what we
Aldington, who said that the Government received in return. Is it not the case
should be moving more rapidly to the that private investment is included in
United Nations' target 6f 0.7 per cent. of our estimate of aid? Was it not esti-
GNP. We accept that target-as has mated, up to the end of 1978, that we
been done many times from this Box, by received back in repayment for loans,
me at least-but we have never set a date dividend and interest three times more
by which we should reach it, and I am than the expanded interpretation of aid
afraid that it is not possible for me to do which was given?
so tonight. However, there is another
United Nations' target of I per cent. of Lord TREFGARNE: My Lords, I
GNP for all financial flows-that is, both think we are not talking of like with like.
private and governmental-and 1 am I was referring to the fw figures, if I
pleased to say that we have greatly exceeded may call them that, of our aid programme
that target for a number of years past. which, in the year I referred to, was

768 million net from the United King-
The speeches that have been made in dam: that is to say, the gross figure less

the course of the debate tonight are evi- the receipts from loan repayments and
dence of the widespread interest that has interest. I compared that with a similar
been aroused in this mattet. The com- figure for the Soviet Union.
mission have shown how a fresh approach
to these major problems can command Lord NOEL-BAKER: My Lords, before
the attention of an important and influen- the noble Lord sits down, may I ask him
tial audience. Governments must now to consider that he has misunderstood
look anew at these problems to see how what I said tonight and what I have said
we can move forward. As my noble before? I have never proposed that we
friend the Foreign Secretary made clear should reduce our armaments, or get rid
on the 20th February, our ability to of our offensive weapons, before the
support development overseas is dependent Russians or other nations do the same.
upon the state of our own economy and What I have proposed, and what I urge
the need to strengthen it. We shall upon him and upon the Government, is
nonetheless be examining the report of the that our admirable Foreign Secretary,
Brandt Commission with great care to see who has spoken and worked for us all
how progress can be made in ways on the question of Rhodesia, should do
conducive to the welfare or all, the same in the United Nations on the

even more vitally important twin evils of
Lord BROCKWAY: My Lords, before the arms race and the world poverty with

the noble Lord sits down- which the Brandt Report has dealt, and
that the noble Lord, Lord Carrington-

Lord hNOEL-BAKER:e Myn Lose- Lord LYELL: My Lords, would the
dow--noble Lord give wvay? I think it is the

feeling of the House that the noble Lord
might be abusing the custom. He may

Lord WELLS-PESTELL: My Lords, I ask probably one question, but I think
should like to point out to your Lordships, it would be the feeling of the House that
at the risk of incurring your Lordships' the noble Lord might pursue this argument
displeasure, that this debate has been either by writing to my noble friend or
going on for five hours and there have possibly at a later date. The noble Lord
been only 17 speakers. There is another made a lengthy and worthwhile speech.
debate, just as important, if I may say so, I think it might be the feeling of the
in its field, in which there are eight more House that my noble friend has reped

-- speakers. There are some noble Lords to all the points. I think that the noble
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Earl would like to wind up, and we have CARE OF THE ELDERLY

the feeling of the House that many of us
have been here for a long time. 8.7 p.m.

Lord HYLTON rose to ask Her

Lord NOEL-BAKER: My Lords, may. Majesty's Government whether they are
Si - giving favourable consideration to certain

piencehsed mte inoeror. mymodest but significant proposals for
perience has led me into error. improving the financial arrangements

affecting residential homes and care

8.5 P.M. generally for the elderly who are frail or

T.5 Earl handicapped. The noble Lord said: My
The Earl of LISTOWEL: My Lords, iLords, I beg leave to ask the Question

shall be very brief indeed. This debate standing in my name on the Order Paper.
has been memorable, if not unque, After those formal words I should like to
because it has displayed a complete and thank in advance all those who are going
wholehearted agreement between the noble to speak on this question this evening.
Lord, Lord Aldington, and my noble I am doubly grateful to them for doing
thandthenble Lordkway., Lsod reae this after an all-night sitting and after a
thank the noble Lord, Lord Trefgarne, long debate on a question of world
for the undertaking he gave that the logdeae o a deion o horl -

Government would give serious considera- importance. I am delighted to have

tion to the proposals of the Brandt attracted a maiden speaker tonight in the
Reort. thdid potos expc thm Btodoperson of my noble friend Lady Trumping-
Report. I did not expect him to go ton.
further this evening. I do not think he
will be surprised if I say that I shall not I should perhaps briefly declare my

leave him or the Government alone until interest in this subject. I have been for

they can come back to this House and say many years closely connected with three

whether or not they accept the main charitable trusts which make both grants

recommendations of the Brandt Report. and loans for the housing of elderly

people. Therefore I am perhaps in a
I should like to joiin k my congratula position to know, as regards the voluntary

tions to the maiden speaker, who is not sector, just where the shoe pinches. It
here at the moment. I should like him myb epu fItybih odfn

to red inJianard-may be helpful if I try briefly to define
some of the terms of art which I, and no

. doubt other speakers, will use.
A noble Lord: My Lords, he is here.

First, there is sheltered housing. By
this I mean grouped, self-contained hous-

my Lords, he is here. I should like to ing for the elderly, usually with a resident

myll Lh, tht I hae.sd liktened to warden and with some communal facili-
tell him that I have listened to many ties designed normally in accordance with
maiden speeches but that I have listened the DOE circular 82/69. There is also
to none that has shown such an extra- under this heading shared accommodation
ordinary excellence the qualitiecs that of, for instance, the type of Abbeyfield
your Lordships particularly appreciate: Houses with which many of your Lord-
first-hand experience and balanced judg-
mient. I should like to thank all yorships may well be familiar. The second

orenip wshod have thank pa your important term is voluntary homes for the
Lordships who have taken part the elderly. By this I mean residential accom-
debate for your welcome to the broad modation registered with local social ser-
outline of the Brandt Report. It is vices departments and designed to standards
indeed impressive that this welcome has set by the Department of ealth and Social
come equally from both sides of the setuby.
House. This has been an important

expression of Parliamentary opinion. I The neatness of these definitions is

hope that it will influence public opinion slightly blurred by some other newer

and the policy of the Government. My forms. We have, for istance, caring

Lords, I beg leave to withdraw my, hostels in accordance with the Housing

Motion for Papers. Corporation Circular 1/77, and certain
extra care units which are built on to

Motion for Papers, by leave wih traditional sheltered housing. Voluntary

drawn. housiog associations manage all of these
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